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Abstract
Urban air quality and particularly human exposure to traffic related emissions is one of
the biggest problems in modern societies. This thesis is dedicated to advancing
understanding of human exposure to traffic related air pollution in developed cities.
The conceptual framework covers aspects of exposure spanning from roadside to
within-vehicle exposure, while focusing on providing new modelling tools and methods
that can be used to assist and better manage air quality. To investigate roadside
exposure, a trend analysis of nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone and temperature
was performed across the UK for the period 2009 - 2016 and a new methodology was
introduced to quantify for the first time the impact of cold weather-related vehicle
primary nitrogen dioxide emissions on urban air quality. To study within-vehicle
exposure, a set of field experiments were conducted, where four vehicles were driven
on a consistent route encompassing contrasting road types, measuring, under different
ventilation options, simultaneous within-vehicle and ambient levels of particulate
matter, aerosol lung surface deposited area, nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide. The data
from these experiments were used to build a mass balance model to estimate personal
exposure to air pollution within vehicle cabins, while state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithms were also used to introduce new predictive capabilities for air pollution
exposure.
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Preface

“Love is in the air, but the air is highly polluted”

1

Air pollution is not only a problem of our time but might arguably be the
biggest challenge of the modern world and the 21 st century. The discovery of fire
created problems by polluting the air of the surrounding inhabited areas due to
incomplete combustion processes. The Roman philosopher and statesman Seneca
wrote in 61 A.D:

“No sooner had I left behind the oppressive atmosphere of the city of Rome and that
reek of smoking cookers which pour out, along with clouds of ashes, all the poisonous
fumes they’ve accumulated in their interiors whenever they’re started up, than I
noticed the change in my condition”

In the 16th century the British poet Percy Bysshe Shelley writes:
“Hell is a city much like London, a populous and a smoky city”

A century later John Evelyn made a study of the effects of coal smoke on
health, plant life and buildings. Evelyn’s paper: “Fumifugium; or the Inconveniencie of
the Aer and Smoak of London Dissipated” published in 1661 might represent the first
complete study of air pollution.
In the 20th century there were several high profile air pollution episodes around
the globe. In December 1930, in Meuse valley, Belgium, a five-day smog event
coincidentally in conjunction with strong temperature inversions in the atmosphere
and heavy sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions from coal burning resulted in 63 deaths and
6000 people suffering from illness. In 1948 in the United States, there was another
2

disaster due to air pollution, when a pall of SO2 and suspended particulate matter
stabilized for five days over the city of Donora. About 6,000 residents out of the city's
14,000 people became ill, while 20 of them died. The worst of these 20th century air
pollution episodes occurred in London in 1952. At the time, the city used low quality
coal for everything from generating power to heating homes, while much industry and
power generation was within the city. As a result, a week of high levels of air pollution
caused by stagnant conditions in the atmosphere led to as many as 12,000 deaths, all
attributable to air pollution. When the increased use of petrol as a fuel for internal
combustion engines grew as a result of the increase in vehicle numbers in big cities,
the problem of pollution became more severe and another type of pollution,
photochemical air pollution, appeared. This type of secondary air pollution was first
seen in the early 1940s, was derived from the mix of vehicular or internal combustion
engine emissions and industrial emissions. It affects many cities globally including
Mexico City in Mexico, Santiago in Chile, Tokyo in Japan, Beijing in China, Athens in
Greece and Los Angeles in the USA.
Nowadays, the major threat to clean air in developed cities is posed by traffic
emissions. Petrol and diesel-engine vehicles emit a wide variety of pollutants,
principally oxides of nitrogen (NOx) as a sum of nitrogen oxide (NO) and nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and particulate matter with
aerodynamic diameters ranging from coarse ≤ 10 µm (PM10) to fine ≤ 2.5 µm (PM2.5)
and ultrafine ≤ 300 nm (UFP), which have a significant impact upon human health. In
addition, many of these emissions are responsible for the formation of tropospheric
ozone (O3), a secondary pollutant generated through photochemical processing of
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nitrogen dioxide and VOCs. O3 normally particularly affects suburban and rural areas
and has significant impact upon human health, vegetation and climate change.
In the UK road transport is the second largest NO2 source of outdoor urban air
pollution. According to the Department for Transport, 68% of the working population
use road transport to go to work on a daily basis spending on average at least 38
minutes inside the vehicle cabins. As people use vehicles, outdoor air undergoes
exchange with the air inside vehicle cabins, thus exposing vehicle occupants to outdoor
air pollution levels to varying extents during this time. However, since the majority of
the time (about 90%) is spent in other microenvironments such as houses, work places
and schools, many fundamental indoor air quality studies have been primarily focused
towards these microenvironments. Thus, little quantitative information is available on
air pollution exposure within vehicles and how this varies compared with outside air
composition and ventilation preferences or travel route. The overarching aim of this
thesis is to understand the impacts of vehicle emissions on air quality in urban
environments, and develop understanding of how outdoor air quality is a determinant
of health and personal air pollution exposure in passenger cars.
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Thesis overview

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis. It touches upon some basic
atmospheric principles regarding the atmosphere and the main sources of air
pollution. Particular focus is given to vehicle emissions, where an extensive
introduction to the techniques used to measure vehicle emissions is provided. Vehicle
exhaust after-treatment systems and their operation conditions are also discussed.
The chapter also considers indoor air pollution with particular emphasis to withinvehicle air quality and exposure. Finally chapter 1 discusses current state of the art
techniques that are used to estimate air pollution and personal exposure.
Chapter 2 provides a new analysis of roadside NO2/NOx ratios in the UK and
how these have changed over the last decade with regard to new polices and vehicle
technologies. The analysis covers hourly data from 45 monitoring sites across the UK
acquired for the period 2009-2016. About three million hourly data points for each of
NO, NO2, O3 and temperature were included in the analysis, while trends of the
aforementioned species were also analysed. This chapter presents a methodology to
investigate the impact of enhanced cold-weather vehicle primary NO2 emissions upon
urban air quality. The work described in this chapter has been published as:
Matthaios, V. N., Kramer, L. J., Sommariva R., Pope, F. D., Bloss, W. J., 2019.
Investigation of vehicle cold start primary NO2 emissions from ambient monitoring
data in the UK and their implications for urban air quality. Atmospheric Environment.
199, 402-414.
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Chapter 3 provides an analysis of within-vehicle air pollution exposure relative
to air pollution directly outside the vehicles in Birmingham, UK. The instrumentation
and experimental setup are described, and the results of 83 hours of successful driving
experiments are presented. These results are used to assess within-vehicle exposure
based on observations of ultrafine particles (UFP), lung surface deposited area (LSDA),
particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5, PM1) and nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2), under
different ventilation settings and routes. The chapter concludes by calculating the
inhalation dose of vehicle occupants in comparison with that of cyclists and
pedestrians following equivalent routes around the city of Birmingham. The work in
this chapter has been published as:

Matthaios N. V., Kramer J. L., Crilley R. L., Sommariva R., Pope D. F., Bloss J. W., 2020.
Quantification of within-vehicle exposure to NOx and particles: variation with outside
air quality, route choice and ventilation options.

Chapter 4 builds upon the measurements of chapter 3 and develops a massbalance model that can be used to estimate air pollution exposure within vehicle
cabins and other microenvironments in general. The model accounts for vehicle
ventilation setting and takes into account basic gas-phase reactions and processes
such as deposition, infiltration and vehicle leakage. State-of-the-art machine learning
algorithms are also used to provide insights into new modelling prediction tools for air
quality. These data driven algorithms, based on a training dataset, showed skill in
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predicting within-vehicle air pollution exposure from input observations from local
authority air quality monitoring stations.
Chapter 5 provides a synthesis of the research performed, some concluding
remarks for the thesis, and identifies potential future research gaps.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Graphical thesis abstract
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1.1 Background

According to World Health Organization (WHO), outdoor air pollution is
responsible for at least 4.2 million deaths per year, however recent studies have
shown that this number can be as high as 8.8 million per year (Lelieveld et al., 2019).
Worldwide, ambient air pollution accounts for 29% of all deaths and diseases from
lung cancer, 17% of all deaths and diseases from acute lower respiratory infection,
24% of all deaths from stroke, 25% of all deaths and diseases from ischaemic heart
disease and 43% of all deaths and disease from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(WHO, 2016). Globally, more than 80% of urban residents are exposed to unhealthy
outdoor air pollution levels that exceed the WHO limits (WHO, 2016), while recent
evidence (Apte et al., 2018) claim that air pollution on average reduces human life
expectancy by a year.
In the European Union the first directive for air quality 96/62/EC (EC, 1996),
which is commonly referred to as the Air Quality Framework Directive, defines air
pollution as:

“pollution’ shall mean the direct or indirect introduction of substances, vibrations, heat
or noise into the air, water or land which may be harmful to human health or the
quality of the environment, result in damage to material property, or impair or
interfere with amenities and other legitimate uses of the environment.”
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Air pollution is caused by natural and anthropogenic sources. Natural sources
can be a volcano eruption, wildfires or dust transfer from various deserts, etc.
Anthropogenic air pollution sources are mainly associated with: means of transport,
generation of electricity, domestic cooking and heating, industry, high temperature
combustion activities and agricultural activities.
Urban environments in developing nations are dominated by sources mainly
related to domestic activities such as heating or cooking. Such activities make a
significant contribution to local PM levels and may also be substantial contributors to
other pollutant concentrations such as soot, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) or CO,
especially when wood or pellet or other alternative combustion materials are used as
fuel (Bloss, 2009). On the other hand, in developed nations, road transport is a major
and probably the predominant source of air pollutants and toxic mixtures in urban
areas that have direct and indirect detrimental impacts on human health and
ecosystems. To minimise negative impacts to human health arising from transport
pollution, all vehicles, by law, are required to maintain emissions under a certain
threshold. Before being released on the market, vehicles are put through testing
procedures to prove they can maintain low emissions. However, in 2014, it was found
that some car manufacturers were implementing software in vehicles which could
recognise when a test was being performed and then adjusted the engine to emit less
than if it were being driven normally. This finding resulted in a number of scandals in
which actual vehicle emissions were found to be much greater than reported by
individual manufacturers, the most famous of those being the Volkswagen
“Dieselgate” in 2014. Since then, there is a growing body of research that reports an
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underestimation of real world driving emissions and their implications for air quality
and human health (e.g. Anenberg et al., 2017; Matthaios et al., 2019; Grange et al.,
2019), particularly in highly exposed groups such as professional drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians.
The following sections provide an introductory basis for the primary focus of
this thesis, namely investigation of direct and indirect vehicle emissions under realworld driving conditions and their implications for passenger air quality and human
health.

1.2 The Earth’s atmosphere - structure and key
pollutants

The Earth’s atmosphere consists of four main vertical layers, namely the
thermosphere, mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere, each with different
properties such as composition, temperature and pressure. The major gaseous
constituents of the atmosphere are nitrogen N2 (78% v/v), oxygen O2 (21% v/v), argon
(0.9% v/v) and carbon dioxide (0.04% v/v) when the atmosphere is dry, while water
vapour also comprises a variable fraction up to 4% v/v. The troposphere is the lowest
part of the atmosphere and the one that is most directly affected by human activities.
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It contains 75% of the atmosphere's mass and 99% of the total mass of water vapour
and aerosols. The lowest part of the troposphere that responds directly to the flows of
mass, energy and momentum from the Earth’s surface, characteristically at timescales
of an hour or less, is called the atmospheric boundary layer (Stull, 1988). Most
pollutants are emitted into, or chemically produced within this layer, while its diurnal
evolution plays a critical role for the determination of pollutant dispersion pathways
(Salmond and McKendry, 2005) and the air quality of a region (Aidaui et al., 2015).
The boundary layer and hence the atmosphere is considered polluted when
harmful or excessive quantities of substances including gases (such as carbon dioxide,
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, methane), particulates (both organic and inorganic or
mixed), and other biological material are introduced into the Earth's atmosphere. The
main two pollutants of greatest concern to health, that also dominate the urban
atmosphere in developed and developing nations, are nitrogen dioxide and particulate
matter.
Nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) are widely present in the troposphere, and
are generated from both natural and anthropogenic sources (Jacobson, 2012). Natural
NOx emission sources include lightning, wild fires and volcanic activities. Human
activities contribute substantially to tropospheric NOx levels. NOx emissions (as NO)
from anthropogenic sources contribute 77% of the global NOx emission (Holloway and
Wayne, 2010) and they are mainly associated with high temperature combustion
processes emitted from power plants, ships and road transportation.
PM with aerodynamic diameters ranging from coarse ≤ 10 µm (PM10) to fine ≤
2.5 µm (PM2.5) and ultrafine ≤ 300 nm (UFP), is a complex mixture of primary and
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secondary particles that includes both organic and inorganic components, and includes
sources such as dust, pollen, soot, smoke, and liquid droplets that vary greatly in size,
composition and origin. All are emitted either from natural sources or by human
activities (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Primary PM are emitted from sources directly
into the atmosphere; it includes dust erosion, sea spray, soot from fuel combustion,
fugitive dust from metallurgical processes or open pit mine activities, and freshly
emitted organic compounds condensed on particles. Secondary PM, on the other
hand, are formed in the atmosphere through condensation, oxidation, and reaction
with precursor gases such as volatile organic compounds, and sulfur and nitrogen
oxides (Harrison et al., 1997).

1.3 Basic gas phase reactions in urban environments

NOx emissions are of particular importance to urban air quality, since they do
not only contribute to local and regional scale air pollution, but also to the formation
of secondary pollutants such as ozone (O3) and components of secondary PM. NOx,
associated with internal combustion engine vehicles, are produced primarily from
tailpipe exhaust emissions, and normally dominate gas-phase processes in urban
environments (Bloss, 2009).
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During daylight hours, NOx concentrations together with that of ozone (and in
the absence of other atmospheric chemical reactions) are in steady state, also known
as a photostationary state (PSS), and represent a null cycle for NO, NO2, O, and O3
following the three reactions:

𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂3 → 𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂2

(1)

𝑁𝑂2 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂

(2)

𝑂 + 𝑂2 + 𝑀 → 𝑂3 + 𝑀

(3)

The timescales of these PSS reactions are a few minutes under typical boundary
layer daylight conditions, thus they deﬁne an equilibrium between NO, O 3 and NO2
with the following relationship:

[𝑁𝑂2 ]⁄[𝑁𝑂] = 𝑘[𝑂3 ]⁄𝑗𝑁𝑂2

This relationship between NOx and O3 is also known as the Leighton
relationship. In a typical urban environment, in the early morning, NO2 levels are
relatively high in the atmosphere, while NO and O3 levels are low. When the sunrise
starts, NO2 levels rapidly drop due to solar photolysis, and NO and O3 levels maximise
from late morning to afternoon. As the sunlight begins to fade, NO2 levels rise again
through this null cycle, alongside reducing NO and O3 levels. Due to the rapid
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interchange of O3 and NO2, it can be helpful to consider the total level of oxidant, O x
(Ox = O3 + NO2), and its variation with NOx levels. Elevated levels of Ox may result from
a) regional ozone production or b) potential local sources. These include direct primary
emissions of NO2. These regional and local contributions to Ox may be distinguished
through their dependence upon NOx levels (Figure 1). Ox as a function of NOx
determines the regional (NOx - independent) contribution from the ordinate intercept,
and the local (NOx - dependent) contribution from the gradient (Clapp and Jenkin,
2001).

Figure 1.1: Variation of daylight average mixing ratios of oxidant (Ox) with the level of
NOx. The line is calculated by the regression analysis (Source: Clapp and Jenkin, 2001).
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1.4 Vehicle emissions

In urban environments in developed nations, vehicle and road transport
emissions in general are the dominant source of atmospheric air pollution. Increasing
urbanisation, and (in many societies) growth in vehicle ownership and passengerjourneys, have contributed to growth in traffic-related ambient air pollution
abundance, counteracting in some cases improvements in emissions abatement
technologies. The predominant primary air pollutant emissions from vehicles include
nitrogen oxides (NOx, the sum of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)),
carbon dioxide (CO2), particulate matter (PM) including ultrafine particles (UFP) mainly
referred as soot in diesel vehicles, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), derived
primarily from exhaust (tailpipe) sources, alongside mechanical (brake, tyre) inputs and
road dust resuspension in the case of PM.
Vehicle emissions are formed as a result of burning the heterogeneous air/fuel
mixture and depend on the prevailing conditions not only during combustion, but also
during the expansion. Several processes contribute to the emissions formation
including, mixture preparation during the ignition delay, fuel ignition quality, residence
time at different combustion temperatures, expansion duration and general engine
design. In principle, the concentration of the different emission species in the exhaust
is the result of their formation, and their reduction in the exhaust system.
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Incomplete combustion products include mainly formation of PM, while
primary mechanisms of combustion-produced NOx include thermal, prompt and fuel
NOx. Thermal NOx only require nitrogen in the air to combine with O and OH radicals,
which are in abundant supply in a flame. The combustion NOx reactions are highly
temperature dependent, so the hotter the combustion, the more NO x is formed.
Prompt NOx is the reaction of atmospheric nitrogen with combustion radicals occurring
in the earliest stages of combustion. Fuel NOx are the result of nitrogen being
chemically bonded to the untreated fuel, which largely converts to NOx in the exhaust.
Particulate matter or soot emissions are formed during the high temperature
pyrolysis or combustion of hydrocarbons at extreme air/oxygen deficiency that is
locally inside diesel engines; soot formation increases as the air/fuel ratio decreases.
Soot is produced by oxygen deficient thermal cracking of long-chain molecules. A
separation of hydrogen leads to C-structures showing an increasing lack of hydrogen.
Alkynes and other polymerization processes lead to formation of molecules rich in
carbon that form soot (Homann, 1985). Soot consists of solid (organically insoluble)
and liquid (organically soluble) phases and its composition is largely dependent on the
operating point and the combustion process.
Vehicular pollutants have been reported to have substantial adverse impacts
on human health (Papapostolou et al., 2011), with exposure to NO2 known to lead to
reduced lung function and increased risk of cancer (Adam et al., 2015; Hamra et al.,
2015; WHO, 2013). The latest evidence across Europe suggests that NO2 is responsible
for hundreds of thousands of premature deaths each year (EEA, 2016; RCP, 2016;
COMEAP, 2010). Moreover, the International Agency for Research on Cancer has
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recently classified diesel engine exhaust as a Group I carcinogen, based on its
association with lung cancer (Attfield et al., 2012; Silverman et al., 2012). Despite the
fact that there is a general overall decrease in the diesel passenger car share across the
European Union in recent years, the diesel passenger share is still above 50%,
according to the European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA, 2017).
Within the EU, a series of legislative measures have been introduced to address
this challenge and it is now over 20 years since the introduction of the first NOx
guidelines in Europe, originally for ambient concentrations and eventually for direct
vehicle emissions. The first directive 96/62/EC (EC, 1996), which is commonly referred
as the Air Quality Framework Directive, and its daughter directives, established
standards in the period up to 2004 for the abundance of a range of pollutants including
NO2 in ambient air. The first three daughter directives were consolidated into a single
ambient air quality directive adopted as 2008/50/EC (EC, 2008a) and together with the
fourth daughter directive 2004/107/EC they provide the current framework for the
control of ambient concentrations of air pollution. However, the need for better and
more accurate measures to minimize NO2 mixing ratios led to more rigorous vehicle
legislation directives, which gradually aimed to decrease emissions from vehicles (EC,
2008b; 2011). European Union emission regulations for new light duty vehicles,
including passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, were specified in Directive
70/220/EEC with a number of amendments adopted in 2004. In 2007, this directive
was repealed and replaced by Regulation 715/2007 (Euro 5/6). Some of the important
regulatory steps for implementing emission standards for light-duty vehicles were:
Euro 1 standards (also known as EC 93): Directives 91/441/EEC (passenger cars only) or
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93/59/EEC (passenger cars and light trucks). Euro 2 standards (EC 96): Directives
94/12/EC or 96/69/EC. Euro 3/4 standards (2000/2005): Directive 98/69/EC, further
amendments in 2002/80/EC. Euro 5/6 standards (2009/2014): Regulation 715/2007
(“political” legislation) and several comitology regulations.
EU regulations introduce different emission limits for compression ignition
(diesel) and spark ignition (gasoline, ethanol, etc.) vehicles. Diesels have more
stringent CO standards but are allowed higher NOx emissions. Positive ignition vehicles
were exempted from PM standards through the Euro 4 stage. Euro 5/6 regulations
introduce PM mass emission standards, equal to those for diesels, for positive ignition
vehicles with direct injection (DI) engines. EU emission standards are summarized in
the following tables (1.1 and 1.2). All dates listed in the tables refer to new type
approvals.

Table 1.1: EU emission standards for passenger cars. DI: Direct injection engine, IDI:
indirect injection. *: and Non methane hydrocarbons = 0.068 g/km, **: applied only in
vehicles with DI engines
Stage

Date

CO
g/km

Euro 1
Euro 2
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6

07.1992
1996.01
2000.01
2005.01
2009.09
2014.09

2.72 (3.16)
2.2
2.30
1.0
1.0
1.0

Euro 1
Euro 2, IDI
Euro 2, DI
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6

1992.07
1996.01
1996.01
2000.01
2005.01
2011.09
2014.09

2.72 (3.16)
1.0
1.0
0.64
0.50
0.50
0.50

HC

HC +NOx

Spark Ignition (Gasoline)
0.97 (1.13)
0.5
0.20
0.10
0.10*
0.10*
Compression Ignition (Diesel)
0.97 (1.13)
0.7
0.9
0.56
0.30
0.23
0.17
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NOx

PM

PN
#/km

0.15
0.08
0.06
0.06

0.005**
0.005**

11
6.0×10

0.50
0.25
0.18
0.08

0.14 (0.18)
0.08
0.10
0.05
0.025
0.005
0.005

11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10

Table 1.2: EU emission standards for light duty vehicles. DI: Direct injection engine, IDI:
indirect injection.
Category

Stage

N1, Class I
≤1305 kg

Euro 1
Euro 2
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6
Euro 1
Euro 2
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6
Euro 1
Euro 2
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6
Euro 5
Euro 6

N1, Class II
1305-1760 kg

N1, Class III
>1760 kg

N2

N1, Class I
≤1305 kg

N1, Class II
1305-1760 kg

N1, Class III
>1760 kg

N2

Euro 1
Euro 2 IDI
Euro 2 DI
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5a
Euro 5b
Euro 6
Euro 1
Euro 2 IDI
Euro 2 DI
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5a
Euro 5b
Euro 6
Euro 1
Euro 2 IDI
Euro 2 DI
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5a
Euro 5b
Euro 6
Euro 5a
Euro 5b
Euro 6

Date

CO
HC
HC+NOx
g/km
Spark Ignition (Gasoline)
1994.10
2.72
0.97
1997.01
2.2
0.50
2000.01
2.3
0.20
2005.01
1.0
0.10
2009.09
1.0
0.10
2014.09
1.0
0.10
1994.10
5.17
1.40
1998.01
4.0
0.65
2001.01
4.17
0.25
2006.01
1.81
0.13
2010.09
1.81
0.13
2015.09
1.81
0.13
1994.10
6.90
1.70
1998.01
5.0
0.80
2001.01
5.22
0.29
2006.01
2.27
0.16
2010.09
2.27
0.16
2015.09
2.27
0.16
2010.09
2.27
0.16
2015.09
2.27
0.16
Compression Ignition (Diesel)
1994.10
2.72
0.97
1997.01
1.0
0.70
1997.01
1.0
0.90
2000.01
0.64
0.56
2005.01
0.50
0.30
2009.09
0.50
0.23
2011.09
0.50
0.23
2014.09
0.50
0.17
1994.10
5.17
1.40
1998.01
1.25
1.0
1998.01
1.25
1.30
2001.01
0.80
0.72
2006.01
0.63
0.39
2010.09
0.63
0.295
2011.09
0.63
0.295
2015.09
0.63
0.195
1994.10
6.90
1.70
1998.01
1.5
1.20
1998.01
1.5
1.60
2001.01
0.95
0.86
2006.01
0.74
0.46
2010.09
0.74
0.350
2011.09
0.74
0.350
2015.09
0.74
0.215
2010.09
0.74
0.350
2011.09
0.74
0.350
2015.09
0.74
0.215
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NOx

PM

PN
#/km

0.15
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.18
0.10
0.075
0.075
0.21
0.11
0.082
0.082
0.082
0.082

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10

0.50
0.25
0.18
0.18
0.08
0.65
0.33
0.235
0.235
0.105
0.78
0.39
0.280
0.280
0.125
0.280
0.280
0.125

0.14
0.08
0.10
0.05
0.025
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.19
0.12
0.14
0.07
0.04
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.25
0.17
0.20
0.10
0.06
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10
11
6.0×10

Studies over the past decade in the UK have shown that the ambient NOx
mixing ratios have dropped significantly (DEFRA, 2017), however, this decrease is not
observed for ambient NO2 levels. In fact, it is observed that NO2 hourly values
exceeded both the hourly average limit of NO2 > 200 µg/m3 and the limit of 35
exceedances per year. It was also observed that there were increasing amounts of NO2
for a given NOx mixing ratio in the roadside sites (primary NO2), with NO2/NOx ratios
increasing from about 5-6% in 1997 to 17% in 2003 (Carslaw, 2005). Similar results
were obtained for individual fleet categories, with observed increases in the NOx
emission factors for Euro 4/5 cars compared to previous Euro classes (Carslaw et al.,
2011). Such behaviour was observed in a range of European cities such as Paris, Milan,
Athens, Barcelona, London, and Stuttgart (Anttila et al, 2011; Grice et al., 2009;
Hueglin et al, 2006). Nevertheless, some of the latest results (Carslaw et al., 2016b;
Grange et al., 2017; Matthaios et al., 2019) give more optimistic conclusions in the
reduction of traffic related pollution. New Euro limits (Euro 5 and Euro 6), and aftertreatment technologies, in conjunction with factors such as aged catalyst technologies
having reduced oxidative capacity of NOx via thermal deactivation, have a positive
impact in the reduction of particulate pollution (Harrison and Beddows, 2017) and
ambient as well as primary NO2 from traffic (DEFRA, 2017; Carslaw et al., 2016b).
Figure 1.2 shows the NO2/NOx ratio in roadside stations across Europe. Despite the fact
that roadside NO2/NOx emissions are showing reductions over the recent years 20092016 (Grange et al., 2017), there is still an on-going debate as studies also reveal that
under cold or hot weather conditions vehicle emissions are greater when comparing
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them with normal conditions, which is probably due to how the emission aftertreatment control systems operate (Grange et al., 2019, Dallman et al., 2019).

Figure 1.2: Mean NO2/NOx ratio for all roadside monitoring sites for the 61 European
urban areas analysed between 1990 and 2015. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence intervals (from Grange et al., 2017).

1.5 Emission controls of vehicle pollutants

Vehicle technologies have evolved to reduce fuel consumption, improve engine
performance, and (primarily through the addition of after-treatment systems) reduce
emission of air pollutants such as NOx in order to comply with the Euro class and other
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vehicle emission standards. In internal combustion engines the pollutants are emitted
when the combustion process is incomplete, and a big role to that plays the air to fuel
ratio. The determination of the excess air or excess fuel in a combustion system is
defined by the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (1:1 is the ideal combustion). The
stoichiometric ratio is the ideal fuel ratio where the chemical mixing proportion is
correct and when burned, all fuel and air is consumed without any excess or left over.
In case where the air content is higher that the stoichiometric ratio, the mixture is
defined as fuel-lean, while, when the air content is less than the stoichiometric ratio,
the mixture is fuel-rich.
Of the two principal categories of internal combustion engine, the emission
problem is more straightforward to address for gasoline (positive/spark ignition)
vehicles in comparison to diesel (compression ignition) vehicles. Most gasoline vehicles
now employ a three-way catalyst (TWC), one of the most important abatement
technologies introduced in the 1980’s and applied in the 1990’s manufactured vehicles
to reduce vehicle tailpipe emissions. Under stoichiometric conditions (ideal
combustion process where fuel is burned completely) TWC are designed to
simultaneously convert carbon monoxide (CO) to CO2, hydrocarbons (HC) to CO2 and
water and NOx species to nitrogen. Theoretically, TWC can cut CO, HC and NO x
emissions by over 99% (under stoichiometric conditions) if the air to fuel ratio in the
exhaust stream is accurately controlled, although they have been associated with
emissions of the greenhouse gas nitrous oxide (N2O) (Berges et al., 1993; Jimenez et
al., 2000).
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Diesel after-treatment systems face more challenges in reducing emissions
from the exhaust system mainly due to the high amount of oxygen in the combustion
process, as diesel engines have an air-fuel ratio leaner than stoichiometric. A
schematic of these systems is illustrated in Figure 1.3. Diesel vehicles (Euro 3 and later)
use diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC), which normally contain palladium, platinum and
aluminium oxide, all of which serve as catalysts to oxidize the HC and CO with O 2 to
form CO2 and H2O. However, this oxidation can lead to increased NO2 emissions when
no further after-treatment technology is applied. In modern engines DOC is often used
as an auxiliary catalyst in other after treatment systems (see DPF and SCR below).
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) was introduced as a further emission control
technology introduced in larger size Euro 3 engines, and became the standard in Euro
4 and later diesel passenger cars and light duty vehicles (LDV). The EGR system
principally channels and recirculates a portion of the exhaust gas into the new filtered,
high-pressure, fresh combustion air at the engine intake. The higher the engine load,
the better the EGR performance and the greater the NOx reduction (Yokomura et al.,
2003).
Diesel particle filters (DPF), introduced in 2009 to achieve Euro 5 limits,
physically capture diesel particles and prevent their release to the atmosphere.
However, the stored PM must be oxidized in order not to completely block the filter
and damage the vehicle operation. This oxidation is achieved via reaction with O 2 at
high temperatures (600 OC) and via reaction with NO2 at low temperatures (250 – 450
O

C). Mainly, the oxidation in DPF is accomplished by NO2, due to the amount of NO2

needed in the DPF to burn the soot. For this reason, the DPF is usually attached after
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the DOC system, forming a continuously regenerated trap (CRT) or catalyzed
continuously regenerated trap (CCRT), which reduces PM, CO and HC. The secondary
NO2 formation as a by-product of the catalysis, however, is a major issue in these
systems and can lead to increased NO2 emissions from the vehicle.
The latest after-treatment technologies involve Lean NOx trap (LNT) and
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technologies, and are needed to achieve Euro 6
limits. LNT technology achieves NOx storage during lean engine operation, NOx
reduction during rich operation phases. During lean engine operation, NO x is stored in
the storage components in the form of nitrates and nitrites. In a subsequent, short
fuel-rich period, the NOx trap is regenerated by NOx release and reaction with HCs
achieves reduction to N2. Since fuel consumption for NOx trap regeneration depends
on the regeneration frequency, which is a function of NOx trap performance
parameters, the impact of catalyst aging must be considered in the operation strategy.
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) is an after-treatment system which catalyses
NOx (NO + NO2) reduction using reactive nitrogen compounds, such as ammonia or
urea (NH2)2CO; (commercial name AdBlue). In SCR, the mixture of ammonia/urea
reacts with NOx to form N2, CO2, and H2O. The SCR process requires precise control of
the ammonia/urea injection rate; an insufficient injection rate may result in
unacceptably low NOx conversions, while too large an injection rate results in releases
of undesirable ammonia (“ammonia slip”) to the atmosphere and increased SCR
reductant consumption. All after-treatment systems need to reach a certain
temperature threshold (regular operating conditions) in order to effectively reduce
NOx vehicle emissions. This difference in the temperature, for both the engine and the
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catalytic converter, to which the vehicle is operated comparing to regular operating
conditions can be expressed as a “cold – start” and can be defined as when the engine
is started with the temperature of the oil, coolant and all elements of the engine at the
ambient temperature. At lower ambient temperatures, the engine and catalyst warm
up period is prolonged and this can have adverse effect on vehicle emissions. Modern
gasoline and diesel vehicles are equipped with TWC and DOC after-treatment systems.
Under cold operation, disproportionally higher levels of gaseous pollutants are
produced, since the temperature of the catalyst is not high enough to ensure efficient
NOx conversion. Currently in the EU, only the emissions from gasoline Euro 3/4
vehicles under cold-start in low ambient temperature are regulated under the
Directive 98/69/EC (EC, 1998), as identified elsewhere (e.g. Dardiotis et al., 2013;
Bielaczyc et al., 2011; 2012).

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of vehicle’s emission after-treatment systems.
EGR: Exhaust gas recirculation, DOC: Diesel oxidation catalyst, DPF: Diesel particulate
filter, SCR: Selective catalytic reduction.
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1.6 Vehicle tailpipe emission measurement approaches

There are many different approaches to estimate vehicle combustion (tailpipe)
emissions. A review on the techniques that are used to measure vehicle emissions can
be found in Franco et al., (2013), here, we briefly introduce the key approaches to
provide context for the methodology used in this work. Firstly, there are the approved
bench (chassis dynamometer) tests (see Figure 1.4), where the tested vehicle follows a
certain driving cycle (sequence of speed/acceleration/deceleration over a pre-defined
period of time that corresponds to notional urban driving or extra-urban driving
behaviour) and relevant analysers sample directly from the exhaust to determine NOx
emissions (Nine et al., 1999; Yanowitz et al, 2000). However, such tests are very short
(approximately 20 min each test) and as has been widely reported, fail to capture the
real driving NOx emissions by accident or design (Andersson et al., 2014; Degraeuwe
and Weiss, 2017). Thus, it is thought that emission factors based solely upon such tests
may not be representative of real-world on-road vehicle behaviour.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the chassis dynamometer vehicle emission control test. a)
Schematic representation and description, b) real lab vehicle testing at European
Vehicle Emission Laboratory test chambers (adopted from Luis et al., 2017).

Secondly, portable emission systems (PEMS) are devices mounted to individual
test vehicles which measure directly from the exhaust/tailpipe during on-road driving
(Weiss et al, 2011). PEMS systems can be installed externally or internally of the tested
vehicle (see Figure 1.5). PEMS capture individual vehicle emissions under real driving
conditions. However they are expensive and can only be fitted in one car at a time.
Normally they also require tailpipe adaptations to sample directly, and may suffer
power limitations if powered by the vehicle on-board low voltage power supply
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system. A related approach is the chase measurement method. In this approach,
instruments are mounted in a second, monitoring vehicle and an inlet is used in order
to sample from ambient air, while following individual (or a group of) target vehicles
(Brantley et al., 2014). Chase approaches can, compared with test bench
measurements and PEMS approaches, more readily give accurate information about
fleet emissions from a number of vehicles and variations with driving behaviour (e.g.
urban, rural, motorway), but suffer from limitations from the need to account for
mixing with background air (commonly achieved via use of CO2 as an exhaust tracer),
and overlap of multiple potential target vehicle plumes.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of real world driving emission tests. (top) Internal installation
and configuration of PEMS, (bottom) external installation and driving with mounted
PEMS (adopted from Giechaskiel et al., 2016).

Thirdly, remote sensing technologies (Bishop et al, 1989), where infrared
and/or ultraviolet light of specific wavelengths from a source passes through the
exhaust plume of an individual or series of target vehicles prior to measurement at a
detector, wherein the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the concentration of
gases in the plume (Carslaw and Rhys-Tyler, 2013). An alternative recently-developed
top-down geometry, which can sample individual vehicle lanes, has also recently been
demonstrated with similar results (Ropkins et al., 2017). Figure 1.6 illustrates both
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horizontal and vertical vehicle emission remote sensing measurements. Both
approaches are commonly coupled with vehicle sensing and number plate recognition
tools to identify speed, acceleration and vehicle/engine characteristics. Although
remote sensing methodologies are in many senses the “gold standard” approach, in
that they can measure the real-world on-road emissions from large numbers of
individual vehicles under favourable operating conditions, they suffer from constraints
of cost, complexity and potentially perturbations to traffic flow/behaviour.
Furthermore, many of the relevant pollutants do not have UV or IR spectra, while such
techniques have issues when located on multiple lane roads as emissions from vehicles
alongside the target vehicle can interfere with the result, in particular when the wind is
in an unfavourable direction.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of horizontal and vertical remote sensing vehicle emission
measurements (from Dallman et al., 2019).

Lastly, vehicle emissions may be inferred from the analysis of ambient air
quality measurements, using monitoring sites located in suitable proximity to the road.
This method has the advantage of exploiting the data that in most of the cases are
used to report the ambient air pollution levels to the government authorities and EU.
This method is relatively cheap compared to the aforementioned approaches and no
additional experiments are needed. One major advantage is that it still remains the
cheapest and most reliable method for long term observations and the most efficient
approach to check the efficacy of policy making legislations. However, it cannot give as
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detailed information for the vehicle fleet (e.g. size and type of vehicles) or the driving
behaviour (speed/acceleration of the passing vehicles), as the previous approaches,
and therefore needs to be coupled with additional measurements/observations. Since
the UK has an extensive and dense air quality network for different locations (e.g.
urban, urban-traffic, industrial, etc.), coupling those air quality measurements with
meteorological observations can provide local to regional insights.

1.7 Indoor air quality

People in developed countries spend the majority of their time (about 90%)
indoors, at schools, work, homes, shops, restaurants or transport/commuting, with
vulnerable groups such as elderly people, young children and people with diagnosed
health issues typically spending an even larger portion of their time at home.
Therefore, the impact of outdoor air on the indoor environment, and of indoor sources
such as tobacco smoking, gas cooking and heating, as well as household paints,
adhesives and cleaning products on human health might be very significant
(Vardoulakis, 2009).
The concentration of an indoor air pollutant is a function of numerous
processes including indoor emissions, exchanges with outdoor air, deposition to indoor
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surfaces, evaporation, condensation, removal by filtration and indoor chemistry
(Weschler and Carslaw, 2018). Indoor sources can be very diverse and highly variable
depending on the nature and strength of the source, ventilation rates and location of
the indoor environment. A broad categorisation of indoor sources can be the
following: a) fuel, wood and tobacco combustion emissions that include volatile and
semi-volatile compounds, carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter, NO2 and sulphur
dioxide (SO2); b) emissions from the building materials and the furnishing materials
that include asbestos fibres, formaldehyde or other polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
and persistent organic pollutants (PCB); c) cooking emissions; d) emissions from
electronic devices such as ultrafine particles from painters or vacuum cleaners, or O3
from photocopiers e) emissions from beauty products, insecticide, pesticides, air
refreshers, cleansing products (Volatile Care Products, VCPs); f) biological emitted
pollutants such as mould, bacteria, dust resuspension, viruses. In addition to the
aforementioned indoor sources, air pollutants can enter the indoor environment from
the

outdoor

environment

(e.g.

traffic

related

air

pollutants,

dust

resuspension/transport from nearby construction works) or from the ground beneath
the building (e.g. radon, methane or other soil gases). Finally, one has to consider
reactive chemistry as a source of chemicals that might not otherwise be present
indoors and can be responsible for the formation of oxygenated VOCs (such as organic
nitrates, carbonyls, etc.) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA).
Generally, there is more effective air mixing between the rooms of a house
than the air exchange between indoors and outdoors, hence air pollution levels can be
assumed equal between the rooms inside the houses. Consequently, population
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exposure in such microenvironments can be roughly estimated by the ambient
(outdoor) levels and the indoor:outdoor ratio (I/O) or the ambient levels and the
calculated air exchange and deposition rates. Singer et al., (2004) found a strong
correlation between air pollutant concentrations inside houses and traffic-related
outdoor air pollution in areas which are dominated by traffic emissions. Some typical
median indoor air pollution levels and I/O ratios are reported in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Median indoor/Outdoor concentration ratios reported in literature. * nonsmokers, ** smokers.
Air pollutant
Formaldehyde
(µg/m3)
PM2.5
(µg/m3)
NO2
(µg/m3)
Benzene
(µg/m3)
Benzene
(µg/m3)
Toluene
(µg/m3)
m,p-Xylene
(µg/m3)
Benzo[a]pyrene*
(ng/m3)
Benzo[a]pyrene**
(ng/m3)

Indoor
levels
20.10

Outdoor
levels
6.42

I/O
ratio
3.1

Reference

Place

Liu et al. 2006

USA (homes)

23.2

23.4

1.0

17.5

38.5

0.5

2.9

2.1

1.4

1.5–2.2

1.1–1.6

20.5–
37.3
2.9–4.2

4.5–5.0

0.09

0.10

1.2–
1.4
5.0–
7.6
2.1–
1.8
0.9

0.30

0.10

2.7

Janssen et
2001
Janssen et
2001
Janssen et
2001
Schneider
al. 2001
Schneider
al. 2001
Schneider
al. 2001
Fromme et
2004
Fromme et
2004

1.2–1.8

al. Netherlands
(schools)
al. Netherlands
(schools)
al. Netherlands
(schools)
et Germany
(homes)
et Germany
(homes)
et Germany
(homes)
al. Germany
(homes)
al. Germany
(homes)

In a commuting context, people also spend a certain amount of time inside
cars, trains and buses. In Europe, 56% of all people use cars as their main
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transportation option on a daily basis (Fiorello et al., 2016). According to the data
reported by TomTom traffic index (https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/traffic-index/),
which is an index now in its 8th year that gives insight into congestion and travel times
by vehicles in urban centres globally. Traveling by vehicle has increased in urban areas
from 2018 to 2019 by a range of 2% to 18% (TomTom, 2019). As a consequence, the
time spent within vehicles in large cities (population > 800 000) worldwide has
increased during morning and evening rush hours by up to 42 minutes (TomTom,
2019). Knowing that despite spending only 6% of our time daily in transport, this
accounts for 25% of our total daily exposure (Dons et al., 2011); Vehicle occupants in
urban environments might experience elevated exposure to vehicular combustion air
pollution since both commuting time and time spending within vehicles has increased.
Table 1.4 shows within-vehicle air pollutant concentrations measured at locations
around the globe. The results show that, within-vehicle air quality is poor compared to
the legislative limits (despite not being directly related). Research into within-vehicle
exposure over the past two decades has mainly focused on CO, PM and UFP, and has
been well documented and reported in several review studies (e.g. Knibbs et al., 2011;
El-Fadel and Abi-Esber, 2009; Kaur et al., 2007). Notable findings are of Riediker et al.,
2004, who investigated the effects of PM2.5 in young healthy non-smoking police
officers by adding PM2.5 monitors inside their cars and sampling the police officers’
blood 14 hours after each shift while keeping them monitored until the next shift. They
found that the within-vehicle exposure to PM2.5 even in these young healthy
individuals can cause changes that involve inflammation, coagulation and irregularities
in cardiac rhythm.
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Only a few studies in the literature report within-vehicle cabin NOx
concentrations. First Petersen and Sabersky, (1975), investigated the Los Angeles smog
components of CO, O3, NO and NOx inside the cars, by collecting samples in a bag, and
reported NO2 values (assuming it is the difference between NOx and NO) of ~0.20
ppm. Almost two decades later, Chan et al., (1991), reported within-cabin NO2
concentrations of ~60 ppb, 100 ppb and 120 ppb for morning, noon and afternoon
hours, in North Carolina USA. In the late 90’s – early 20’s two more studies reported
levels of in-vehicle cabin NOx. Chan et al., (1999), who measured nitrogen oxides in
different commuter microenvironments and reported mean levels of 643 ppb, 544 ppb
and 69 ppb for NOx, NO and NO2 respectively in passenger cars for the city of Hong
Kong, and Chan and Chung, (2003), who reported relationships of indoor/outdoor NO
and NO2 for driving environments of highway, countryside, urban street and tunnel for
the city of Hong Kong. Since those findings, only recently have two studies reported invehicle cabin NOx (Yamada et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2016). Yamada et al., (2016),
drove a passenger car in a regional road and a highway in Tokyo, Japan and reported
concentrations of NO2 around 0.10 ppm, which is almost equal to the WHO 1-hour
standard; this concentration increased to 0.89 ppm while driving inside an urban
tunnel for about 20 min. In the second recent study by Martin et al., 2016, nine
passenger cars were driven in a route in Sydney, Australia that included long and short
tunnels and busy roads. They reported average concentrations of NO 2 as high as 200
±23 ppb for major tunnels (3.8 ±1.2 min inside tunnels) and 100 ±14 ppb for minor
tunnels and busy roads.
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Table 1.4: Within vehicle cabin air pollutant concentrations reported in the literature.
WO: windows open; WC: Windows closed; AC: Air conditioning; RC: recirculation. Note
that some studies reported ranges and others did not report standard deviations. In
the absence of mean and standard deviation, the median was included (indicated
where reported). Bold highlight: Exposure above the legislative limits. CO limits: 10
mg/m3 (maximum daily running 8 hour mean); PM2.5 limits: 25 µg/m3 (annual mean).

CO (mg/m3)

Pollutant

City/Country
Raleigh/USA
Riyadh/Saudi Arabia
California/ USA
Taipei/Taiwan
Mexico/Mexico
Nottingham/UK
Hong Kong/China
Kuopio/Finland
Paris/France
Hong Kong/China
Hong Kong/China
Guangzhou/China
Athens/Greece
London/UK
Beirut/Lebanon

Andhra
Pradesh/India
Mexico City/Mexico
London, UK
London, UK
Hong Kong, China

Guangzhou, China

Aberdeen, UK

3

PM2.5 (µg/m )

Boston, USA
Sidney, Australia
Mexico City, Mexico
Northampton, UK
Trujillo, Peru
London, UK

Leicester, UK
Netherlands
Ispra, Italy
Beijing, China
Jakarta, Indonesia
Beirut, Lebanon
Guntur, India

Mexico City/ Mexico
Lisbon/Portugal

Mean±SD/ Range
13±5.9/36±12.9/29-39
9.8±5.8/11±3.6/4.5-20
-/55.2 – 57
-/4.8 - 11.3
10.1±4.2/11.5±2.3/1.4 – 13
4.4±1.1/3.8±1.2/2.2/1 - 3.6
21.5±6.2/10.5 - 46.1
33±11.7/11.9 - 39.8
21.4±4/14.6-40
1.5±5.8/0-2.5
17.7±2.4/2-34.5
30.2±3.2/3.5-55.5
20.5±4/0-120.5
1.5±1.15 /- (Car)
2.1±1.5/(Car)
2.1±0.2/(Car)
1.8±0.3/(Bus)
33.36±20.73/- (Taxi)
38.9/5.9-97.4 (bus)
35.7/6.6-94.4
93±12/78-109 (bus)
97±38/48-138 (mini-bus)
51±19/30-98 (bus)
45±14/27-67 (mini-bus)
145±56/- Bus
106±28/- Taxi
101±61/- Bus
73±30/- Taxi
38 (median) Bus
11 (median) Car
≈100/≈75-175 Bus
≈100/≈90-130 Car
24.8/9.1-45.2
68±15/12-106 (Mini Bus)
71±21/23-137 (Bus)
15.5±15/161±35/- Bus
34.5/6-64.6 (Bus)
38/15.2-58.5 (Car)
41.5/17.9-71.8 (Taxi)
-/9.7-25.6 Van
48.9±22.5/26.9±6.2/0.9-94.4 (Car)
31.6±13/- Taxi
92±39/71±29/29 ± 12/ 9–109 (Car)
24 ± 8/ 9–300
10 ± 4/ 4–35
41±3/ - (Bus)
26±3/- (Car)
34±8.6/-
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Ventilation
Not reported
Not reported
WO, WO 1/3
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
WC, fan on
Not reported
AC on
AC on
WC, AC on
WO, AC off
Not reported
Not reported
WO ½
AC on RC on
AC on
WO
AC on
Not reported

Reference
Chan et al., 1991
Koushki et al., 1992
Ott et al., 1994
Liu et al., 1994
Fernandez and Ashmore, 1995
Clifford et al., 1997
Chan et al., 1999
Alm et al., 1999
Zagury et al., 2000
Chan and Liu, 2001
Chan et al., 2002a
Chan et al., 2002b

Not reported
Not reported

Pfeifer et al., 1999
Adams et al., 2001

AC off

Chan et al., 2002a

Duci et al., 2003
Kaur et al., 2005
Abi Esber and El-Fadel, 2008

Kolluru et al., 2018
Velasco et al., 2019

AC on
AC off

Chan et al., 2002b

AC on
Not reported

Dennekamp et al., 2002

Not reported

Levy et al., 2002

Not reported
Not reported

Chertok et al., 2004
Gomez-Parales et al., 2004

Not reported
Not reported
Not reported

Gulliver and Briggs, 2004
Han et al., 2005
Kaur et al., 2005

Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
Not reported
WO
AC on
RC on
Not reported

Krausse and Mardaljevic, 2005
Boogard et al., 2009
Geiss et al., 2010
Huang et al., 2012
Both et al., 2013
Abi-Esber and El-Fadel, 2013
Kolluru and Patra, 2020

Not reported

Correia et al., 2020

Velasco et al., 2019

Kuopia, Finland

London, UK
Aberdeen, UK

UFP (pt/cm3)

Boston, USA
Leeds, UK

London, UK

Hong Kong, China

Mexico City/ Mecixo
Lisbon/Portugal

(morning)
107000±19000/59000-214000
(afternoon)
52000±21000/15000-155000
349000/53000 (median) Bus
23000 (median) Car
50000 (median) Landrover
-/80000-120000 (Bus)
-/83000-120000 (car)
Off-peak (10:00-13:00)
43600±24200/9980-143000 (bus)
58300±48700/8000-282000 (car)
Peak(14:30-16:30)
40800±25500/12400-181700 (bus)
52000±36000/15800-230800 (car)
101364/64463-158685 (bus)
99736/36474-151810 (car)
87545/51506-114022 (taxi)
782000/245000/465000/38300±7800/ - (Bus)
16500±12400/- (Car)
28400±20900 (Bus)
18500±14700 (Car)

Not reported

Alm et al., 1999

Not reported

Dickens, 2000
Dennekamp et al., 2002

Not reported

Levy et al., 2002

Not reported

Mackay, 2004

Not reported

Kaur et al., 2005

AC on
AC off
WO
Not reported

Kaminsky et al., 2009

Not reported

Correia et al., 2020

Velasco et al., 2019

1.8 Human exposure to air pollution

Humans are exposed to air pollution for a short (acute) or a long (chronic)
period of time. Acute exposure is the short contact with a pollutant which is in the
scale of a few seconds or a few hours. Chronic exposure is the continuous or repeated
contact with an air pollutant over a long period of time (months or years). Both types
of exposure may cause adverse health effects. Chronic exposures normally occur at
home, where individuals are exposed to household furniture or carpeting chemicals.
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Traditionally, indoor air quality studies have been focused on environments
such as homes (Schieweck et al., 2018; Kurti et al., 2016; Morawska et al., 2013), work
places (Mandin et al., 2017, Salonen et al., 2019) and schools (Ben-David and Waring,
2016; Romagnoli et al., 2014), where most of the chronic exposure occurs. However,
human beings are also spending dissimilar proportions of their time in other indoor
environments such as shopping malls, restaurants, supermarkets, and during
commuting in micro-environments such as cars, buses, metros etc. The distribution of
time that each person dedicates to these activities or any other daily activities such as
running, walking, cycling etc. is different for each individual, making human beings
dynamic receptors of air pollution exposure.
Exposure to air pollution depends on the amount of time and the frequency in
each microenvironment/activity, the concentration of the air pollutants in that specific
micro-environment and the activity based uptake (breathing rate x tidal volume) of
each individual. Breathing rates, and hence exposure are influenced by a number of
factors such as age, gender, weight, physical condition and activity level. The typical
breathing rate per day for adult males is usually higher than for adult females, while
typical breathing rates are lower for children compared to adults, although
contaminant uptake per mass body weight is normally larger for children.
The accurate assessment of human exposure is a critical aspect to conduct a
subsequent risk analysis and health impact assessment study, which in turn can help
individuals, local authorities and policy makers to apply effective strategies to reduce
such exposure. Typically there are two broad categories of assessment methodologies:
a) the direct, which may involve people carrying personal exposure devices to measure
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their exposure to air pollution on a typical day (e.g. Delgado-Saborit, 2012; Dons et al.,
2011) and b) the indirect, which normally involves certain assumptions and proxies
around the sources (e.g. distance of pedestrians from the roadsides) and/or the
ambient air pollution levels (e.g. population exposure is equivalent to that reported on
the air quality monitoring stations) and normally uses air pollution/air quality
modelling techniques as tools to assess exposure.

1.9 Air quality modelling

The definition of the world that surrounds us depends on how it is perceived by
individuals, and may consist of objects, phenomena, processes or even a combination
of the above. These can be represented by photographs, drawings, tables, written or
oral speech, or various mathematical formulas and so on. In order to understand each
such world or environment, it has to be broken down into smaller and simplified parts
and each part in turn has to be divided into even smaller and more simplified ones and
so on. Each such part is called a reality of the world which has been defined in the
beginning of the process, and every representation of a reality is called a model of that
reality.
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The atmosphere, in order to describe it, is considered such a reality (Figure 1.7).
The atmosphere is mainly described and studied by a combination of three things: a)
measurements of the atmosphere, carried out by different instruments and provide
detailed state of the atmosphere in one area, b) laboratory studies, which provide
detailed information on the various phenomena occurring in the atmosphere
(transport, photochemical transformations, etc.) and finally, c) simulations of these
phenomena, which help us to better understand the atmosphere, allowing the study of
individual cases.
Simulations of atmospheric phenomena are carried out with the help of
appropriate mathematical models, which are an alternative way to study the
atmosphere and the laws that govern it. Atmospheric models are a family of
mathematical descriptions of atmospheric circulation, atmospheric transport,
dispersion, diffusion, wet and dry deposition processes, precipitation and
photochemical and physical pollutant transformations. They can be used to predict the
weather, investigate the climate and estimate the air quality. The main objective in the
development of models is to achieve a balance between the complexity of their
mathematical description (equations, resolution) and the capabilities of the
computational systems which are required for the numerical solution of these
equations.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of a Cartesian grid in an air quality model
(adopted from Edwards, 2011).

Air quality models use mathematical equations and numerical techniques, and
based on inputs of meteorological data and source information like emission rates,
simulate the physical and chemical processes that affect air pollutants as they disperse
and react in the atmosphere. Models are evaluated by making comparisons between
atmospheric measurements and model predictions (Papalexiou and Moussiopoulos,
2006; Sokhi et al., 2006; Matthaios et al., 2018). This has led to the improvement of
field campaigns and to more laboratory experiments, as well as the need to improve
the approaches and parametrisations of the mathematical models.
Air quality models are a very important tool which can be used routinely in
order to estimate air quality (or for air quality management), apply environmental
friendly policies, emission reduction scenarios and environmental impact assessment
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studies. These models are also useful as decision support systems in cases of pollution
episodes (e.g., San Jose et al., 2005) and/or accidents in industrial or other facilities.
Depending on their nature air quality models can roughly be categorised into: Box
models, Gaussian models, Eulerian models (including large-eddy simulation models
and computational fluid dynamics models), and Lagrangian models (Russell and Dennis
2000; Seaman, 2000). Air quality models can also be used, or coupled with other
models, to estimate the exposure of people to air pollution (Renquia et al., 2017) and
with some adaptations predict the cleanest commuting road (Boniardi et al., 2019) or
give an activity based exposure (de Nazelle et al., 2013), the so called “exposure
modelling techniques”.
Exposure modelling is an indirect method for assessing human exposure to air
pollution based on a range of indicators, such as proximity to the source, road traﬃc
density, indoor and outdoor pollutant concentrations, etc. Although the complexity of
exposure models varies widely, they usually involve some mathematical simulations
that require input information as well as independent exposure monitoring datasets
for validation (Vardoulakis, 2009). Models are particularly useful for assessing
exposure in areas where measurements are not available, as well as for testing
exposure scenarios and mitigation strategies, reconstructing past exposures and
providing exposure predictions for epidemiological studies (e.g. Jerret et al., 2005;
Nieuwenhuijsen et al., 2006).
Exposure models can be broadly classiﬁed into the following categories: (a)
source-oriented models (e.g. photochemical models); (b) geostatistical interpolation
and

land-use

regression models; (c) receptor-oriented models (including chemical
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mass balance and statistical factor analysis models); and (d) time–activity (or microenvironmental) models. Source-oriented models generally rely on information
associated with the pollution source, for example proximity to an industrial source,
emission rates, stacks height, etc., to predict pollutant concentrations at outdoor
locations. Geospatial interpolation and land-use regression models use statistical
techniques to interpolate air quality data obtained from a network of monitoring sites.
Receptor models analyse air quality data obtained from one or more receptor
locations to identify contributing emission sources. Finally, time–activity models use a
combination of air quality measurements, dispersion model simulations and
questionnaires to reconstruct the personal exposure of individuals or population subgroups. There are diﬀerent ways of classifying models, and some exposure models
(sometimes called hybrid) may combine more than one of the above approaches,
while there is a growing body of studies that involve learning algorithms (e.g. deep
learning, machine learning algorithms) to improve the predictive skill of these models
(Aquilina et al., 2018; Stingone et al., 2017). However, in most learning algorithms the
quality of their output is highly dependent on the quality of the input data.
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1.10 Objectives of the thesis

The main aim of this thesis is to increase our understanding of real-world onroad vehicle emissions and their impact on urban/roadside and within-vehicle
concentrations/exposure. To address this, the study aims to complete the following
objectives:
Determine vehicle primary NO2/NOx emissions in the UK under normal and
cold weather conditions and their impact upon urban air quality. In chapter 2 of this
thesis, the inferred trends in cumulative UK fleet NOx emissions and their response to
temperature are presented and discussed extensively. In doing so the study builds
upon previous, related work applying a similar approach to infer changes in relative
vehicle emissions (e.g. Carslaw et al., 2016b; Carslaw and Beevers, 2005; Jenkin, 2004),
and potential signatures of increased diesel vehicle penetration and tightening of
emission standards (e.g. Carslaw et al., 2016b; Grange et al., 2017). The focus upon
NOx / NO2 is driven by the current exceedance of air quality limits for NO2 in many
urban locations across the UK. Although there are several studies in the literature
investigating the primary NO2/NOx vehicle emissions from ambient monitoring
stations, there is little to no information available regarding their response to cold
weather (Grange et al., 2019). This chapter of the thesis develops a methodology to
investigate the primary NO2/NOx vehicle emissions under cold weather conditions and
quantifies their impact on urban air quality.
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Quantify within-vehicle air pollution exposure to NOx and particles and
investigate their variation with outdoor air pollution, route and ventilation settings
in Birmingham, UK. Chapter 3 of this thesis reports direct and indirect methods to
assess the air pollution exposure of several activities in the urban area of Birmingham
UK. The chapter presents and discusses extensively the direct exposure of vehicle
occupants to air pollution and how individuals can moderate their air pollution
exposure by changing the ventilation settings of vehicles and/or driving routes. The
chapter also applies indirect methods, to calculate the inhalation dose of cyclists and
pedestrians and compares the dose to that of vehicle occupants to provide detail and
comparable insights about activity based exposure to PM and NO 2. The focus is upon
these species as the air pollutants responsible for the largest human health impacts in
the UK. Several studies have addressed the issue of within-vehicle air pollution,
however most of the studies in the literature are either limited by the fact that they
are using personal exposure devices that normally have big discrepancies with the
referenced air quality instruments or by not taking into account the variation of the
on-road air pollution and/or air exchange rate that occurs inside the vehicle. Studies
that take into account the on-road air pollution variations/air exchange in the vehicle
are only focusing on one species which is either NOx (Martin et al., 2016; Yamada et al.,
2016) or particles (Knibbs et al., 2012; de Nezelle et al., 2012; Hudda et al., 2012). The
chapter of this thesis aims to improve the understanding of the combined effect that
NOx and particles have to within-vehicle exposure in the UK, as this is of great
significance in order to implement accurate health-impact assessment studies
(COMEAP, 2018).
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Predict within-vehicle air pollution of NOx and particles with traditional and
data driven modelling techniques. Chapter 4 of this thesis reports the direct
measurements of chapter 3 to develop an indirect tool to estimate personal exposure
inside vehicles. Specifically, chapter 4 develops a source-oriented mass balance
exposure model that takes into account basic atmospheric processes and
photochemistry in mircoenvironments to estimate vehicle occupant exposure to
outside air pollution under different ventilation settings. The chapter also applies the
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms based upon a training dataset to improve
the model predictions and enhance its capabilities to predict within vehicle air
pollution exposure from the reported air quality levels of the nearby monitoring
stations. Several attempts have been made to model within-vehicle exposure with
different mass-balance approximations (Knibbs et al., 2011; Xu and Zhu, 2009; Hudda
et al., 2012), however there are no studies that include basic gas-phase reactions
within-vehicles. This chapter aims to develop a mass-balance model that can be used
to estimate both particulate and gas concentrations inside vehicles with respect to the
outside pollution variations and the choice of ventilation. Another area that this
chapter aims to contribute is the predictions of microenvironment exposure with datadriven models. These models are gaining more attention in air pollution exposure
studies (Aquilina et al., 2018; Stingone et al., 2017), however since their output
depends on the quality of their input, applying them to microenviroment exposure
studies such as the one reported in chapter 3 will provide novel prediction capabilities
to human air pollution exposure estimations.
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Chapter 2: Roadside NOx and primary
NO2 emissions in the UK and their
implications for urban air quality

In this chapter, an analysis of the trends in NOx and NO2 mixing ratios between
2009 and 2016 for urban monitoring stations across the UK is presented and discussed.
Changes in the ambient NO2/NOx ratio were also assessed, and the total oxidant
approach was applied to the ambient data to quantify trends in inferred primary or
directly emitted NO2 from vehicles. The air quality data were coupled with
meteorological observations and a methodology was introduced to assess the
potential changes in vehicle emissions associated with “cold–start” operation, as
indicated by ambient temperature. The material presented in this chapter has been
published as:

Matthaios N. V., Kramer J. L., Sommariva R., Pope D. F., Bloss J. W., 2019. Investigation
of vehicle cold starts primary NO2 emissions from ambient monitoring data in the UK
and their implications for urban air quality. Atmospheric Environment 199, 402-414,
DOI: 10.1016/j.atmosenv.2018.11.
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Graphical abstract

2.1 Introduction

In the last two decades, the European vehicle fleet has undergone significant
dieselisation (Cames and Helmers, 2013; EEA, 2015; ICCT, 2015) mainly with the
incentive of better fuel efficiency, lower CO2 emissions and increased driving
performance over alternative fuels and technologies (Koetse and Hoen, 2014). In the
UK, although recent statistics show that there was a 17% decrease in new diesel car
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registrations in 2017, following by a second 30% decline in the number of diesel cars
being registered for the first time in 2018 compared to 2017 (DfT, 2019), diesel
vehicles still comprise 54% of the total fleet in England and about 57% in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland (NAEI, 2018).
Road transport is the second largest source of NOx emissions in the UK,
contributing 30% of total emissions in 2015 (DEFRA, 2018). However, emissions from
road transport have fallen by 34% between 1990 and 2000 and by 50% from 2000 to
2015 which is very important for urban areas. This is due to improvements in engine
design and fitting of new after-treatment systems such as three way catalysts (TWC),
and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and lean NOx trap (LNT) to petrol and diesel cars
respectively, to meet the increasingly strict European standards. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, internal combustion engine vehicles emit NOx which consist from NO2 and
NO. The NO2 that is emitted directly from vehicles is the primary NO2, while the NO2
that is formed shortly after the tailpipe emissions in the atmosphere, via the reaction
of NO with O3, is called secondary NO2. In UK many roadside locations do not comply
with the annual EU NO2 limits (DEFRA, 2017). In order to improve local urban air
quality it is essential to know the primary NO2/NOx ratio that is emitted from vehicles
and how that has changed over the years with the applied mitigating policies/changing
in vehicle exhaust treatment technologies.
A recent focus for vehicle emissions research has been the quantification of the
discrepancy between type approval and real-world emissions performance of diesel
passenger cars, where on-road NOx emissions from diesel vehicles have been found to
be much higher in real-world situations than in the type approval laboratory based
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emission tests (Degraeuwe and Weiss, 2017; O’Driscoll et al., 2018). Although the
reason for this disagreement is inadequately understood, as the main reason was
believed to be the cycle recognition defeat devices that many manufacturers used,
however recent evidence suggest that NOx emissions from vehicles, from laboratory
and real-world driving tests, are also highly dependent on ambient temperature and
specifically low temperatures (< 5 oC) (Suarez-Bertoa and Astorga, 2018; Grange et al.,
2019, Dallman et al., 2019).
Currently within the EU, vehicle type approval test do not include NO x
emissions at low temperatures. Furthermore, techniques such as the laboratory tests,
PEMS or remote sensing methods that are traditionally used to estimate NOx emissions
from vehicles and their dependence upon low temperature are very expensive, and
not practical, especially when it comes to methods that can be used to estimate the
extra burden of these elevated vehicle emissions to air quality and human health. As a
result, the implications arising from increased NOx vehicle emissions at lower
temperatures for air quality remain very significant but very poorly recognised. In the
United Kingdom the most recent (until 2019) National Atmospheric Emissions
Inventory (NAEI) does not account for any dependence of vehicular emissions upon
ambient temperature, which would result in less than ideal modelling of emissions and
hence ambient concentrations in air quality models. This in turn will result in errors in
the estimation of human exposure to vehicular air pollution and thus less accurate air
pollution - human health impact studies. Therefore, this chapter explores an
alternative methodology to estimate the low temperature vehicle NO2/NOx emissions
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as this understanding will promote effective strategies a) to mitigate these emissions
and b) to control our personal exposure to air pollution.

2.2 Data and methodology

2.2.1 Experimental data

Atmospheric mixing ratios of NOx and O3 are monitored across the UK by the
Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN), which is operated and maintained by the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), the Scottish Executive,
the National Assembly for Wales and the Department of the Environment for Northern
Ireland. Ambient mixing ratios are reported at hourly resolution, with measurements
made by well-established conventional techniques, UV photometry for O3 and
chemiluminescence for NOx with a molybdenum converter (see section 2.2, for NO2
selectivity). The measurement uncertainty for NOx and O3 from the AURN stations is
<15%, following the European Committee for Standardisation (documents BS
EN14211:2012 - NOx and BS EN14625:2012 - O3).
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The analysis presented here uses hourly data; about three million hourly data
points for each of NO, NO2, O3 were included in the analysis from every urban-traffic
monitoring station (defined as stations that are located at roadside and kerbside
locations) in the UK AURN network. For each urban-traffic station, background data
were obtained from a nearby background site, defined as the urban or rural
background site (applying the AURN classification) closest to the location of the urban
traffic monitoring station. Further data availability constraints of coverage from the
start of 2009 to the end of 2016, and overall data capture greater than 75% were
applied (75 % selected as this is the minimum requirement for a valid aggregated value
over a day and a year according to the EU air quality reports (EEA, 2016; Font and
Fuller, 2016)), Additionally, for each urban traffic monitoring site, meteorological
measurements (UK Met-Office, downloaded from the British Atmospheric Data Centre
(BADC) were used, in order to couple the air pollution measurements with local
meteorology. In total, 17 urban traffic stations were included, which were paired with
10 urban background sites and 5 rural sites from the AURN network, alongside the 14
meteorological sites. The rural stations were required as not all urban traffic sites have
a proximate urban background station. The difference in the numbers of urban
background and meteorological stations arises as for London two urban background
sites were used for four urban traffic stations, and one meteorological station for the
whole area. The map of the stations used is shown in Figure 2.1, and their details are
listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Monitoring sites used in this study. Blue colour indicates the meteorological
stations, red colour the urban traffic sites, yellow the urban background and green the
rural sites
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Table 2.1: Names, location and type (AURN classification) of the UK urban traffic
dominated monitoring sites included in this study.
Name

Latitude

Longitude

Type

Area

Aboune NO2

57.076

-2.83948

Meteo

Aberdeen

Elmdon

52.4524

-1.74099

Meteo

Birmingham

Cambridge NO2

52.2249

0.22563

Meteo

Cambridge

Carlisle Airport

55.0023

-2.75675

Meteo

Carlisle

Gloucestershire Airport

51.8915

-2.16713

Meteo

Chepstow

Exeter Airport

50.7366

-3.40458

Meteo

Exeter

Leeds and Bradford

53.9282

-1.5979

Meteo

Leeds

Speke

53.3316

-2.8455

Meteo

Liverpool

Heathrow

51.4787

-0.44904

Meteo

London

Newcastle-Woolsington

55.033

-1.68393

Meteo

Newcastle

Bedford

52.2265

-0.46376

Meteo

Sandy

Southend Airport

51.5748

0.73213

Meteo

Stanford le hope

Mumbles Head

51.5651

-3.98056

Meteo

Swansea

Dishforth Airfield

54.1346

-1.41293

Meteo

York

Liverpool Queen's Drive

53.44694

-2.9625

Urban traffic

Liverpool

Liverpool Speke

53.34633

-2.844333

Urban Background

Liverpool

Aberdeen Union Street

57.14455

-2.106472

Urban traffic

Aberdeen

Aberdeen

57.15736

-2.094278

Urban Background

Aberdeen

Birmingham Tyburn Roadside

52.51219

-1.830861

Urban traffic

Birmingham

Birmingham Tyburn

52.51172

-1.830583

Urban Background

Birmingham

Cambridge Roadside

52.20237

0.124456

Urban traffic

Cambridge

Wicken Fen

52.2985

0.290917

Rural Background

Cambridge

Carlisle Roadside

54.89472

-2.945861

Urban traffic

Carlisle

Eskdalemuir

55.31531

-3.206111

Rural Background

Carlisle

Chepstow A48

51.63809

-2.678731

Urban traffic

Chepstow

Cwmbran

51.6538

-3.006953

Urban Background

Chepstow

Exeter Roadside

50.72508

-3.532465

Urban traffic

Exeter

Yarner Wood

50.5976

-3.71651

Rural Background

Exeter
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Stanford-le-Hope Roadside

51.51817

0.439556

Urban traffic

Stanford le hope

Thurrock

51.47707

0.317969

Urban Background

Stanford le hope

Newcastle Cradlewell Roadside

54.98639

-1.598611

Urban traffic

Newcastle

Newcastle Centre

54.97825

-1.610528

Urban Background

Newcastle

Sandy Roadside

52.13242

-0.300306

Urban traffic

Sandy

Swansea Roadside

51.6327

-3.947374

Urban traffic

Swansea

Narberth

51.78178

-4.691462

Rural Background

Swansea

York Fishergate

53.95189

-1.075861

Urban traffic

York

York Bootham

53.96751

-1.086514

Urban Background

York

Haringey Roadside

51.5993

-0.068225

Urban traffic

London

London Bloomsbury

51.52229

-0.125889

Urban Background

London

London Marylebone Road

51.52253

-0.154611

Urban traffic

London

London N. Kensington

51.52106

-0.213431

Urban Background

London

Tower Hamlets Roadside

51.52256

-0.042164

Urban traffic

London

Camden Kerbside

51.54421

-0.175269

Urban traffic

London

Leeds Headingley Kerbside

53.81997

-1.576361

Urban traffic

Leeds

Leeds Centre

53.80378

-1.546472

Urban Background

Leeds

2.2.2 Data processing methods and assumptions

Monitored data were processed and displayed using ArcGIS and R version
2.15.1 (R Core Team, 2016) along with the R packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009),
openair (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012), and mcgv (Wood, 2003). The data were deseasonalised to acquire better trend signal (see Figure 2.2), by applying the smoothing
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LOESS function, which is a non-parametric regression method that combines multiple
regression models in a k-nearest-neighbor-based meta-model (Cleveland et al., 1990).
A seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS is a filtering procedure for
decomposing a time series into three components: trend, seasonal and remainder
(residual). This method has flexibility in specifying the amounts of variation in the
trend and seasonal components and the ability to decompose series with missing
values. The approach produces a robust trend and seasonal components that are not
distorted by transient, abnormal behaviour in the data and provides fast computation
even for long time series (Cleveland et al., 1990). The approach consists of a sequence
of smoothing operations each of which employs the same smoother: locally-weighted
regression (LOWESS), or LOESS. The seasonal component is found by LOESS smoothing
the seasonal sub-series (i.e. the series of all January values). The LOESS regression
curve, 𝑓̂(𝑥), is a smoothing of y given x that can be computed for any value x along the
scale of the independent variable. That is, LOESS is defined everywhere and not just at
the 𝑥𝑖 and this is an important feature that will allow the method to deal with missing
values and de-trend the seasonal component in a straightforward way (see Figure 2.2).
LOESS can be used to smooth y as a function of any number of independent variables
but for the trend de-seasonalisation with LOESS only a single variable is needed
(Cleveland and Grosse 1990; Cleveland and Devlin 1988; Cleveland et al., 1988).
The statistical approach that we followed for trend calculation is a nonparametric Mann-Kendall approach, while the trend slope is calculated with the TheilSen method (Sen, 1968; Theil, 1950) available in the R-openair package. In this
method, for a given set of n x, y pairs, the slopes between all pairs of points are
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calculated and the median is taken as an estimate of the most probable slope (trend).
This method is robust to outliers and can be used in both non-normal and
heteroscedastic (non-constant error variance) data series. Bootstrap re-sampling was
then used for the calculation of confidence intervals at the 95% level and p-values. A
statistically significant trend was assumed when p < 0.1 (represented with a ‘+’
symbol), meaning that the trend was not random at a 90% chance; p-values of: p <
0.05, p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, marked by ‘*’, ‘**’ and ‘***’, respectively, indicate very
highly significant trends, while p > 0.1 shows insignificant trends.

Figure 2.2: Mean monthly NO2/NOx ratio in Cambridge, before (left) and after (right)
the de-seasonalisation of the data. The solid red line shows the best fit. The shaded
red area indicates the 95% confidence intervals.

To derive the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio from ambient monitoring data we
used the total oxidant (Ox = NO2 + O3) approach (Clapp and Jenkin, 2001). It is well
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known that in the daytime atmosphere the interconversion of O 3 to NO2 and vice versa
is generally dominated by the following reactions which also constitute a null cycle:

𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂3 → 𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂2

(1)

𝑁𝑂2 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂

(2)

𝑂 + 𝑂2 + 𝑀 → 𝑂3 + 𝑀

(3)

Reactions (1) - (3) result in the cycling of NOx between NO and NO2 and total Ox
between O3 and NO2, however the total mixing ratios of both NOx and Ox remain
constant. During daylight, the equilibrium that occurs in the above reactions
determines the photo-stationary steady state (PSS). Clapp and Jenkin, (2001)
illustrated that when in PSS there is a linear relation between O x and NOx for roadside
station data, which may be interpreted as a NOx - independent and a NOx - dependent
contribution to Ox. The former is the regional contribution which corresponds to the
regional background O3 level, whereas the latter is effectively a local contribution that
is associated with additional NO2 (i.e. primary NO2 emissions, under the assumption
that no other sources are significant). While this analysis only holds in volume mixing
ratio space, it should be noted that the AURN data-series are reported in µg/m3,
therefore before we apply the total oxidant approach, data were converted from
μg/m3 to ppb by applying EU/DEFRA conversion factors (20 oC temperature and 1013
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hPa pressure). For the analysis presented here, “Daytime” was defined as all whole
hours between sunrise and sunset, based on the local time in London.
In the case of vehicle emissions from ambient urban traffic monitoring data,
Jenkin, (2004), demonstrated that by considering the ‘total oxidant’ slope, (NO 2 + O3) /
NOx, estimates could be drawn for the primary (direct) NO2/NOx ratio emitted from
vehicle emissions. However, most of the AURN urban traffic monitoring sites in the UK
do not have O3 measurements which poses a limitation to the total oxidant approach
and to the estimation of the primary NO2/NOx emission ratio. In such cases, and
whenever O3 data are not available at urban traffic sites, Carslaw and Beevers, (2005)
suggested a methodology that calculates the NO2/NOx ratio without the need of O3
observations from the urban traffic site, but with additional observations (of NO2, NOx
and O3) from a nearby urban background site. In general, this approach assumes that
the increment in NO2 mixing ratio between a given urban traffic monitoring site and a
nearby urban background site is partitioned into NO2 that is chemically derived
through the reaction between NO and O3, and NO2 which is emitted directly by road
vehicles. Therefore, data from paired sites (roadside and background/rural site) are
used. The method uses a simple constrained model and a simple basic set of chemical
reactions to explain the time-dependent variation in NO, NO2 and O3 as vehicle plumes
mix with background air. Carslaw and Beevers (2005), showed that the primary
NO2/NOx ratio may then be obtained from fitting the observed NO 2 - NOx data to that
predicted, whilst optimizing the primary NO2 fraction, and mixing time between
emission and observation at the urban site. This chapter follows this approach, but
some limitations are noted. Specifically, the approach assumes that the increment in
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NO2 mixing ratio above a local background site is controlled by the availability of O3
and directly emitted NO and NO2 only and does not include additional chemical
reactions (e.g. of peroxy radicals with NO). Furthermore, it should be mentioned that
because the AURN analysers employ a heated molybdenum converter to detect NO 2
(as NO), other NOy species will be detected as NO2. The influence of those
interferences might lead to overestimation of NO2 in urban areas (Dunlea et al., 2007;
Harrison et al., 2012). In addition, direct emissions of HONO, thought to comprise a
small, but still significant and uncertain, component of vehicle exhaust (Crilley et al.,
2016; Jenkin et al., 2008; Kurtenbach et al., 2001), is also a potential interferent in NO 2
measurements. However, in our analysis (see 2.2.3 below) all the above interferences
co-vary with NO2 and do not affect the derived inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio,
therefore they can be considered negligible.

2.2.3 Investigation of cold-start emissions under low ambient
temperature conditions

To assess evidence for altered emissions under conditions of low ambient
temperatures, the total oxidant approach was applied during rush hour periods during
the morning (06:00 - 10:00) and afternoon (16:00 - 19:00) during winter time
(November, December, January, February), with the a temperature condition
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threshold of 5 oC (T ≤ 5 oC). Rush hours were selected because the vehicle fleet
experiences less (and known) variations during those hours with respect to the rest of
daytime. It should be noted here that the total oxidant approach was used, by
including morning pre-sunrise and evening post-sunset periods (notionally daylight
only, Clapp and Jenkin, 2001), however sensitivity tests showed that this introduced a
very small difference in the overall results (less than a 2% change in the inferred
primary NO2/NOx emission ratio; less than 3.2 ppb difference in the ozone
background). According to European regulations, the bench/laboratory tests for
standard vehicle emissions are made under an (air) temperature range of 20 – 30 oC
(EC, 91/441/ECC) and normally at the fixed temperature value of 23 oC (DfT, 2016). The
vehicle is given a standard pre-conditioning in a temperature control room so that the
whole vehicle including engine oil and coolant is ‘soaked’ to the regulated temperature
range. As a result, the selected temperature threshold method (T ≤ 5 oC), is well below
that for the tested/regulated range, and very close to the winter mean temperature in
the UK (4.4 oC). Results for days that satisfied the temperature criterion were
compared with those that did not (Matthaios et al., 2017), in order to examine any
potential difference in emissions-driven air quality.
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2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Ambient NOx and NO2 trends and relationships

The annual averaged ambient NOx and NO2 values for each urban traffic station
are shown in Figure 2.3, normalised to their mean value (2009 - 2016). A clear decline
in the levels of both NOx and NO2 is evident, which based on the overall average from
all sites is 11.3(±0.6)% for NOx (black dashed line, Figure 2.3a) and 17.2(±0.4)% for NO2
(black dashed line, Figure 2.3b) across the time period considered (2009 - 2016). The
greater NO2 than NOx relative decline in the UK urban traffic sites might be due to an
alteration in PSS, emissions or in the background ozone that contributes to the
photochemical cycle. Figure 2.4 shows how the monthly mean rush hour NO 2 mixing
ratios (normalized to 100 on 1/1/2009) vary for the examined period. An overall mean
reduction of approximately 20% (see black line) in the NO2 mixing ratios is apparent.
This sharper NO2 decrease cannot be explained by the changes in background ozone,
since the background ozone has not changed significantly during the examined years
(0.5% increase – see Figure 2.5). This decrease in NO2 is somewhat counter-intuitive to
that expected when considering the increase in the number of licensed diesel vehicles
in the UK, which, according to the Department for Transport, have increased from
about 39% (2009) to 52% (2016) in urban areas of Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland
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and England, and which are associated with higher NO2 emissions than petrol vehicles.
However, it should be highlighted that during the period studied here, new Euro limits
came into force for the reduction of NOx and NO2 vehicle emissions. Briefly, Euro 5
limits, first introduced in 2009, introduced a limit value of 0.18 g/km for NO x in
passenger cars, while the tighter limits of Euro 6 for passenger cars (0.08 g/km for NOx)
came into force around 2014, driving the introduction of new after-treatment
technologies such as SCR and LNT. Depending upon fleet penetration, these changes
are beginning to play an important role in the (fleet averaged) primary NO 2/NOx ratio
from vehicles (Carslaw et al., 2016b).
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3: Annual average NOx (a) and NO2 (b) values for urban traffic stations in the
UK normalized to their mean value. Black dashed line is the average from all sites used.
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Figure 2.4: Monthly NO2 mixing ratios during rush hour periods (06:00-10:00, 16:0019:00), normalized to their 1/1/2009 value, for urban traffic monitoring sites across
the UK. The black line indicates the mean value across all stations used.

Figure 2.5: Yearly mixing ratios of ozone (normalized to the mean value) for each urban
traffic monitoring station between 2009 and 2016. The black dashed line indicates the
mean mixing ratio from all the sites.
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Figure 2.6 illustrates the variation in the ambient NO2/NOx ratio over time, as a
function of NOx abundance, for the ambient monitoring data from urban traffic
locations. Figure 2.6a (top) shows the distribution of hourly mean NO x mixing ratios
for 2009 and 2016; Figure 2.6b (right) shows the distribution in hourly mean NO 2/NOx
ratios for the same years and Figure 2.6c (centre) shows the hourly mean NO 2/NOx
ratio as a function of NOx abundance. The values of NO2/NOx as a function of NOx
(Figure 2.6c) tend towards a minimum value, which approximates the primary
NO2/NOx emission ratio. This asymptote can be used as an alternative to the total
oxidant approach described above in order to estimate the primary NO 2/NOx emission
fraction. Itano et al., (2007) used a similar approach to estimate the primary NO2/NOx
ratio from an urban traffic site in Osaka, Japan. From the distribution in Figure 2.6b
(right) it can be seen that the NO2/NOx ratio has reduced slightly between 2009 and
2016 (median falling from 0.46 to 0.43), while from the asymptotes in Figure 2.6c
(centre) the primary NO2/NOx emission ratio can be seen to have fallen from 0.175 to
0.125. Figure 2.6d shows the absolute changes in NO2/NOx ratio as a function of the
change in total NOx mixing ratio (hourly mean for corresponding date / time / location)
between 2009 and 2016, for each urban traffic location. The greatest reduction in
NO2/NOx ratio has occurred in the locations where NOx mixing ratio has increased (i.e.
sites which have become more polluted, or busy, with positive values on the x axis),
while for the majority of sites where NOx abundance has decreased (negative x axis
values), the NO2/NOx ratio has increased. To assess whether the observed changes in
NO2/NOx could be explained by NOx - O3 PSS chemistry alone a simple PSS model,
based on reactions (1) - (3), was used. In the first instance the model was initiated with
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baseline conditions of 30 ppb of O3, 100 ppb of NOx (75:25% NO:NO2). In the
subsequent runs only the initial NOx mixing ratio was adjusted. In each case the model
was run until NO, NO2 and O3 reached PSS and the difference in the final NO2/NOx ratio
between the baseline run and all other runs was plotted against the change in initial
NOx (see Figure 2.6d – blue line). It is observed that as the NOx abundance grows
(positive x axis values), the PSS-chemistry-derived changes in the NO2/NOx ratio (blue
line) deviate from the observed ambient behaviour (black points). Further model runs
demonstrated that if the PSS model was initiated with a higher NO2 fraction of 0.45
(i.e. similar to the mean NO2/NOx ratio observed in 2013 from Figure 2.6a) then the
difference between PSS-only predicted and ambient observed NO2/NOx differences
becomes even larger. Additional model PSS simulations for different initial ozone
values e.g. O3 = 100 ppb (extreme case) also showed deviation from observations.
Therefore, the results of the model runs suggest that the response of the PSSchemistry to changes in overall NOx emissions cannot, in isolation, explain the variation
in the NO2/NOx ratio observed between 2009 and 2016.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Daytime hourly mean ambient (a) NOx and (b) NO2/NOx distributions for
2009 (orange) and 2016 (light blue) from all urban traffic monitoring sites in the UK. (c)
NO2/NOx ratio vs NOx: the green (2016) and red (2009) lines indicate the baselines of
the distributions and can be used to estimate the primary NO 2 (see text). (d) ambient
NO2/NOx ratio as a function of the difference in NOx mixing ratio for each location,
between 2009 and 2016. The yellow line indicates the locally fitted regression (LOESS)
line with associated 95% confidence interval, while the blue line indicates the variation
in NO2/NOx expected, for a change in overall NOx abundance, on the basis of the NOxO3 PSS chemistry alone (see text in 2.3.1 for details).
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The observed changes in NO2/NOx therefore are likely to be influenced
primarily by changes in vehicle emissions, which might have resulted from the
combined changes in: (1) policy, where new Euro limits came into force for new car
passenger models (Euro 5 in 2009 and Euro 6 in 2014), and for London (4 stations
included here), a low emission zone came into effect, and daily charges for the London
congestion zone increased. (2) Diesel cars, where in 2009, 90% of diesel cars in the UK
were Euro 3 and Euro 4, while in 2016, 69% of UK diesel cars were Euro 5 and Euro 6,
according to the DfT/National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory NAEI, 2016). (3) Aftertreatment technologies, where new technologies such as LNT and SCR have been
introduced (see chapter 1) and factors such as ‘catalyst thrifting’, where catalyst
developers and manufacturers reduce the amount of platinum group metal (which will
potentially affect the amount of NO2 formed), or catalyst deactivation over time
(where aged DOC catalyst technologies may have reduced oxidative capacity through
thermal deactivation or poisoning and therefore less efficient conversion of NO to NO 2,
Carslaw et al., 2016b). These results are in accordance with other monitoring
observations which show trends from eight long-running urban traffic stations (1995 2015), and highlight that six out of eight stations show a downward trend in the
ambient NO2 concentrations (DEFRA, 2017). In a recent study across Europe, Grange et
al. (2017), conclude that the ambient NO2 levels measured at roadside monitoring
sites are dropping, and that the primary NO2/NOx emission ratio is lower than assumed
by some key emission inventories. This result is also in agreement with the findings of
Font and Fuller (2016), who analysed trends from ambient measurements in London
and found that NO2 and PM show a declining trend from 2010 to 2015, attributed to a
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variety of factors, including a reduction of the primary NO2/NOx emission ratio due to
the absolute and relative reduction in numbers of older diesel passenger cars in the
overall fleet. These studies represent a growing body of evidence that there has been a
recent reduction in the ambient and primary emitted NO2/NOx ratio in UK urban
environments.

2.3.2 Trends in inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio

The trend in inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio is presented in Figure 2.7 (monthly
daytime values from all urban traffic sites, calculated using the methodology of
Palmgren et al., (1996)/Carslaw and Beevers, (2005), after removing the observed
seasonality (see section 2.2.2; Carslaw, 2016a)). Despite some individual monthly
increases (mainly in 2011), the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio, shows a clear
downward trend, with a change (median value) of -0.32%/year with 95% confidence
interval from -0.45% to -0.2% per year, significant to the 0.001 level (p <0.001).
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Figure 2.7: Mean overall trend of the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio averaged over all
UK urban traffic monitoring sites. The error bars indicate the standard error of the
slope estimates. The local regression fitted line (red solid line) is weighted by taking
into account the standard errors of the individual slopes. The shaded area indicates the
95% confidence intervals.

Figure 2.7 shows an overall reduction in the inferred primary NO 2/NOx ratio
from 17.5% to 12.5% between 2009 and 2016. Despite the increases reported in the
urban traffic monitoring sites in the UK, before 2009 (AQEG, 2004; 2007), the inferred
primary emitted NO2/NOx experiences an overall reduction of 5 percentage points over
the 2009 – 2016 period. In detail, from 2009 until 2011, a small reduction in the
emissions is evident (from 17.5% to 15%). From 2011 until mid-2013 no significant
changes are observed and the mean inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio is steady. At that
period the Euro 5a and Euro 5b limits for passenger and light duty vehicles, as well as
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the Euro IV standards for heavy duty vehicles came into force for sales of new vehicles
in September 2011 and January 2013 for light and heavy-duty vehicles respectively.
Standards, which set a prerequisite for diesel vehicles to have a DPF after-treatment
system (Euro 5 diesel cars constituted 20% of the diesel fleet in 2011 and they reached
52% by 2014 according to NAEI, (2016)). This technology, as discussed in Chapter 1,
uses NO2 in order to burn the collected soot/PM in the filters, thus can also impact NO 2
emissions in the exhaust. In September 2014, the most recent and stricter limits of
Euro 6 came into force. The introduction of new Euro-limit-driven emissions control
technologies and their penetration through the fleet (Euro 5 and Euro 6 passenger
cars) may therefore have contributed to this decrease of 2.5 percentage points in the
mean primary NO2/NOx ratio from early 2014, and the overall decrease of 5
percentage points that is apparent from early 2009. This 29% relative decrease in
inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio in the last period has to be taken into account in the
emission inventories for future modelling estimates of exposure and policy making
which currently they estimate an increase until 2015 for UK (NAEI, 2016) and Europe
(Kiesewetter et al., 2014; Grange et al., 2017). This decrease for the most polluted NO2
sites, such as those in London, means that these cities are going to meet the EU annual
targeted value of 40 µg/m3 (for NO2) sooner than initially predicted.
The change in inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio between 2009 and 2016 shows
some variability with geographic region across the UK (Figure 2.8). With few
exceptions, the primary NO2/NOx ratio has fallen in the majority of the regions, by a
range from 0.5 to 10% (Table 2.2). The observed increases in the ratio in some regions
(e.g. York, Swansea) are difficult to explain individually as they may be associated with
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other local factors such as changing road layouts and urban infrastructure. A decline in
the median inferred primary NO2/NOx emission for London of 5% is apparent, in
agreement with Carslaw et al., (2016b), who found a decrease of about 7% in the
primary NO2/NOx ratio for inner London from 2009/10 to 2014/15. However, these
variations were not always consistent with the monthly primary NO2/NOx trend
(calculated for the whole data series) (Table 2.2), indicating that the trends are not
significant in every area and more data (i.e. a longer time series) are needed in order
for a clear conclusion to be drawn. This potentially reflects that the oxidant analysis
assumptions (essentially, that the NOx - O3 PSS represents a fully closed system) may
be less valid for some locations and highlights the complexity and the heterogeneity in
the implementation and outcome of policy interventions to control air pollution.
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Figure 2.8: Box-whisker plots for the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio for the individual
urban traffic monitoring sites considered in this study, during 2009 and 2016. Green
indicates a reduction in the median value between the two dates for each location, red
an increase, between 2009 and 2016. S1: Aberdeen, S2: Birmingham, S3: Cambridge,
S4: Carlisle, S5: Chepstow, S6: Exeter, S7: Leeds, S8: Liverpool, S9: Newcastle, S10:
Sandy, S11: Stanford le Hope, S12: Swansea, S13: York, S14: London.
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Table 2.2: Median primary NO2/NOx difference and monthly trend (percentage
points/year) for individual urban traffic monitoring sites in the UK from 2009 to 2016.
Symbols (***, **, *, +) indicate the level of significance p (0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1). Note
that the median primary NO2/NOx values were acquired with a localised fitted
regression model, while the monthly trend was calculated with a fitted linear
regression model.
Region

Aberdeen
Birmingham
Cambridge
Carlisle
Chepstow
Exeter
Leeds
Liverpool
London
Newcastle
Sandy
Stanford le hope
Swansea
York

Median 2009
primary NO2/NOx
(%)
19
20
12
21.5
14
18
16
21
15
11
10
20
27
8

Median 2016
primary NO2/NOx
(%)
10
10
8
17
16
15
13
19
10
10
15
17.5
26.5
15

Difference
primary
NO2/NOx (%)
-9
-10
-4
-4.5
2
-3
-3
-2
-5
-1
5
-2.5
-0.5
7

Monthly trend with 95%
confidence limits (%/year)
-1.33 (-1.52, -1.1) ***
0.24 (-0.29, 0.78)
-0.83 (-1.04, -0.6) ***
-0.16 (-0.51, 0.18)
0.06 (-0.28, 0.34)
-0.45 (-0.75, -0.13) **
-0.17 (-0.5, 0.2)
0.42 (-0.13, 1.01)
-0.78 (-1.08, -0.38) **
-0.5 (-1.26, 0.37)
0.68 (0.39, 0.96) ***
-1.79 (-2.45, -1.13) ***
0.16 (-0.12, 0.43)
-0.8 (-1.61, -0.06) *

2.3.3 Low temperature primary NO2 emissions – evidence for “cold
start” effects

The inferred NO2/NOx emission ratios for cold (T ≤ 5 oC) and non-cold/normal (T
> 5 oC) conditions during winter (November, December, January, February) morning
and evening rush hours are depicted in Figure 2.9. The change in gradient between
cold (Figure 2.9b, 2.9d) and non-cold/normal (Figure 2.9a, 2.9c) conditions is clearly
apparent, with the Ox - NOx analysis indicating an increase of 64.5% (mornings) and
75% (evenings) in the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio for the former compared with
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the latter. The increase in overall NOx abundance (greater x-axis range, most likely
arising primarily from lower and more stable atmospheric boundary layer/mixing
heights under cold conditions, alongside reduced winter month NO2 photolysis) is also
apparent. The 64.5% increase in inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio is statistically
significant (p < 0.001), changing by over 4 percentage points from 6.2(±0.4)%, for
normal winter mornings to 10.2(±0.1)%, for cold winter mornings. Similar behaviour is
observed for evenings (75% increase from normal to cold conditions), where the
difference is slightly higher at 4.2 percentage points, from 5.6(±0.4) to 9.8(±0.1)%
(values in the parenthesis indicate the standard error). For individual locations, the
difference between cold and normal conditions varies over a factor of 1.6 to 3.8 fold
(Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Primary NO2/NOx ratio during cold weather rush hours (representing cold
start emissions) and normal weather rush hours (representing normal emissions) and
the corresponding increment for individual areas across the UK. Symbols (***, **, *, +)
indicate the level of significance of the slope p (0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1).
Region

Aberdeen
Birmingham
Cambridge
Carlisle
Chepstow
Exeter
Leeds
Liverpool
London Camden
London Haringey
London Marylebone
London tower hamlet
Newcastle
Sandy
Stanford le hope
Swansea
York

Cold start primary NO2 emissions
(%)
Morning
Evening
12.3± 0.17***
13.1 ± 0.18***
10±0.14***
10.4±0.23***
8.5±0.36***
7.2±0.36***
12.6±0.43***
13.2±0.47***
9.7±0.62***
11.9±0.1***
12.1±0.19***
11.7±0.33***
8.5±0.2***
8.0±0.3***
9.4±0.3***
11.3±0.48***
15±0.2***
14.2±0.4***
6.8±0.2***
6.9±0.04***
12.3±0.1***
13.7±0.2***
13.5±0.3***
13.8±0.7***
10.7±0.1***
11.4±0.2***
16.3±0.3***
15.1±0.3***
7.0±0.3***
8.2±0.4***
24.4±0.3***
23.4±0.4***
13.8±0.3***
13.5±0.4***
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Primary NO2 emissions
(%)
Morning
Evening
12.0±0.3
13.0±0.3
7.2±0.4
8.2±0.3
3.6±0.7
4.7±0.5
10.1±0.8
7.0±0.5
9.9±0.9
12.0±0.8
6.5±0.3
6.8±0.4
4.6±0.4
3.2±0.3
7.8±0.7
11.2±0.6
12.2±0.3
11.1±0.3
1.4±0.5
3.3±0.3
12±0.2
13.7±0.2
12.6±0.6
13.8±0.5
7.9±0.4
8.3±.0.3
15±0.7
13.2±0.6
4.8±0.9
7.8±0.6
15±0.4
13.2±0.4
5.7±0.7
5.3±0.4

Relative increment (%)
Morning
2.5
38.8
136.1
24.8
86.2
84.8
20.5
22.9
385.7
2.5
7.1
35.4
8.7
45.8
62.7
142.1

Evening
0.1
26.8
53.2
88.5
0.1
72.1
150
0.1
27.9
109.1
25.3
14.3
12.8
77.2
158.4

a
)

b
)

c)

d
)

Figure 2.9: Ox - NOx mean UK plots during normal winter morning and evening rush
hours (green) and during cold (T ≤ 5 oC) morning and evening rush hours (blue),
representing normal and cold start emissions. The shaded areas indicate the 95%
confidence intervals of the linear regression fit.

The morning and evening ambient NO2/NOx ratios can be affected by
atmospheric chemistry (i.e. reactions involving HNO3, NO3, N2O5 and HONO) especially
during the pre-sunrise and post-sunset rush hours in winter. To examine in detail the
impact of the temperature dependence of photochemical processes (alone) upon the
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ambient NO2/NOx ratio, a simple chemical box-model including a full inorganic
chemical mechanism was applied. The model was built using AtChem2, an open source
atmospheric chemistry model designed to be used with the Master Chemical
Mechanism (MCM). The chemical mechanism used in this study was taken from the
MCM version 3.3.1 and included 48 inorganic gas-phase reactions. For the detailed
chemical mechanism see appendix A. The photolysis rates were calculated using the
MCM parametrization (Saunders et al., 2003) using the latitude and longitude of
London (51.51 oN, 0.13 oW) for the date of 15th of December 2012. The initial
concentrations for O3, NO and NO2 were the mean December values from the
Marylebone Road (London) roadside monitoring site. The initial concentrations were
taken from Dunlea et al., (2007) for HNO3 and from Harrison et al., (2012) for NO3 and
N2O5 (maximum measured hourly values observed in London) and from Kurtenbach et
al., (2001) for HONO (from measurements in a traffic tunnel). The model was run for a
period of 24 hours starting at midnight of 15th of December 2012 (the first output
being 15 minutes after the start time): the concentrations of all species in the model
were calculated from the initial values. The model was run 9 times, each with a
different temperature in the range from -10 oC to +30 oC. During each model run,
temperature was kept constant. The NO2/NOx ratios calculated at each temperature
are shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Diurnal NO2/NOx ratio calculated using a box-model at different
temperatures. Note the y-axis (NO2/NOx) values are highly compressed.

The results showed that the daytime and night time average primary NO2/NOx
ratios during the rush hour period (i.e., the period examined here for the cold starts)
varied by between 0.5% and 8.4%, with a mean relative change of 2.4%, due to the
effect of temperature on the chemical reaction kinetics (Figure 2.11). The model
results indicate that the observed increments in the inferred primary NO 2/NOx ratio
with low temperatures, of 64.5% and 75%, are much larger than can be accounted for
by the temperature-dependence of the atmospheric photochemistry alone. Therefore
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it can be suggested that altered vehicle emissions with operating temperature are
contributing towards this observation.

Figure 2.11: Mean rush hour (06:00-10:00 & 16:00-19:00) NO2/NOx ratio for different
temperatures during winter period, calculated using hourly values from the box-model
runs shown in Figure 2.10. The bars indicate the standard error of the mean rush hour
ratio.

While the ambient data will contain contributions from vehicles which have
been operating for some time and hence are not under “cold-start” conditions,
statistics on mode of transport from the DfT National Travel Survey in 2016 indicate
that 20% of all trips under 1 mile (1.6 km), were by car (either as driver or passenger),
this increased to 77% for trips between 1 and 5 miles (1.6 – 8 km) (DfT, 2017). For
urban journeys, distances tend to be shorter than these UK mean values suggest. Short
urban trip duration alongside the reduced efficiency or designed deactivation of
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emission control systems at temperatures below 250 oC, may contribute to the
substantial increase in the inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio, and hence reduced
attainment of NO2 air quality standards, under cold conditions.
Recent testing of vehicles in Germany conducted in 2016 found that over half
of ca. 50 vehicles tested had their EGR system inoperative under low ambient
temperatures, for engine protection purposes (BMVI, 2016). Such differences in the
vehicle NOx emissions under low temperatures are observed in Euro 6 passenger cars
(Suarez-Bertoa and Astorga, 2018). During regulated laboratory tests Suarez-Bertoa
and Astorga (2018) observed that Euro 6 gasoline and diesel vehicles emitted two to
more than three times more NOx at pre-conditioned initial engine temperatures of -7
o

C, compared to emissions at 23 oC. These results underline the lower effectiveness in

the performance of the after-treatment systems under low initial operating
temperatures found in real driving conditions. However, the relative contribution of
gasoline and diesel vehicles, or passenger cars vs light- and heavy-goods vehicles, to
the change in inferred primary NO2/NOx rate cannot be readily determined from these
data. At intermediate temperatures (5 – 15 oC) reduced changes in the inferred
primary NO2/NOx ratio were found (see Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Winter period (Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb) Mean UK Ox - NOX plots for the
temperature range of 5-15 oC during morning (left) and evening (right) rush hours. The
gradient uncertainty is ± 0.004 and ± 0.005 for morning and evening respectively.

Figure 2.13 shows the relationship between inferred mean primary NO2/NOx
ratio and mean ambient temperature, for the cold months (November, December,
January and February). The primary NO2/NOx ratio is significantly negatively correlated
with temperature (R2 = 0.54), according to the inverse relationship fNO2 = 15% – [0.77
± 0.15] x (T / oC). Similar results to those presented here were reported by Degraeuwe
and Weiss (2017), who found that for on-road tests, Euro 5 and Euro 6 cars emit four
and three times higher NOx at low ambient temperatures than the legislative limits,
respectively. For Euro 6 cars, similar results were reported by Kwon et al. (2017), who
compared NOx emissions at lower ambient temperatures (0 - 5 oC) with higher ambient
temperatures (15 - 20 oC) and found a difference of 82–192%.
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Figure 2.13: Inferred mean monthly primary NO2/NOx ratio (%fNO2) and its
dependence on mean ambient temperature in the UK. The grey shaded areas indicate
the 95% confidence intervals of the regression relationship.

These literature results, along with the analysis presented here, support the
finding that higher vehicle emissions at lower ambient temperatures may have a
measurable impact upon ambient air quality. Vehicle emissions effects are likely
exacerbated by meteorology during wintertime (lower boundary layer height, and
increasing tendency to stable conditions (temperature inversions) during the worst
pollution episodes and coldest weather); reduced photolysis frequencies (shifting the
NOx PSS towards NO2), and potentially greater vehicle use during low temperature
conditions in the UK, relative to other travel options.
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In the analysis the investigation of NO2/NOx ratio under warmer weather was
attempted. Specifically the primary NO2/NOx ratio was calculated for temperatures >
23 oC in order to investigate the vehicle emissions under high temperatures. 23 oC was
selected as a threshold since this is the regulated temperature of the vehicle
laboratory tests. Figure 2.14 shows the inferred mean monthly primary NO 2/NOx ratio
in UK as a function of temperature. As the Figure 2.14 shows, no clear relationship can
be discerned between primary NO2/NOx ratio and temperature in this range, and the
uncertainty, given by the 95% confidence intervals of the linear model, is very big. It
should be noted that only ten places in the UK had temperatures higher than 23 oC and
roadside air quality measurements that met the criteria of NO, NO 2 and O3 namely,
Greater London (5 sites), Birmingham and Cambridge (2 sites) and Exeter, while out of
the initial 3,155,000 hours of NO, NO2 and O3 that were included in the analysis only
30,190 hours satisfied the criterion (T > 23 oC) and could be used to investigate the
high temperature emissions.
Despite not being able to draw a conclusion of high temperature vehicle
primary NO2 emissions in the UK, it would be interesting to apply the same approach in
southern European countries such as Spain, Italy and Greece, where temperatures
reach 35 oC in the summer months. A study in Paris which analysed vehicle emissions
with remote sensing techniques in 2019 found an increase of 25 - 30% in NOx for
temperatures over 28 oC (Dallman et al., 2019). A potential increase in NOx emissions
in the roadside atmosphere during summer months or heatwaves would be of
particular importance to human health, especially under the current highly abnormal
climate. An additional NOx loading during hot weather might result in poor air quality
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periods which in conjunction with the elevated ambient temperature might in turn
have a significant consequence to the health condition of people with asthma or
elderly people.

Figure 2.14: Inferred mean monthly primary NO2/NOx ratio vs ambient temperature >
23 oC in the UK. The grey shaded areas indicate the 95% confidence intervals of the
regression relationship.
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2.4 Summary and concluding remarks

This chapter presents an analysis of ambient NOx and NO2 mixing ratios, to
derive inferred NO2/NOx emission ratios from urban traffic monitoring stations in the
UK, for the period from 2009 until 2016. The analysis showed:
In keeping with other recent results, a decrease in the mean ambient NO2
mixing ratio at selected urban roadside measurement sites between 2009 and 2016,
alongside a smaller reduction in NOx mixing ratios. Direct emissions were not
measured in this work, and a number of assumptions were made in deducing emitted
NOx ratios from ambient data for a number of measurement stations. The mean
inferred primary NO2/NOx ratio shows an overall reduction of 3 percentage points from
17% to 14%, with a calculated reduction of -0.32 percentage points/year (95%
confidence interval of -0.2 to -0.45 percentage points/year), over this time period. The
period of this reduction corresponds to the combined application of policies (new Euro
limits), changes in fleet composition and, to some extent, to the initial penetration of
new after-treatment technologies introduced in the last eight years. However, this
reduction is not evident in every location, underling the complexity of the problem and
implying that more stringent measures may be needed to further reduce ambient NO 2
in urban environments, a challenge that will be heightened by increasing vehicle
numbers.
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Potential “cold-start” emissions, inferred from ambient monitoring data under
low temperature conditions. The results imply that the overall vehicle primary
NO2/NOx ratios increase on average by 64.5% and 75% for morning and evening rush
hours under cold (≤ 5 oC) conditions, compared with (for the UK) normal conditions (>
5 oC), while this difference can be 1.6 - 3.8 times greater when examining individual
urban traffic monitoring stations. An inverse relationship was found between ambient
temperature and primary NO2/NOx ratio.
These results suggest that the combination of typical driving patterns and the
temperature dependence of the current after-treatment systems under low ambient
temperatures lead to measurable impacts upon ambient air quality. They also highlight
the importance of test cycles which consider cold-start emissions, as these may cause
a measurable deterioration in air quality in urban areas in the UK. Assessment of the
related health burden, which must integrate personal exposure considerations, should
combine the impact of meteorological factors on both vehicle performance and public
behaviour versus transport choices.
Chapter 2 addresses some key research questions regarding the impact of
vehicle emissions on urban air quality in the UK. However, there are still uncertainties
that need to be investigated; especially around the within-vehicle and on-road air
pollution exposure of individuals and their air pollution inhaled doses under different
urban activities such as driving, walking and cycling. These areas are investigated
further in the following chapter (3) of the thesis.
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Chapter 3. Within-vehicle air pollution
exposure: variation with outside air
quality, route choice and ventilation
options

This chapter reports simultaneous within-vehicle and directly outside vehicle
measurements of various air pollutants, to determine the ratios of inside to outside
(I/OVEH) levels of particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5, PM1), ultrafine particle number (UFP),
lung surface deposited area (LSDA), NO and NO2 for different vehicles and roads, under
different ventilation settings. It further provides a spatial analysis of within-vehicle
measurements and I/OVEH ratios to identify potential hotspots by route category/road
type. Finally, the chapter includes an analysis of air pollution exposure by activity, by
calculating the air pollution inhalation dose of the aforementioned pollutants for male,
female and child vehicle occupants following similar routes, and comparing these to
other activities such as cycling and walking in a typical urban environment. The
material presented in this chapter has been published as:

Matthaios N. V., Kramer J. L., Crilley R. L., Sommariva R., Pope D. F., Bloss J. W., 2020.
Quantification of within-vehicle exposure to NOx and particles: variation with outside
air quality, route choice and ventilation options. Atmospheric Environment, 117810,
10.1016/j.atmosenv.2020.117810.
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Graphical abstract

3.1 Introduction

Emissions from road transport are an important and often dominant source of
ambient air pollution in urban areas, with direct and indirect detrimental impacts on
human and environmental health. Increasing urbanisation, and (in many societies)
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growth in vehicle ownership and passenger-journeys, contribute to growth in trafficrelated ambient air pollution abundance, counteracting in some cases improvements
in emissions abatement technologies. The predominant primary air pollutant
emissions from vehicles include nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM)
including ultrafine particles (UFP), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and carbon
monoxide (CO), derived primarily from exhaust (tailpipe) sources, alongside
mechanical (brake, tyre) inputs in the case of PM. A number of studies have
demonstrated an association between traffic-related air pollutants and detrimental
health outcomes such as asthma, exacerbation of adverse respiratory symptoms (e.g.
McConnell et al., 2006; Gan et al., 2011), cardiovascular diseases (Delfino et al., 2005),
coronary artery atherosclerosis (e.g. Künzli et al., 2011), and an increase in mortality
(e.g. Stölzel et al., 2007; RCP, 2016). Adverse health effects due to elevated exposure
to PM or UFP have been associated with cardiovascular problems (e.g. Delfino et al.,
2005), while exposure to NO2 is known to lead to reduced lung function and increased
risk of cancer (Adam et al., 2015; Hamra et al., 2015; WHO, 2013).
Air pollution health impacts are mediated by personal exposure of the
individual in question and vulnerability of that individual to a given dose, which in turn
is a function of behaviour in a commuting context of journey, route selection, time of
day, transport type, respiration rate and (in the case of vehicles) ventilation options. A
significant proportion of the population commute to and from their working
environment by car, and, as the outside air undergoes exchange with the air inside
vehicle cabins, vehicle occupants may suffer elevated exposure to ambient air
pollutants of varying extents during this time. In most cases, the dominant contributor
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to within-vehicle exposure originates from the intake of outside, ambient air pollution.
Most exposure studies within vehicles reported so far have focussed primarily on
particulate pollution (Boogaard et al., 2009; Int Panis et al., 2010; Zuurbier et al., 2010;
De Nazelle et al., 2012), typically performing within-vehicle measurements using
personal exposure instruments without coupling them with simultaneous on-road
(ambient) levels or taking into account the air exchange that occurs between the cabin
and the ambient air. Personal exposure instruments often have high measurement
uncertainties, while the air exchange defines the amount of pollution that enters the
vehicle from outside. Both are critical components to accurately estimate and develop
predictive capability for the air pollution exposure of the vehicle occupants.
Air exchange is a key aspect of within-vehicle chemical processes (Weschler
and Shields, 2000), in particular NOx and O3 abundance, alongside the photo-stationary
steady state reactions (Weschler et al., 1994). In cases where air exchange has been
taken into consideration (regarding the vehicle cabins), species have been treated
separately by measuring inside to outside (I/OVEH) levels only for UFP (Knibbs et al.,
2010; Hudda et al., 2011) or NO2 (Chan and Chung 2003; Martin et al., 2016; Yamada
et al., 2016). However, vehicle exhaust emits both particles and nitrogen oxides,
therefore, vehicle occupants are exposed to both exhaust particles and gases such as
NO2. Consequently, it is essential to know the exposure levels of multiple pollutants
simultaneously in order to implement accurate exposure estimates and risk
assessment calculations, as the concurrent impact of multiple species upon human
health is known to be of great importance (e.g. COMEAP, 2018).
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3.2 Methods

Measurements of NOx, PM, UFP and LSDA were performed simultaneously
inside and directly outside of the studied vehicles in order to determine the absolute
ratio of inside/outside air pollution abundance (I/OVEH). More specifically,
measurements of NO, NO2, PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP and LSDA were performed using
four different vehicles, during various daytime driving hours in the city of Birmingham,
U.K. The measurements were accompanied by GPS-derived position (latitude,
longitude) and vehicle speed and within-vehicle temperature (T) and relative humidity
(RH). Figure 3.1 shows a schematic example of the experimental set up, while Figure
3.2 shows a tested vehicle used for the experiments. Two measurement campaigns
were performed, from 7th to 16th of February 2017 (with one vehicle only, 2-seater
Light duty vehicle) and 26th of October until 9th of November 2017. The vehicles that
were included in the two campaigns and their details are shown in Table 3.1. A total of
eighty three hours of data collection are used for this analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the configuration of the instruments and connections applied
in the tested vehicles.

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the tested vehicles; All vehicles had pollen filter apart from
Ford transit that had no air filter. LDV: Light Duty Vehicle.
Model

Type

Fuel

Year

Engine size (L)

Ford Focus
Vauxhall Insignia
Hyundai i800
Ford Transit

Estate
Estate
Van (9 seats)
LDV (2 seats)

Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

2013
2016
2017
2009

1.6
2.0
2.5
2.4
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Odometer
(km)
107282
42982
17650
112569

Est. Cabin size
3
(m )
3.46
3.28
7.89
2.16

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of mobile campaign. (a) Inlet of the ambient NO 2, NO,
CO2, PM, UFP; (b) instrument setup in the boot of a tested Vauxhall Insignia; (c) inlet
and instrument setup inside the vehicle close to the breathing area of the driver and
co-driver; (d) real time measurements and validity of measurements in the laptop of
the co-driver.

All instruments were powered through a specifically designed battery box that
provided energy supply for 2.5 hours (see Figure 3.2). The instruments were logged via
a single laptop and all measurements were averaged to a 1-minute time resolution and
their times were adjusted for different inlet residence times/sampling times to ensure
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consistency between the pairs of measurements (see 3.2.4). For each vehicle, we used
the same inlet lengths for the gas and particle measurements both indoor and outdoor
measurements. All instruments were co-calibrated before and after each campaign,
with an observed change of less than 5% between the two calibrations. The
calibration, use of identical instrumentation, experimental setup and route to perform
the measurements of this campaign is in agreement with the high-quality assured
mobile measurements criteria reported in Alas et al., (2019). Table 3.2 shows
information about the instrument detection limits, sampling periods and associated
measurement uncertainties.

Table 3.2: Instrument details and overview of measurements
Instrument

Measurement

Method

Sampling
time (s)

Uncertainty

Flow
(l/min)

Manufacturer

TEI: 42c,
42i

NO, NO2, NOX

Chemiluminescence

60

±10 %

0.7

Thermo
Scientific

OPS: TSI
3330

PM10, PM2.5,
PM1

Optical scattering

10

-

1

TSI
Incorporated

Minidisc

UFP, LSDA,
Particle size

Electrical diffusion

1

±30 %

1

NANEOS

LI-820

CO2

Infrared absorption

1

±3 %

1

Licor

TEI: 49i

O3

UV absorption

60

<2 ppb

1

Thermo
Scientific

Globsat
BU-535
GPS

Latitude,
longitude,
altitude,
speed

Remote sensing

1

-

-

Globalsat

HOBO

T/RH

-

60

±0.35 C (T)

-

Onset

O

±2.5% (RH)
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3.2.1 Instrumentation

3.2.1.1 Nitrogen oxides analyser

For NO and NO2 measurements, two Thermo Scientific chemiluminescent
(EN14211:2012 NOx) analysers – models 42i-TL (inside) and 42C (outside) were used.
The Models 42C and 42i are based on the principle that nitric oxide (NO) and ozone
(O3) react to produce a characteristic luminescence with intensity linearly proportional
to the NO concentration. The chemiluminescent mechanism involves electronically
excited NO2 molecules which are detected in the range 600 < λ < 3000 nm and are
measured in a temperature controlled red sensitive photomultiplier tube. Specifically,
NO2 must first be transformed into NO before it can be measured using the
chemiluminescent reaction. NO2 is converted to NO, thus giving a NO + NO2 combined
signal. Then, NO2 concentration is derived by the difference between the NO and the
NOx signals. The detection limit of the 42i and 42C instruments was determined by 3
times the standard deviation of the measurement in zero air and was calculated to be
approximately 0.24 and 0.30 ppb respectively for a 1 minute averaging period. For
both NOx monitors, we employed a multi-point calibration for NO and NO2. The total
uncertainty of the mobile measurements for the 42i and 42C was calculated to be 10%
and 12% respectively. This uncertainty was derived from the propagation of errors in
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the mass flow controllers, NO standard (calibration gas), sampling, reproducibility of
the calculations due to the sensitivity of the instrument, losses in the conversion of NO
to NO2 due to the molybdenum converter and the losses in the inlets following the
recommendations of Minarro and Ferradas, (2012). For the mobile NOx sampling we
used a 6mm teflon tubing to avoid catalytic conversion of NO and NO2 in the tubing.

3.2.1.2 Ozone analyser

For the O3 measurements a Thermo Scientific ozone analyser model 49i was
used. The Model 49i operates on the principle that ozone (O3) molecules absorb UV
light at a wavelength of 254 nm. Briefly, a mercury lamp (with light intensity λ = 254
nm) and photodiodes are located on opposite sides of two absorption cells. Sample
analyte is drawn into the instrument, where a pair of valves, send by turns O3
scrubbed/unscrubbed analyte through the two cells. The degree to which the UV light
is absorbed from the O3 scrubbed analyte and unscrubbed analyte is then measured
and the O3 concentration is calculated, according to the Lambert-Beer law.
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3.2.1.3 Carbon dioxide analyser

For CO2 measurements we used two LI-820 CO2 gas analysers. The LI-820 is an
absolute, non-dispersive, infrared gas analyser based upon a single path, dual
wavelength, infrared detection subsystem. The CO2 measurement is a function of the
absorption of IR energy as it travels through the optical path. Concentration
measurements are based on the difference ratio in the IR absorption between a
reference and sample signal.

3.2.1.4 Particle number personal monitor

For UFP and LSDA measurements, two DiSCmini (Matter Aerosol AG) units were
used. DiSCmini is a portable miniature diffusion size classifier that measures particle
number concentration and size. Figure 3.3 shows the DiSCmini size and deployment
during the mobile experiments. DiSCmini measuring principle is based on the electrical
charging of the aerosol. Positive air ions generated in a corona discharge are mixed
with the aerosol. The charged particles are then detected in two stages by
electrometers. The first detector stage is a pile of steel grids; small particles will
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preferably deposit on it by diffusion and detected as an electrical current. The
remaining particles end up in a second stage, the filter stage, and are also detected as
an electrical current. The ratio of these two currents is a measure of the average
particle size determined during the instrument calibration. Because the charge per
particle is a function of particle diameter, once this is known, the particle number
concentration can be computed from the total current detected together with the flow
rate of the instrument. Both DiSCmini’s were operated sampling adjacent to a
reference instrument, a condensation particle counter (CPC) before the campaign for 2
days. The 30 sec resolution data plotted together and showed good agreement
(Pearson correlation coefficient > 0.8) for the whole 2 day time series. DiSCmini’s were
then corrected to match the reference instrument according to the slope of the fitted
regression in CPC vs DiSCmini data. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison between CPC and
DiSCmini 1 and 2.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of DiSCmini particle counter (left) and DiSCmini deployment
during the mobile experiments (right).
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Figure 3.4: Lab comparison of particle number (pt/m3) between DiSCmini and CPC TSI
3022A.

3.2.1.5 Particle counter

Two Alphasense optical particle counter (OPC) -N2 sensors were used to
measure PM10, PM2.5 and PM1 mass concentrations. Figure 3.5 shows the sensor and
the within-vehicle deployment. The OPC-N2 can be considered as a miniaturised OPC
as it measures 75 mm × 60 mm × 65 mm and weighs under 105 g, and as such is
significantly cheaper. The OPC-N2 contains a laser (25 mW max) that normally
operates at a single power between 5 mW and 8 mW and samples via small fan
aspirator and measures particle number concentration over a reported size range of
0.38 to 17 µm across 16 size bins, and maximum particle count of 10 000 s −1. The
minimum time resolution is 10 s. The measured particle number concentration is
converted via on-board factory calibration to particle mass concentrations for PM 1,
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PM2.5 and PM10 size fraction according to European Standard EN481. The OPC-N2 are
known suffer from influences of RH (Crilley et al., 2018), therefore co-located
measurements of RH (performed in vehicle with a HOBO sensor) were used to correct
the data when humidity was within the range from 60 to 90% following Crilley et al.
(2018). The OPC-N2 sensors used in this study were previously calibrated in the field
with reference particle mass instruments, described in detail in Crilley et al. (2018).
Briefly, the response of the OPC-N2 were found to be linear with respect to reference
instrumentation (e.g. TEOM-FDMS), with a positive artefact observed during times of
high RH. This positive artefact has been shown to be related to bulk particle
hygroscopicity (Crilley et al., 2020). Therefore, we applied the correction factor
developed in Crilley et al., (2018) to the reported particle mass concentrations by the
OPC-N2 to reduce any bias between indoor and outdoor measurements. For
protection against vibrations we used specifically designed boxes (see Figure 3.2a). For
the outdoor particle measurements, we wanted to keep the inlet line as short as
possible (6.5 cm) to minimise particle losses. As the study predominantly used normal
rental vehicles, we were limited to placing the instruments at a side window (Figure
3.2a). As this inlet location was not ideal and at 45 o angle, the aerosol sampling was
anisokinetic, therefore we had to calculate the particle losses using the method of von
der Weiden et al., (2009). For this inlet set up particle losses were found to be minimal,
with coarser particles having greater losses than fine and ultrafine particles (11% for
PM10, 3.5% for PM2.5, 1.8% for PM1 and 6% for particles < 300 nm). For the correction
of the OPC-N2 mass concentration we also operated a reference optical particle sizer
instrument (TSI 3330). The collected data from the OPC-N2 and TSI 3330 were plotted
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against each other and the acquired slope of the regression was used to correct the
data from OPC-N2 in order to match the reference instrument as in Crilley et al., 2018;
2020. Two test runs were made to calibrate/validate the OPC performance under the
experimental conditions of this study. One tested the OPC performance against the
reference instrument for within-vehicle conditions, while the other validated the OPC
against outdoor/on-road concentrations. Both test runs performed in mobile mode
while driving. The calibration of within-vehicle and on-road comparison is shown in
Figure 3.6. A third test run around campus was also performed and tested the
sampling angle at 45o and 90o of the side window. The comparison between OPC-N2
and TSI 3330 at 45o and 90o angle is shown in Figure 3.7. TSI 3330 optical particle
spectrophotometer (OPS), which was used a reference instrument, measures particles
number concentrations between 0.3 and 10 µm across 16 size bins, with a maximum
particle count of 3000 particles cm−3.

Figure 3.5: Alphasense PM sensor used for the mobile experiments (left) and the
within-vehicle deployment (right).
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of PM2.5 concentrations between OPC-N2 sensors and TSI 3330.
(left) for on-road data, (right) for within-vehicle data.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of PM2.5 concentrations between OPC-N2 sensors and TSI 3330
at 45o and 90o sampling angle.
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3.2.2 Vehicle details and choice of routes

Four vehicles were used in this study. The first was the University of
Birmingham Mobile Air Monitoring Laboratory, a long-wheel base, Ford Transit closed
cabin 2 seater light duty vehicle (LDV) van (see Figure 3.1). The passenger cabin area
for this vehicle is physically separate from the instrument/cargo area, and in this
respect typical of front-cabin passenger and light goods vehicles. The other three
vehicles were different large passenger cars; a nine seater vehicle and two estate cars
(see Table 3.1). For the passenger vehicles, instruments were mounted within the body
of each vehicle, with two pairs of inlets protruding into ambient air, and into the cabin
volume. For ambient/on-road measurements, one inlet was used for gases (NO, NO2),
while PM10, PM2.5, PM1 and UFP and LSDA had their own separate sampling inlet. The
within-cabin sampling inlets were located in the breathing area of the driver/passenger
in the front of each vehicle, to permit assessment of exposure inside the car. For the
van configuration see information in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 also gives an example
schematic of the instrument configuration. Both indoor and outdoor measurements
were conducted concurrently. The vehicles tested here are representative of the UK
fleet as 11% of the UK’s fleet is LDV, while the manufacturers and models are amongst
the most popular ones in the UK (DfT, 2019).
All vehicles were equipped with standard particle pollen filters as provided by
the manufacturer apart from the Ford transit which had no filter (as standard); no
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alternative filters such as activated carbon filters were tested. Particle pollen filters
stop small particles from entering the interior part of the vehicle, effectively capturing
pollen, dust, mould spores and debris, while activated carbon filters have the potential
(additionally to the pollen filters) to absorb gases such as CO and NOx.
All four vehicles were driven along a consistent set of driving routes in
Birmingham, UK (see Figure 3.8 for routes). Three different roads were chosen to
examine the difference in exposure by area/road type. The routes included a suburban road (2 side carriage way, 8 m width, 40 mph speed limit, average daily traffic
flow 30,000 vehicles), illustrated in red in Figure 3.8, an urban section (via an
underground city centre tunnel) (2 to 4 lane road, 8 m width, 30 mph speed limit,
average daily traffic flow 51,000 vehicles), depicted in green in Figure 3.8 and a ring
road section highlighted in purple in Figure 3.8 (4 to 5 lane road, 8-9 m width, 50 mph
speed limit, average daily traffic flow 40,000 vehicles) around the city of Birmingham.
The driving schedule for the October campaign was repeated between 12:00 - 16:00
(weekdays only), which accounts for normal daytime traffic, while for the February
campaign, more driving patterns including morning/evening rush hours were covered.
All the experiments with vehicles were performed by two people namely a dedicated
driver and documenter who recorded details of the journeys.
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Figure 3.8: Map illustrating the route that was followed during the mobile
experiments. A38*: is a suburban road, A38**: is an urban part that includes an
underground city tunnel.

3.2.3 Ventilation Settings

The vehicle ventilation options that were tested varied amongst the vehicles,
however we performed four core and comparable settings. Depending on the available
ventilation options a fifth option was explored in two of the vehicles (Vauxhall Insignia
and Hyundai i800). See Table 3.3 for detailed information about the tested ventilation
settings; in brief measurements in all three road sections was performed with (1)
Windows open (OPEN), (2) Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed (FAN), (3) Fan plus
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air conditioning on, recirculation off, windows closed (AC), (4) Fan on, recirculation on,
windows closed (FAN_R), (5) Fan plus AC on, recirculation on, windows closed (AC_R),
(6) No ventilation (Fan or AC), windows closed (NONE). When a ventilation option was
tested including fan operation, these were set at the maximum speed. We note that
although limited, air exchange within vehicles does occur under the “NONE” setting via
leaks. Each ventilation setting in every vehicle was tested over the same route
segments, and had approximately the same time duration (20 - 22 min loop
completion depending on the traffic - see Figure 3.8) assuring equivalent weight in
ventilation setting data analysis.

Table 3.3: Ventilation settings tested in individual vehicles.
Ventilation

Acronym

Vehicles

Windows open

OPEN

Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed
AC on, windows closed

FAN

Fan on, recirculation on,
windows closed
AC on, recirculation on,
windows closed
No ventilation, windows
closed

FAN_R

Ford Focus, Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai
i800, Ford Transit
Ford Focus, Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai
i800, Ford Transit
Ford Focus, Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai
i800
Ford Focus, Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai
i800, Ford Transit
Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai i800

AC

AC_R
NONE

Ford Focus, Vauxhall insignia, Hyundai
i800, Ford Transit
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3.2.4 Data processing

All measurements were averaged to a 1 minute time resolution, with
instrument and inlet residence times (60 sec for the NOx analysers and 5 sec for the
inlet residence time) taken into consideration. The measurements were applied in
three ways: 1) to determine the measured concentrations while driving, 2) to calculate
the I/OVEH ratios (ratio of concentrations measured inside the vehicles to the
concentrations measured immediately outside, on-road) with different ventilation
settings and 3) to calculate the exposure and inhalation dosage of vehicle occupants.
For the comparison of cases we used descriptive statistics and a two sample Welch ttest to illustrate the significance at 0.95 and 0.90 confidence intervals.

3.2.5 Inhalation dosage calculation

The amount of air pollutants inhaled is dependent not only on the
concentration of the pollutant to which a commuter is exposed to but also the
duration of exposure and the breathing rate. The inhaled lung dose (ID) is calculated by
Equation 1:
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𝐼𝐷 = 𝐶𝑖 × 𝛥𝑡 × 𝑉𝐸

(1),

where Ci is the concentration of pollutant i at a given location/time, Δt is the exposure
time (min) and VE is the ventilation rate (breathing rate x tidal volume) of an individual
(m3/min). As it was discussed in Chapter 1, inhalation dose is a product of the ambient
air concentration of pollutants inhaled and exhaled, their breathing rate, which
depends upon age and the level of the physical activity of individuals, and deposition
fraction, which is the actual proportion of the inhaled amount that is deposited within
the human lungs. The ventilation rates used for different exposed groups, namely
male, female and children (ages 6 to 13 years - male/female combined) were based on
the driving/riding a car exercise category combined (for males and females) or sitting
exercise category (for children) taken from Adams (1993) and were 0.62 m 3/h, 0.52
m3/h and 0.44 m3/h respectively. The breathing rates that were used to calculate the
inhalation dosage for both cyclists and pedestrians were 1.38 (m3/h), 1.16 (m3/h) and
0.77 (m3/h) for males, females and children respectively adopting that they are under
light exercise mode (Adams 1993). Light exercise conditions were assumed for both
cyclists and pedestrians since the study of Zuurbier et al., (2010) that measured
breathing rates in cyclists, reported average breathing rates for men and woman
cyclists of 1.41 m3/h (ranging from 0.7- 2.5 m3/h), which fall into the light exercise
breathing rates reported in Adams (1993). Cyclists were presumed to be exposed to
concentrations measured directly outside the vehicle (i.e. assuming that they are
cycling on the same roads), while pedestrians who are walking at certain distance from
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the road were assumed to be exposed to concentrations measured by air quality
stations at representative locations.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Exposure variability between vehicles

An example of PM2.5 timeseries with a Vauxhall Insignia 2016 is illustrated in
Figure 3.9, while the equivalent NO2 time series are shown in Figure 3.10. For Figure
3.6 it can be seen that the inside levels are almost equal to outside/on-road levels with
windows open (OPEN ventilation setting, light blue colour). Notable is the fact that
under recirculation mode on (FAN_R, green colour), although the outside/on-road
levels remain relatively high, a sudden decrease to the within-vehicle levels is
observed. Regarding NO2 timeseries (Figure 3.10), the within-vehicle levels experience
similar variation to the on-road levels and they remain relatively high across the tested
ventilations. Figure 3.11 shows the within-vehicle variation of concentrations across
the tested vehicles. Some cross-pollutant variability exists between the vehicles,
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however median exposure is very similar in most cases apart from the UFP and LSDA. It
is further noted although the median exposure within Ford Focus vehicle (red boxplot)
is similar to the other vehicles, its distribution is significantly different (p < 0.05) from
the other vehicles and is most likely related to the leakage of the vehicle. The median
values of all PM classes for the 2-seater van were elevated in comparison to the other
vehicles. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the February campaign
included driving during morning and evening rush-hours which means different
numbers/types of vehicles, thus more particles generated from tailpipe and
tyres/brakes, thus the elevation in the median. This can also be seen from the on-road
measurements. A further notable finding for the 2 seater van is that the range of the
outside pollutants is much smaller compared to the other vehicles. This is likely related
to the vertical dispersion dynamics of pollutants and to the sampling inlet of the van
being elevated compared to the inlet at the side windows of the passenger cars (see
further discussion in 3.4). As expected, in general higher levels were measured outside
than inside, while for the individual vehicles the inside levels were observed to
following similar temporal patterns to outside levels. This finding is explored more
quantitatively later (sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4).
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Figure 3.9: Timeseries of inside and ambient, on-road PM2.5 concentrations under
different ventilation settings for Vauxhall Insignia 2016. Time in x-axis is in GMT.

Figure 3.10: Timeseries of inside and ambient, on-road NO2 concentrations under
different ventilation settings for Vauxhall Insignia 2016. Time in x-axis is in GMT.
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Figure 3.11: Within-vehicle and on-road pollutant levels averaged across all ventilation
settings for different vehicles. The boxplot percentile values are 0.05 – 0.95 (line) and
0.25 – 0.75 (box) with the heavy line marking 0.5.

3.3.2 Short time exposure variability by road type

High outdoor/on-road levels lead to high indoor levels, mediated to an extent
by the selected ventilation option (see later sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). Figure 3.12
illustrates the within-vehicle variation of measured species for the three different
types of roads explored. Within-vehicle concentrations for both PM and NOx were
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found to be significantly greater (p < 0.05) on the urban roads, followed by the ring
road and sub-urban roads. The exception (for both within-vehicle and outdoor/onroad levels) was UFP, where higher levels were observed for the ring road and suburban roads. The higher UFP measured on the ring-road and sub-urban sections might
reflect an emission source (e.g. prevalence of buses or of heavy duty vehicles) (see
section 3.4). The LSDA were found to be not statistically different and the median
values are almost equal in urban and ring road environments, while being lower for
sub-urban roads. PM10 values varied significantly (p <0.05) and had median withinvehicle exposure variation of 26, 17 and 15 µg/m3 for urban, sub-urban and ring road
locations respectively. Similarly, PM2.5 median within-vehicle exposure varied between
22, 14 and 8 µg/m3 across the same locations respectively, while PM1 median exposure
ranged between 18, 11 and 6 µg/m3 across the same locations respectively. For NO2,
the median within-vehicle abundance was 54, 46 and 32 ppb for urban roads, ringroads and sub-urban roads respectively. Equally, NO values were found significantly
lower (p <0.05) for sub-urban and ring-roads, while urban roads levels were
considerably elevated. Analogous variations to within-vehicle species are evident for
the outside (ambient, on-road) data (see Figure 3.13; also section 3.2.2 for road
characteristics). The highest outdoor/on-road median abundances for PM (PM10,
PM2.5, and PM1) and NOx (NO and NO2), other than UFP and LSDA, were observed in
the urban followed by ring road and sub-urban roads.
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Figure 3.12: Within-vehicle PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and NO2 in sub-urban
(red), urban (green) and ring roads (blue) as per map. The boxplot percentile values are
0.05 (starting line), 0.25 (lower box boundary), 0.50 (mid box line), 0.75 (upper box
boundary), 0.95 (ending line).

Figure 3.13: Outside levels of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and NO2 in sub-urban
(red), urban (green) and ring roads (blue).
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3.3.3 Differences in I/O between ventilation modes

Figure 3.14 shows the boxplots of I/OVEH ratio (aggregated and weighted for the
values of individual vehicles) for the measured species under different ventilation
settings, while the median values are listed in Table 3.4. When pollutant levels for
different vehicles were compared under the same ventilation options, no clear
difference was observed between tested vehicles, cabin size, ventilation or species in
terms of the median variation. However, there are some differences observed
regarding the interquartile range of the I/OVEH values, likely related to the different
leakage or manufacturing and age of the tested vehicles. For the variation of these
I/OVEH ratios separated by vehicle see Figure 3.15.
From the four vehicles tested here, the median I/OVEH ratios for PM10 and PM2.5
were found to be below 1 for all the tested ventilation settings (see Table 3.4). The
lowest ratio was observed when the recirculation option was switched on (FAN_R);
however there are settings (e.g. OPEN) where the 75th percentile of the PM10 and
PM2.5 I/OVEH ratios is ~1 (see Figure 3.14). PM1, UFP and LSDA I/OVEH median ratios were
also below one for the majority of the ventilation settings. However, for some
ventilation settings (FAN, OPEN), the median I/OVEH ratios fluctuated between 0.9 and
1.05, while the median LSDA I/OVEH ratio was significantly greater than 1, at 1.14 with
the windows open (Table 3.4). The 75th percentile of the I/OVEH ratios in those cases
was around 1.5 (Figure 3.14). NO and NOx (I/OVEH median) ratios were always higher
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than 1 (range 1.06 - 1.33) for all the ventilation options, and were statistically
significantly (p = 0.05) higher than 1 under AC, FAN, FAN_R, OPEN. For NO 2, the
median I/OVEH ratio was 1.02 with the windows open (OPEN) and 0.9 with fan on (FAN)
and recirculation on (FAN_R).

Table 3.4: Median I/O ratios of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO, NO2 and NOx for
different ventilation settings derived from overall vehicles and road types. OPEN:
Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air
condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows
closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan
or AC, windows closed. * and ** denote p = 0.10 and p = 0.05 level of significance.
Species
PM10
PM2.5
PM1
UFP
LSDA
NO
NO2
NOx

AC
0.73
0.71
0.72
0.62
0.79
1.23**
0.69
1.06*

AC_R
0.42
0.51
0.61

1.10
0.66
0.98

FAN
0.79**
0.74
1.05
0.90
0.94
1.25**
0.92
1.14**
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FAN_R
0.40**
0.38
0.48
0.14
0.40
1.33**
0.89
1.21**

NONE
0.80
0.74
1.04
0.45
0.65
1.06
0.74
0.96

OPEN
0.71
0.73
0.94
1.03
1.14
1.20**
1.02*
1.15**

Figure 3.14: Inside/Outside (I/O) boxplot ratios of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO,
NO2 and NOx under different ventilation options aggregated across all
vehicles/locations. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows
closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on,
recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed,
NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed. The boxplot percentile values are
0.05 (starting line), 0.25 (lower box boundary), 0.50 (mid box line), 0.75 (upper box
boundary), 0.95 (ending line).
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Figure 3.15: I/O boxplot ratios of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and NO2 for
different vehicles under different ventilation options. The dotted black line indicates
the ratio of 1. NA: Not available vehicle ventilation option. The boxplot percentile
values are 0.05 (starting line), 0.25 (lower box boundary), 0.50 (mid box line), 0.75
(upper box boundary), 0.95 (ending line).
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3.3.4 Spatial within-vehicle exposure variability

Figure 3.16 shows the within-vehicle levels of NO2 and PM2.5 for different
ventilation settings as measured over the whole test route. These spatial exposure
maps are the average concentrations across all the tested vehicles at each point on the
route. It can be observed that within-vehicle concentrations of NO2 are elevated in
certain areas, pinpointing potential exposure hotspots. The NO 2 spatial analysis
showed variability for each ventilation setting across all the routes, where both low onroad and within-vehicle levels (below 30 ppb) were on occasion followed by high onroad and within-vehicle levels (70 ppb or greater) indicating that NO2 is more
dependent on the traffic and the identity of the surrounding/leading vehicles (e.g.
heavy duty vehicles) rather than the ventilation setting itself (Figure 3.16a, also see
Figure A3.1 in appendix for outside pollutant levels). Exposure to particulate pollution
is more ventilation dependent than is observed to be the case for NO2, as illustrated
from Figure 3.16b. The observed within-vehicle PM concentrations are relatively low
(in general less than 10 µg/m3) compared to outdoor levels, and only when the
windows were open (OPEN), were relatively elevated within-vehicle concentrations
observed. The within-vehicle PM10 and PM1 concentrations showed a similar spatial
variation to those of PM2.5 (see appendix Figures A3.2 and A3.3). Spatial maps of
within-vehicle UFP and LSDA levels revealed an analogous behaviour to NO2, showing
low levels (both within-vehicle and on-road) were followed by high levels across the
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tested ventilation indicating that these species are also more traffic than ventilation
dependent. The distribution of both within-vehicle and outside air levels of NO showed
no clear spatial pattern (e.g. increase as moving from sub-urban road to urban roads)
and no systematic hotspots/patterns could be identified. The spatial exposure maps
for the other pollutants (both within vehicle and on-road) can be found in Figures A3.1A3.11 in the appendix.
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a
)

b
)

Figure 3.16: Within-vehicle spatial exposure maps for (a) NO2 and (b) PM2.5 under
different ventilation options (average values from all vehicles). OPEN: Windows open,
FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on,
recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R:
Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC,
windows closed.
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3.3.5 Inhaled dose

Table 3.5 shows the median hourly calculated inhalation doses (averaged and
weighted over all ventilation settings, study vehicles/observation periods) for males,
females and children on urban, suburban and ring roads, for vehicle occupants (see
letter I in Table 3.5), cyclists or people doing light mode activities close to the road (see
letter O in Table 3.5) or pedestrians at an urban background and roadside location (see
letter B in Table 3.5). A higher dosage of both particulate and gaseous air pollutants
was determined for occupants of vehicles driving on urban roads compared to suburban and ring roads. It is also shown that vehicle occupants will inhale less PM 2.5 and
NO2 per unit time than the pedestrians (people doing light activities at a certain
distance from the source, represented with B in Table 3.5) and less than the cyclists
(people walking or doing activities at a close proximity from source, represented with
O, see Table 3.5), as a consequence of lower activity hence breathing rate. Figure 3.17
provides the within-vehicle doses for different ventilation settings for the same roads.
As it is illustrated male individuals inhale more air pollutants on a median level due to
having bigger lungs and therefore greater tidal volume than females and children.
However, there are cases (see Figure 3.17 – NO2 under AC & recirculation on and UFP)
where both the median and the interquartile range of the inhalation dose between
children and male individuals vary similarly. As discussed in chapter 1, pollutant uptake
per mass body weight is normally larger for children than adults, while there are
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studies that highlighted that children who are being exposed to elevated air pollution
levels might have serious problems in their lung development (Gauderman et al.,
2004).

Table 3.5: Median hourly PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, NO2 and NO inhalation dose for male,
female and children vehicle occupants in different roads. I: inside vehicle inhalation
dose; representing vehicle occupants, O: directly outside vehicle inhalation dose;
representative for cyclists, or people doing light mode activities close to the road, B: air
quality based inhalation dose; representative for pedestrians. The inhalation dose for
UFP is 109 particles/h for all the other species is µg/h. * and ** indicate hourly median
inhalation doses as calculated by the mean campaign hourly concentrations from an
urban traffic (*) and an urban background (**) air quality stations in Birmingham. The
breathing rates used for cyclists and pedestrians were for light exercise mode. For all
the details about the breathing rates see section 3.2.5.

Ring-road

Sub-urban

Urban

Road type

Species

PM10
PM2.5
PM1
UFP
NO2
NO
PM10
PM2.5
PM1
UFP
NO2
NO
PM10
PM2.5
PM1
UFP
NO2
NO

I

Male
O

16
14
11
19.1
64
184
9
5
3
15.4
38
109
10
8
7
20.9
55
120

44
37
20
58
172
337
19
12
7
49.6
84
193
12
7
4
70.2
132
259

B
20*

78*

18**

43**
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I

Median
Female
O

13
12
9
16.0
54
154
8
4
3
12.8
32
91
9
7
6
17.5
46
101

37
31
17
48.7
145
283
16
10
6
41.7
71
162
10
6
3
59
111
218

B
17*

65*

15**

36**

I

Children
O

11
10
8
13.5
45
131
7
3
2
10.9
24
77
7
6
5
14.8
39
85

25
21
11
32.3
96
188
11
7
4
27.7
47
108
7
4
2
39.2
74
145

B
11*

46*

10**

27**

Figure 3.17: Air pollutant inhalation doses of male, female and children vehicle
occupants under different ventilations settings and road types. A38*: sub-urban road
part; A38**: urban road part; RR: Ring road part. The boxplot percentile values are
0.05 (starting line), 0.25 (lower box boundary), 0.50 (mid box line), 0.75 (upper box
boundary), 0.95 (ending line).
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3.4 Discussion

Exposure of vehicle occupants to PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and NO2 was
notably elevated when driving on sub-urban compared to urban roads, however no
difference was observed regarding the different days of the week; this is also
illustrated by the similar median I/OVEH levels between the four vehicles (see Figure
3.15). When driving from sub-urban to urban and ring-roads, the median withinvehicle exposure (across all ventilation options), increased significantly by 73% and
13% for PM10, 175% and 75% for PM2.5 and 200% and 83% for PM1 respectively. For
UFP and LSDA the exposure was increased by 24% (sub-urban to urban) and 36% (suburban to ring road), and (LSDA) 32% and 52%, respectively. NO x was also significantly
higher with a 69% (sub-urban to urban) and 44% (sub-urban to ring road) increase in
median exposure for NO2 and 70% (sub-urban to urban) and 11% (sub-urban to ring
road) for NO. This reveals that route choice has a significant impact on vehicle
occupant’s personal exposure to urban air pollution. As illustrated in Figure 3.11 the
within-vehicle air pollution levels follow similar variations to the outside levels, as we
drive along different types of roads, i.e. personal within-vehicle exposure co-varies to
some extent with the outside exposure levels. However, a difference in the range of
the outside concentrations of the van can be seen in Figure 3.11 (green boxplot). This
probably due to the location of the sampling inlet which was located 1 meter higher
than that of the passenger vehicles. Past studies suggest an exponential decay of
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pollutants with increasing height within street canyons (Kumar et al., 2008) and
signalised traffic intersections (Goel and Kumar, 2016), while no such vertical decay
has been reported at the sides of highway or motorways (Nakashima et al., 2014). As
I/OVEH ratios change with different outside levels which in turn vary with height, the
sampling location in an urban mobile measurement campaign (mainly because the side
dispersion is blocked by building infrastructure) can play a role to I/OVEH pollutant
exposure estimations. Thus the sampling location should be chosen carefully and
depending on the needs of the campaign a closer to the road sampling location should
be considered where possible.
The higher median exposure levels for both particles and gases measured
within-vehicles in the city centre can be explained by the greater outside pollution
levels, which in turn reflect traffic density. Elevated levels of ambient gases and
particles were also observed close to all junctions and roundabouts. In our case, the
route through the city centre also includes transects via an underground tunnel, where
the highest concentrations were measured, due to limited dispersion. Similar elevated
levels have been reported in other studies (Martin et al., 2016; Yamada et al., 2016).
The slightly higher exposure to UFP and LSDA that was observed for the ring road (in
comparison to the urban and sub-urban roads) may reflect the greater percentage of
heavy goods vehicles (on a daily basis 10 times more heavy goods vehicles on the ring
road than urban and sub-urban journey), which are strongly associated with on-road
UFP concentrations (Crilley et al., 2012; Fruin et al., 2008; Knibbs et al., 2009).
Some systematic variation in NO2 and NOx concentrations (see Figure 3.12) may
also

arise

from

different

operating

levels
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of

vehicle

emissions

control

technologies/after treatment systems – if there is a different preponderance of very
short vs longer journeys between the road types, and hence different proportions of
vehicles running at normal operating temperature vs under cold start conditions
(Matthaios et al., 2019; Grange et al., 2019).

3.4.1 The impact of ventilation on air pollution exposure of vehicle
occupants

The vehicle ventilation setting makes a significant difference to I/O VEH ratios,
hence to the impact of outdoor pollution levels upon personal exposure within
vehicles. More specifically, the “AC” ventilation setting reduced significantly the levels
of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, by 27-29%, UFP by 38% and NO2 by 31% compared to on-road
levels. Part of this may arise from surface losses as the outside air, following cabin airfilter filtration, passes from the condenser to the evaporator via a heat exchanger.
Under the ventilation condition of “air conditioning with recirculation enabled”
(AC_R), the greatest and most significant reductions in air pollution exposure were
observed, with the lowest I/OVEH ratios; reductions relative to outside/ambient levels
ranged from 37% (PM1) to 53% (PM10), while NO2 was also 30% lower (but similar to
other ventilation settings) inside the cabin. It should be noted here that modern
vehicles normally recirculate a portion of cabin air alongside fresh intake before the
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evaporator, which may also play a role in the reduction. We note that there is
additional energy requirement to operate AC systems, increasing fuel consumption
and hence both air pollutant and CO2 emissions (for internal combustion engine
vehicles), worsening overall ambient air quality.
With the “fan on” ventilation setting (FAN), vehicle passengers are exposed to
levels of within-vehicle coarse particles (PM10 - PM2.5) ca. 20% lower than those found
immediately outside the vehicle, while levels of fine particles (PM1) and UFP, LSDA as
well as NOx are similar to or occasionally higher than outside levels (see Figure 3.14,
Table 3.4). The dominant sources of the fine and lung-deposited particles, and NOx, are
expected to be vehicle tailpipe emissions in urban areas, although non-exhaust
particles (mainly PM2.5 and PM10 from brakes/tyres), other gases and evaporative fuel
and oil related VOCs such as those coming from the engine can also contribute to
occupant exposure where ambient air enters the vehicle cabin (Fedoruk and Kerger,
2003).
When the “fan recirculation” ventilation setting (FAN_R) was in operation,
PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP and LSDA exposure were significantly reduced for vehicle
occupants relative to outside levels, by about 50% across all PM classes and by more
than 80% for UFP and 60% for LSDA. This result is in accordance with previous studies
(Knibbs et al., 2010; Hudda et al., 2011; Yamada et al., 2016). The FAN_R option
reduces within-vehicle particulate pollution and exposure inside vehicles by circulating
the air inside the vehicle, since cabin air passes through the particulate pollen filter
multiple times (by allowing only a very small portion of air from outside to penetrate
inside). Recirculation settings will increase within-cabin residence time, as only a small
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fraction of fresh air enters to be mixed with the recirculated air. This in turn provides
more time for the NOx - O3 photo-stationary steady state to evolve away from that
determined in the outside/ambient environment – leading to elevated NO2 due to the
production of NO2 via reactions of NO with O3. This is supported by the measurements
of NO2 and O3 species inside the cabin as illustrated in Figure 3.18, where for a given
within-vehicle NOx mixing ratio when the within-vehicle NO2 increases the withinvehicle O3 deceases. This chemistry will contribute to the observation of an elevated
I/OVEH ratio for NO2 if compared with AC ventilation settings (see Table 3.4). Over time,
the impact of other processes (notably, O3 deposition to surfaces) may alter and
eventually reverse this effect. The timescale for the NOx photo-stationary steady state
is of the order of 50 seconds (under typical continental boundary layer daytime
conditions), while the volume residence time (volume/inflow) can be as little as 30
seconds (calculated from 0.10 m3/s flow rate for a typical 3 m3 cabin under full fan
power operation), indicating that inflow of external air will typically dominate over
photo-stationary steady state effects in non-recirculatory full ventilation modes, and to
a lesser extent under reduced ventilation.
As illustrated in Figure 3.19, the I/OVEH ratio of different pollutants varies
notably with different fan setting/speed, as also observed by Martin et al., (2016),
where changing fan power from 0 to 50% and 100%, increased the median NO 2 I/O
ratio from 0.21 to 0.64 and 0.83 respectively.
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Figure 3.18: Normalised (to the mean) variation of within-vehicle NO2 and O3 mixing
ratios under FAN_R (fan on, recirculation on, AC off and windows closed) ventilation
setting in Vauxhall Insignia.

Figure 3.19: Ventilation power impact in the I/O ratios of species under different
ventilation settings.
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Under the “open windows” ventilation setting (OPEN), we observe elevated
I/OVEH ratios of PM1, UFP, LSDA and NO, NO2 and lower ratios for PM10 and PM2.5
compared to the other ventilation settings, with levels approaching ambient. If the
vehicle under consideration is following traffic ahead, it will enter the leading vehicle’s
exhaust plume; for the prevalent low-level exhaust pipe, larger particles of that
exhaust plume are deposited faster (Ning et al., 2005) and only a fraction may reach
the height of the following vehicle’s windows and enter the cabin. This is reflected in
almost all ventilation settings where we see about 30% smaller I/OVEH ratios relative to
outdoor levels for PM10 and PM2.5 (Table 3.4). On the contrary, finer particles (PM1,
UFP) and gases like NO2 may be more readily dispersed over greater distances due to
the vehicle’s mechanical turbulent kinetic energy (Wang et al., 2006) and thus more
readily enter the cabin of the vehicle behind, depending upon the precise plume
dynamics and driving conditions.
With no ventilation active and windows closed (NONE), vehicle occupants were
exposed to approximately 20% lower PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations in comparison to
outside levels. The within-vehicle exposure to ultrafine particles and LSDA (of greatest
importance for some health effects - Oberdorster et al., 2007) and to NO2 was also
reduced by 63%, 44% and 30% respectively. However under this ventilation option,
and depending on the number of the vehicle occupants, a quick build-up of CO2 inside
the cabin, from 1000-2500 ppm, might have an impact in decision making performance
or cause other cognitive effects (Satish et al., 2012). Figure 3.20, shows that the CO2
builds-up quickly up to 3500 ppm for the first 60 min of driving under fan off, while
NO2 and PM remain relatively low. After the first 60 min and the change in ventilation
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to fan on, CO2 levels are dropping to ambient levels, however, PM raise substantially
inside the vehicle’s cabin.
These results suggest that the I/OVEH ratios for particles increased towards 1
(outdoor) when bringing a greater quantity of air from outside, as anticipated, while
when recirculating the air inside the cabin they are reduced up to 80% relatively to the
outdoor levels. However, under recirculation mode, there is potentially a trade-off
between benefits in terms of reduced PM, but also a penalty in terms of increased
NO2. This suggestion needs further investigation due to the modest sample size
reported here and potentially confounding factors such as concentration of withinvehicle VOC, ambient weather conditions, sunlight and within-vehicle photolysis rates.

Figure 3.20: Within-vehicle cabin variation of CO2, NO2 and PM1 with fan on and off.
Blue: CO2 concentrations, Orange: within-vehicle PM1 concentrations, Red: On-road
NO2 levels.
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3.4.2 Inhalation doses

Calculated inhalation doses for vehicle occupants in urban, sub-urban and ring
road locations provide insights to the dynamic exposure that vehicle occupants
undergo. Comparison of inhalation doses within-vehicles, directly outside vehicles and
from the air quality stations at an urban traffic location and an urban background
location (where most human exposure occurs) can give an insight into exposure. Under
the assumption that the outside vehicle levels measured here represent the exposure
that cyclists or people that do light exercise (e.g. road construction workers, runners)
have, and that for those exposed at a greater distance from roads the data obtained
from roadside and background air quality station levels are representative of
pedestrian exposure, the median hourly air pollution inhalation dose of vehicle
occupants is the least of the three activities. Regarding the regulated air pollutants
PM2.5 and NO2, people driving in urban areas inhale a lower total mass (averaged in all
ventilation options), compared to pedestrians by a range of 10% to 30% for PM 2.5 and
5% to 18% for NO2, for all categories (male, female and children). Vehicle occupants
also (across all categories) inhale less than cyclists (or people that do light exercise
nearby the road) at about 52% to 63% for both PM 2.5 and NO2. For sub-urban roads,
vehicle occupants were found to inhale about 70% less PM 2.5 and 12% less NO2 (across
all categories) when compared to pedestrians, while when compared to cyclists (or
people performing other light outdoor activities), car passengers (all categories) inhale
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about 60% less PM2.5 and about 50% less NO2. For the ring road type environment, it
was calculated that vehicle occupants inhale 60% less NO2 and 12.5% to 33% less PM2.5
than those exercising outside. However, it should be noted that these comparisons
might vary if the activity comparison was performed for congested periods or in
specific places (e.g. while waiting at traffic signals). Although in this study we did not
measure any activity based personal exposure, according to the study of Dons et al.,
(2012), who performed activity based personal exposure experiments, commuting was
accountable for 30% of our total daily dose to air pollution in comparison to 22% that
was attributed to home-based activities. From the amount attributable to commuting,
moving by car presents greater dose contribution compared to bus or train.
In terms of exposure variation as a function of road type, those driving on
urban roads inhale significantly elevated NO2 and particles compared to those driving
on sub-urban and ring-roads. Specifically, vehicle passengers in an urban driving route
inhale 56% and 100% more PM10, 225% and 550% more PM2.5, 233% and 250% more
PM1, 25% and 13% more UFP, and 71% and 18% more NO2 compared to those driving
on sub-urban and ring-roads, respectively. Vu et al. (2018) reported UFP doses of 16.8
× 109 particles/h for males living close to roads, in good agreement with the
experimental observations, where male vehicle occupants inhaled 19.1 × 109
particles/h.
The short-term health impacts of NO2 and PM2.5 can be compared via
calculation of their effect on all-cause mortality (Harrison and Beddows, 2017). The
Hazard Ratios for all-cause mortality according to the World Health Organisation
HRAPIE report (WHO, 2013) are 1.037 for NO2 per 10 µg/m3 and 1.062 for PM2.5 per 10
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µg/m3. This gives a relative impact of the two species per unit mass of NO 2/PM2.5 =
0.037/0.062 = 0.60. It is highly likely that there is an overlap between the associations
for NO2 and PM2.5, although there are considerable uncertainties in estimating the size
of this overlap, as most cohorts that are exposed to air pollution, are probably exposed
to both NO2 and PM2.5 and vice versa (COMEAP, 2018). In our study, the median
vehicle occupant’s absolute inhalation dose ratio of NO2 to PM2.5 is 4.6 for urban, 7.6
for sub-urban and 6.9 for ring road environments. This gives a trip average inhalation
dose of 6.4 (NO2 dose/PM2.5 dose) meaning that vehicle occupants inhale a greater
mass of NO2 than PM2.5. Despite the uncertainties around this ratio, the implication for
professional drivers is that the premature mortality impact of nitrogen dioxide is
currently greater than that of PM2.5 under the test conditions assessed in this work.
This impact might be even bigger if one considers that NO is quickly oxidised to NO 2.

3.4.3 Potential implications for public health

The UK-population-average time spent as a vehicle occupant was recently
reported as 216 hours per year (DfT, 2016). If this corresponded to solely urban area
journeys, and these in turn were equivalent to the study area considered here, a male
individual would overall inhale 13,800 µg of NO2 and 3,000 µg of PM2.5 per year
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(inhalation doses from Table 4), which underpins the higher impact of NO 2 over PM2.5
for vehicle occupants. Spatial within-vehicle maps under different ventilation settings
revealed that PM2.5 levels are more ventilation dependant than NO2, potentially due to
the efficacy of pollen filters (Vande Hey et al., 2018). This highlights the benefit from
using e.g. effective active carbon/charcoal filters to capture NOx (Yoo et al., 2015) in
parallel. The NO I/OVEH ratio was found to be essentially independent of the vehicle
size and ventilation preference (in the four tested vehicles, all equipped with pollen
filters). Although not a regulated air pollutant, the bioactivity of NO is implicated in
elevated blood pressure and in arterial stiffness, a major mechanism of systolic
hypertension (Hermann et al., 2006).
The “air-conditioning with recirculation” (AC_R) ventilation option was found to
minimise the vehicle occupant exposure to the pollutant species measured here. We
note that some within cabin/ambient air exchange still occurs, even under this setting.
Air exchange rates are dependent on the vehicle make/model and (to an extent)
condition (Hudda et al., 2012).
A number of additional factors related to personal exposure and health impacts
from inhaled pollutants could not be considered in this work. In addition to a greater
study size (vehicle type, filtration option, road type etc.), these include more in-depth
study of the within-vehicle air chemistry and abundance of other species (including
VOCs, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, CO2, CO, O3 and other species). We have also
not considered the likely contrasting impacts of different PM chemical composition
and morphology.
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Vehicle occupants are exposed to key detrimental air pollutants of PM 2.5 and
NO2 with overall median inside-vehicle/outside-vehicle (I/OVEH) ratios of 0.76 and 0.98
for PM2.5 and NO2 respectively. For the optimal (lowest exposure) ventilation setting,
within-vehicle exposure to PM2.5 and NO2 is reduced by 49% and 34% respectively.
Overall, vehicle occupants inhale 45% less PM2.5 and 12% less NO2 compared to
pedestrians, and 47% and 57% less PM2.5 and NO2 than cyclists. Passengers can modify
their exposure and inhalation dose through route choice by factors of 1.25 – 3.5 and
0.4 – 0.45 for PM2.5 and NO2 respectively. In all the above, the vehicle route and
ventilation choice has a significant influence upon occupant personal exposure to air
pollution.
Chapter 3 investigated within-vehicle air pollution under different ventilation
settings and routes in and around Birmingham (UK) and found significant implications
for the elevated NO2/PM2.5 inhalation dose of vehicle passengers. As the results of this
chapter might be case specific a more robust approach is needed in order to estimate
within-vehicle exposure at any given situation. Therefore, the following chapter (4)
explores the development of two complementary modelling approaches that can be
used to estimate within-vehicle exposure levels more widely.
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Chapter 4. Prediction of within-vehicle
exposure by traditional and machine
learning modelling approaches

This chapter reports the development of two complementary approaches to
simulate within-vehicle passenger exposure to air pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP,
LSDA, NO2 and NOx) as a function of outside (ambient) levels, under different vehicle
ventilation conditions. The first approach involves the development of a mass-balance
model, which explicitly represents physical and (some) chemical processes which drive
changes in air pollutant abundance. The second approach uses machine-learning
algorithms, which seek to replicate the observed within-vehicle data based upon a
training set of observations, and does not include any mechanistic representation.
Results from the mass-balance model (a) are compared with time series
measurements of within-vehicle concentrations. Results from the machine-learning
model (b) are compared with a subset of observations which were excluded from the
training dataset. Both models estimated within-vehicle air pollution exposure using
different inputs: (i) measurements from directly outside the tested vehicles and (ii)
measurements from nearby air quality monitoring stations, thus providing new
capability for exposure prediction for vehicle occupants and professional drivers.
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Graphical Abstract

4.1 Introduction

Vehicular sources, including both combustion and non-exhaust sources,
dominate primary emissions of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and are significant contributors
to particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5, PM1 and ultrafine particles - UFP) in urban
environments. Numerous studies have highlighted the relationship between traffic
related particulate air pollution and adverse health effects such as cardiopulmonary
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disease, respiratory symptoms, lung function and changes in cardiac function (Heal et
al., 2012; Atkinson et al., 2010; De Hartog et al., 2010; Delfino et al., 2005). Traffic
related NO2 exposure, in particular, has been associated with increased lung cancer
and reduced lung function (Adam et al., 2015; Hamra et al., 2015; IARC, 2014).
High volumes of road traffic within urban areas often dominate sources of
urban air pollution, providing strong roadside concentration increments relative to
suburban, rural and other residential areas (Harrison, 2018). The interior of vehicles
represent a further microenvironment where enhanced or reduced exposure to traffic
related air pollution can occur; moderated through air exchange with the ambient
environment, and within-vehicle physical and chemical processing which can affect
species concentrations. However, given the comparatively short duration of most
commuting trips (with vehicles), many fundamental indoor air quality studies have
focussed on other microenvironments such as homes, work places and schools.
The significance of within-vehicle exposure varies with travel, commuting
behaviours, trip duration and occupant vulnerability. According to TomTom traffic
index, congested periods in urban areas globally have increased from 2018 to 2019 by
a range of 2% to 18% (TomTom, 2019). As a consequence, the time spent within
vehicles in large cities (population > 800 000) worldwide has increased during morning
and evening rush hours by up to 42 minutes (TomTom, 2019). In UK, there are
approximately 32 million registered full driving license holders, of which 6% are
professional drivers (DfT, 2017) who may be particularly subject to extensive exposure
to within-vehicle air pollution.
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Previous experimental studies exploring exposure inside vehicles while
commuting have found within-vehicle concentrations to be a factor of 2-3 larger than
in other transport modes (e.g. De Nazelle et al., 2012; Zuurbier et al., 2010). DelgadoSaborit, (2012) reported the ratio of concentrations inside a vehicle to the ambient air
concentration as determined from air quality monitoring sites (also known as the
ambient air ratio) of 4.5 for BC (a marker for combustion, UFP and PM) and 1.4 for NO 2
in Birmingham (UK). Other studies investigated the impact of ventilation settings on
within-vehicle exposure and found that exposure was highly dependent on the amount
of air intake, age of the vehicle and leaks (Martin et al., 2016; Hudda et al., 2012;
Knibbs et al., 2010). Limited studies have also directly compared within-vehicle and
immediately outside/adjacent air pollution levels and exposure to both particulate and
gaseous species (Matthaios et al., 2020; Yamada et al., 2016); highlighting the
potentially greater health impact of NO2 over PM exposure. All the aforementioned
studies can be considered limited to their experimental conditions, and in order to
predict air pollutant concentrations inside vehicles under any given circumstance, it is
essential to develop accurate generalised modelling approaches.
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4.2 Methods

In this section a brief summary of the measurement data used is explained,
followed by an introduction of the processes that affect within-vehicle air quality. A
summary of the physical parameters that affect within-vehicle air quality included in
the mass balance model (A) is given together with the mass balance model equations,
description and initial conditions. A detailed description of the machine-learning model
(B), its training and validation process is presented followed by an evaluation of
metrics and scenarios which were constructed to test both models in real world
situations.

4.2.1 Measurements

The model development and validation was supported by measurements of
CO2, NO, NO2, O3, PM10, PM2.5, PM1, ultrafine particle number (UFP) and lung surface
deposited area (LSDA). These measurements were performed simultaneously within
the vehicle cabins (breathing zone of the driver) and directly outside (in front or at the
back window of) the tested vehicle. Measurements were performed during two
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periods in 2017 on a consistent route featuring sub-urban, an urban and ring roads
around Birmingham (UK). Temperature and relative humidity were also measured
inside the vehicle cabin. Information regarding instruments, sampling periods and
measurements obtained are presented in chapter 3 and median values are
summarised here (Table 4.4) to provide context for the modelling analysis which is the
main focus of this chapter.

4.2.2 Vehicles and ventilation conditions

Measurements were performed using four vehicles (see Table 4.1). Three of the
vehicles were equipped with air conditioning (AC) and fitted with pollen filters (one
had no cabin intake air filtering (by specification)). Five core ventilation settings were
tested: (a) windows open, fans and AC off; (b) Fans on - AC & recirculation off and
windows closed; (c) Fan plus AC on, recirculation off, windows closed (d) Fan plus
recirculation on, AC off, windows closed (e) Fan plus AC and recirculation on, windows
closed (in two vehicles) and (f) windows closed, AC, fans and recirculation off. Fan
power in two of the vehicles was full or off, while in two vehicles intermediate fan
power settings were also tested. Each ventilation setting was treated independently
within the model (for details see later Table 4.3).
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Table 4.1: Vehicles and their characteristics used in this study.
Characteristics
Vehicle type
Model year
AC
Est. volume (m3)
Est. surface area (m2)
Air filter

Ford Focus
Estate
2013
Yes
3.46
2.65
Pollen

Vauxhall Insignia
Estate
2016
Yes
3.28
2.76
Pollen

Hyundai i800
9 seater van
2017
Yes
3.92
3.70
Pollen

Ford Transit
Cargo van
2009
No
2.16
0.81
None

4.2.3 Air exchange processes

There are several processes that influence within-vehicle concentrations.
Physical air exchange processes are represented schematically in Figure 4.1, and
overall give rise to the air exchange rate (AER) from a combination of the ventilation
system and/or leaks. AER is an important parameter that accounts for all routes of air
exchange and explains overall pollutant transport into the vehicle cabin. A moving
vehicle experiences aerodynamic effects, which can affect surface pressures. The
surface pressure can increase or decrease as a function of driving speed, but it is also
specific to the locations. The surface pressure of a moving vehicle is lower on the side
doors than on the rear surfaces (Kang et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Tilch et al., 2008).
In addition to the driving speed, the leakage airflow rate could also change due to
cabin pressurisation under mechanical ventilation conditions (i.e. AC on mode).
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Therefore, it is important to take into account the ventilation modes, fan settings,
driving speed, and vehicle shape when studying automotive envelope leakage and/or
infiltration of pollutant concentrations expressed as µg/m3 to the passenger cabin.
From the fluid mechanics perspective, the envelope leakage can be described in a
power-law correlation with two parameters: the flow coefficient (Cf) and the pressure
exponent (n) (ASHRAE, 2005; ASTM, 2010). These two parameters can be obtained
based on the measurements of supplied ventilation airflow rate (Q s) and the
associated changes in differential pressure (dP). Within-vehicle pollutant introduction
may be modified by filtering (in the case of the ventilation system) or other losses in
the case of leaks (referred to as the penetration factor). Inside vehicle cabins, the flow
of air that is mechanically supplied via the ventilation system is denoted 𝑄𝑆 , and is
dependent upon the fan power and air vent surface area (see modelling parameters
section 4.2.4). In this case, outside air passes through the air filter (when fitted) which
has a specific collection efficiency (𝑓𝑒𝑓 ), depending on the type of filter, to remove
particles and gases and only a fraction (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) of the outside concentrations will
enter the cabin. Outside air can also enter the cabin via leaks; driven by the pressure
difference between within-vehicle and outdoor environment (denoted 𝑄𝐿 ) with a
penetration factor P. Within-vehicle physical losses of air pollutants include: (1)
deposition onto internal surfaces (e.g. seats, floor, clothes) with a deposition
coefficient (𝐷𝑝) that varies according to the species’ aerodynamic properties; and (2)
breathing rate of the vehicle occupants, (𝑄𝑅 ), where a certain fraction of the withinvehicle concentrations are removed as they are deposited into the human lungs (𝑅𝐷𝑝).
Exhalation was not considered here as an additional source in the model, as it is a
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negligible source for the non-VOC species considered here (Knibbs et al., 2011). All
parameters are summarised in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Parameters describing the physical processes around air exchange.
Name
Mechanical supplied air
Vehicle leaks
Breathing rate
Deposition rate coefficient
Respiratory deposition coefficient
Filter efficiency
Penetration factor

Symbol
Q𝑠
Q𝐿
𝑄𝑅
𝐷𝑝
𝑅𝐷𝑝
𝑓𝑒𝑓
𝑃

Quantity
Flow rate
Flow rate
Flow rate
rate
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless

Units
m3/h
m3/h
m3/h
h-1
-

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the principal physical air exchange processes
inside a typical vehicle cabin. When the Fan/AC are switched on to bring ambient
outside air (brown arrow) within-cabin, the outdoor air passes thorough the filter (𝑓𝑒𝑓 )
and is mechanically supplied (𝑄𝑆 ) inside the vehicle (blue arrow). When the setting is
on recirculation (orange arrow) the air inside the cabin again passes through the filter
and is resupplied inside the cabin. While these settings occur, there are processes such
as breathing rate of the vehicle occupants (𝑄𝑅 ), deposition (𝐷𝑝), penetration of
outside air inside (P) and vehicle leaks (𝑄𝐿 ) that happen in parallel.
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4.2.4 Within-vehicle modelling

4.2.4.1 Mass balance model (A) description and equations

The model developed in this study predicts concentrations within the vehicle
cabin arising from outside sources. However, such models can also simulate the impact
of internal sources (e.g. resuspension of deposited particles) under the correct
modifications. More specifically, for a given time interval, the model will define the
rate of change of the within-vehicle concentration (following Xu and Zhu, 2009; Knibbs
et al., 2010) by using a mass-balance approach as: the concentration that comes from
the outside/on-road air as a function of ventilation, minus the within-vehicle
concentration and the losses that occur inside the vehicle cabin. In order for the model
to be sensitive to the rapid outside concentration changes (due to congestion, traffic
lights, vehicles overtaking) the time step that we used in this study to predict the
within-vehicle concentrations was 1 min. This time step is also adequate to capture all
the important processes inside a typical car cabin (Xu and Zhu, 2009). The
mathematical equation for model (A) that describes the within-vehicle cabin physical
processes illustrated in Figure 4.1 is given in Eq (1). Model (A) hypothesizes that the air
enters in a well-mixed microenvironment inside the vehicle cabin.
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𝑑(𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 𝑉)
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 [ 𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 ] − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 [𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝 + 𝐷𝑝𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 )]

[1],

The left hand side of Eq (1) represents the rate of change of the within-vehicle
mass, where 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the j concentration inside the vehicle, 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 is the j concentration
outside the vehicle, 𝑄𝑆 is the mechanical supply flow, 𝑄𝐿 is the leakage flow, 𝑄𝑅 is the
respiratory breathing rate of the vehicle occupants, 𝑉 is the volume of the vehicle, 𝑓𝑒𝑓
is the filtration efficiency, 𝑃𝑗 is the penetration factor, 𝑅𝐷𝑝 is the deposition rate
coefficient of the respiratory system of vehicle occupants, 𝐷𝑝 is the deposition rate
coefficient inside the vehicle and 𝑡 is the time.
Under steady state/equilibrium, Equation (2) is the analytical solution for
Equation (1), while in order to identify which processes dominate in each ventilation
setting, Equation (2) changed accordingly and the analytical solution for each
ventilation type is provided in Table 4.3. Outdoor concentrations change dramatically
over a short period of time, which is very common for on-road conditions. For that
reason Equation (1) can be solved numerically to Equation (3) with respect to outdoor
concentration variations by using a time-step approach. In Eq (3) 𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 represents the
final concentration after a defined time interval and 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the initial concentration
inside the vehicle at the start of the time interval t. The different ventilation options
of this are described in Table 4.3.

𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗

=

[𝑄𝑆 (1−𝑓𝑒𝑓 )+𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 ]
𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 +𝐷𝑝𝑗 𝑉+(𝑄𝑆 +𝑄𝐿)

, 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 = ∞
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[2],

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 ) − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 +
(𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡

[3],

For gases, no heterogeneous reactions from surfaces etc. were taken into
account, since their impact is considered insignificant with respect to the external
sources and Equation (3) was modified to Equation (4) for NOx considering only PSS
reactions, where 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the reaction rate between species i and j.

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 ) − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 +
(𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ) + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑅𝑖𝑗 )] 𝛥𝑡

[4],
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Table 4.3: Equations used to predict within-vehicle concentrations with different
ventilation settings. (a) Air condition (AC) on with fan a full power, (b) Fans on without
AC or recirculation on, (c) recirculation on, fan low power, (d) windows open, fans and
AC off and (e) windows closed, AC fans and recirculation off.
Ventilation setting

Analytical solution

(e)

Predominant
factors

𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑄𝐿 + 𝑃𝑗
=
𝐶𝑜𝑗 𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑝𝑗 𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿

Penetration
factor (𝑃𝑗 ),
Deposition
coefficient (𝐷𝑝𝑗 ),
Leakage rate (𝑄𝐿 )

(a), (b), (d)

(c)

Ventilation setting

Numerical approach

Equations

(e)

𝐶𝑖𝑗
[𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 ]
=
𝐶𝑜𝑗 𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑝𝑗 𝑆 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿)

𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑄𝐿 + 𝑃𝑗
=
𝐶𝑜𝑗 𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑝𝑗 𝑆 + (𝑄𝑆 𝑓𝑒𝑓 + 𝑄𝐿 )

Mechanical
airflow (𝑄𝑆 ),
Filter efficiency
(𝑓𝑒𝑓 )
Leakage rate
(𝑄𝐿 ), Penetration
factor (𝑃𝑗 ),
Deposition
coefficient (𝐷𝑝𝑗 )

explicit Euler forward approximation
(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 ( 𝑄𝐿 + 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + 𝑄𝐿 )]𝛥𝑡

(a), (b), (d)

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡

(c)

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 ( 𝑄𝐿 + 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 𝑓𝑒𝑓 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡
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4.2.4.2 Model (A) initial conditions

The initial conditions for penetration and filtration removal for different species
in model (A) were taken from Table 4.4, and were values reported in the literature and
adopted accordingly to our experiments. Deposition coefficient rates for each species
were taken from the literature and adjusted for each vehicle according to their surface
to volume ratio reported in Table 4.5. Leaks were taken for each vehicle from Figure
4.3 for 40 kmh, while for mechanical flow a single value was used throughout the
simulations and adjusted for intermediate or full fan power (see Table 4.5). Respiration
deposition and breathing rates were adjusted for two vehicle occupants. The initial
concentrations (both inside and on-road) were the first values of the each vehicle run.
Model (A) was run four times, each for every vehicle’s measured timeseries, with the
first output being 1 minute after the start time. The concentrations of all species in the
model were calculated from the initial values. To further test for any dependence upon
the applied conditions, the measured within-vehicle concentration was replaced with a
median overall within-vehicle concentration and the model re-run again with all the
other parameters remaining the same (for details see 2.7 case i).
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Table 4.4: Parameters used for the eq (1), (2), (3) and (4); a) from Ott et al., 2008, b)
Calculated in the study according to the ratio of PM 2.5/PM10 and PM1/PM2.5, c) Values
from Gong et al., (2009) for the median UFP (50nm) size in this study d) Values from
Nazaroff and Cass, (1987) for indoor NO2 decay rates in a house e) Values from
Thatcher et al., (2003), f) Values from Williams et al., (2003), g) average value from the
studies reported in Chen and Zhao, (2011), h) According to light exercise and sitting
from Hinds (1999) for UFP size 50nm, i) Postlethwait and Bidani, (1990) j) Values from
Qi et al., (2008); +: Values used for Windows open, ++: Values used for Fan on, AC on,
+++: Values used for All closed, Recirculation on; *: Full fan power, **: Low fan power;
‡: No filter efficiency was applied since all the cars were equipped with pollen filters.
Species

Deposition rate
coefficient (Dp)

Penetration
factor (P)

Respiratory
deposition
coefficient (RDp)

Filter
efficiency
(f.ef)

PM10

123.76b+, 27.03b++,
13.26b+++

0.6e

0.65h

0.8j*, 0.6j**

PM2.5

72.8a+,15.9a++,7.8a+++

0.72f

0.65h

0.65j*,
0.45j**

PM1

54.82b+,11.93b++,
5.85b+++

0.8g

0.55h

0.4j

UFP

10c

0.8g

0.6h

0.25j

LSDA

10c

0.8g

0.6h

0.25j

NO2

39.6d

0.7

0.65i

0‡

NOx

39.6d

0.7

0.65i

0‡
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Table 4.5: Parameters changed during the modelling between different vehicles. Q s:
Mechanical supplied air, QL: vehicle leakage, V: vehicle volume, S vehicle surface area.
**: full fan strength; *: intermediate fan strength; ++: leakage at 30 kmh; + leakage at 40
kmh.
Ford Focus

Vauxhall Insignia

Hyundai i800

Ford Transit

Qs (m3/h)

648**

648** / 270*

648**

648** / 270*

QL (m3/h)

30++ / 37.5+

26++ / 35+

25++ / 28+

38++ / 50+

V (m3)

3.46

3.28

3.92

2.16

S (m2)

2.65

2.76

3.70

4.81

4.2.5 Description of within-vehicle modelling parameters

4.2.5.1 Mechanical supply flow (QS)

Vehicle ventilation systems govern air exchange between the interior cabin air
and the outside ambient air. The mechanical supply flow is calculated by multiplying
the number of vents by the surface area of the air vent and the air flow speed. In
general, the size of a typical vent depends on the manufacturer’s design and varies in
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vehicle with sizes from 30 to 60 cm2. In this study, the model assumed four vents with
constant sizes of 50 cm2. For full fan power 6 m s-1 airflow velocity was selected, while
for intermediate fan power 2.5 m s-1 was applied (Xu and Zhu, 2009). The calculated
mechanical flows were 648 m3/h, and 270 m3/h for full and intermediate fan power
levels, respectively.

4.2.5.2 Leakage flow (QL)

Leakage flow out of the vehicles is driven by the pressure difference between
the interior and outdoor environment and/or turbulence around the vehicle. The
leakage flow depends on the ventilation settings, the vehicle manufacturer, as well as
the model, age and the driving speed of the vehicle. The best approach for quantifying
the leakage flow is to use a tracer gas to determine how much air enters a given space
over time. In this study, CO2 was used as a tracer gas for two reasons: 1) it can be used
as a tracer for the outside sources (vehicle exhaust) and 2) the vehicle occupants can
be used as a source (via breathing), and thus, individual ventilation setting can be
estimated after subtracting the breathing rates of the occupants. To estimate the CO2
generation rate of the occupants (2.3 ppm/s or 8,300 ppm/h) we used a simple linear
regression model of CO2 vs time inside the vehicles across all vehicles with no
ventilation at 0 km/h assuming that under these conditions leakage was negligible. For
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a given vehicle speed (strictly speaking, the vehicle air speed), the air exchange rate
(AER) is nearly constant and the CO2 concentrations inside the car will eventually reach
an equilibrium value. Assuming a small air exchange rate when the car is stationary,
with interior air well mixed, the vehicle-specific source term can be determined by the
initial build-up rate of CO2 when inside and outside CO2 concentrations are similar.
Therefore, CO2 generation can be estimated by the gradient, as recommended by Fruin
et al., 2011. Figure 4.2 shows the CO2 generation rate of two vehicle occupants during
the ford focus vehicle tests.
The leakage tests were conducted under real-world traffic conditions, with
each test vehicle being driven at different speeds in urban, sub-urban and ring-road
driving cycles. Nominal speeds of 30 to 40 mph were used, although the absolute
speed varied according to the test conditions at the time of measurement. Testing
under real-world traffic conditions was seen as the most appropriate approach given
the purpose of the leakage test, which was to determine the validity of an existing
model for cars, as reported in Hudda et al., (2012), in the UK fleet. The model equation
is given as:

ln(𝑄𝐿 ) = 2.79 + (0.019 × 𝑆) + (0.015 × 𝑣. 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 3.3 × 10−3 𝑣. 𝑎𝑔𝑒 2 ) +
(−0.023 × 𝑉 + 6.6 × 10−5 𝑉 2 ) + 𝑚,

[1]

where, S is the vehicle speed, V is the volume of the cabin, v.age is the vehicle’s age
and m is the manufacturer adjustment, which is -0.71 for German vehicles and -0.39
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for Japanese vehicles. For zero speed, a value of -0.51 factor is recommended by
Hudda et al., 2011. QL: CO2 rate of change for each ventilation after the subtraction of
CO2 generated from occupants. In this study, the CO2 leakage: QL for individual vehicles
at different speeds was calculated by using the model above when there was no
ventilation, the windows were closed, AC/Fan and RC was off and CO2 generated from
breathing taken into account. Figure 4.3 shows the AER for different vehicles at
different speeds with no ventilation.

Figure 4.2: Within-vehicle CO2 generation rate due to breathing for the 2013 Ford
focus.
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Figure 4.3: Air Exchange rate (or CO2 leakage flow: QL) for different vehicles under realworld driving conditions and various speed range.

4.2.5.3 Human respiratory inhalation flow (QR)

The Inhalation flow is the volumetric breathing rate of the vehicle occupants.
During the experiments two occupants (one male and one female or two males, aged
from 30 to 40) were inside the vehicle. A breathing rate of 1.38 m3/h for males and
1.16 m3/h for female was used, taken from the study of Adams (1993). Exhalation is a
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negligible source of non-VOC species considered here, and are therefore it was
excluded from the calculations (Knibbs et al., 2011).

4.2.5.4 Respiratory deposition coefficient (𝑹𝑫𝒑 )

Respiratory deposition is the net loss of particles in the human respiratory
system. Here, the respiratory deposition coefficient can be considered analogous to
filtration efficiency, where it represents the fractional loss of pollutant species during
breathing. For UFP and LSDA (median measured value of 50 nm) we adopted the RDp
from Hinds (1999) for light exercise. For PM10 and PM2.5 the equivalent RDp is 0.65
while for PM1 is 0.55. For NOx and NO2 respiratory deposition of 0.65 was used as
reported in Postlethwait and Bidani, (1990).

4.2.5.5 Deposition rate coefficient (Dp)

The deposition rate is a loss mechanism inside vehicles and consists of two
main factors, fan air velocity and surface area (Thatcher et al., 2002). These factors
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differ between within-cabin and indoor microenvironments. Air Exchange rates (AERs)
are much greater inside vehicles (Ott et al., 2007; Knibbs et al., 2010; Hudda et al.,
2012) compared to buildings (Yamamoto et al., 2010). For UFP (Number) and LSDA
(50nm size) we used the deposition rate coefficient of 10 h-1, as in Gong et al., (2009),
and which was adjusted for each vehicle according to their surface to volume ratio. For
PM2.5 deposition rate coefficient values provided by Ott et al., 2007 for different
ventilation options were adapted for PM10 and PM1 according to the measured
PM2.5/PM10 = 0.7 and PM1/PM2.5 = 0.74 ratios.

4.2.5.6 Filtration efficiency (𝒇𝒆𝒇 )

The filtration efficiency is a measure of how well the vehicle’s air filter can trap
particles from penetrating the cabin. Air filtration mechanisms include straining,
interception, diffusion, inertial impaction and electrostatic attraction to capture
specific range of sizes of the particulate being filtered. The straining, interception,
diffusion, and inertial impaction mechanisms rely upon media filters to accomplish
filtration, while electrostatic attraction is typically obtained by charging the particulate
as part of the filtration mechanism. In commercial filters, straining, inertial impaction,
and interception are the dominant collection mechanisms for particles greater than 0.2
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microns, and diffusion is dominant for particles less than 0.2 microns. This filtration
efficiency varies for PM10 and PM2.5 in buildings depending on the experimental
conditions and is expected also to vary in different vehicles. Qi et al., (2008) tested
vehicle particle filter efficiencies for two different velocities, representing low and full
power fan settings. Their calculated filter efficiencies were adopted in this study (see
Table 4.4). For gas phase pollutants no filtration efficiency was used since the
equipped pollen filters had no gas selectivity.

4.2.5.7 Penetration factor (P)

Penetration is a mechanism by which air enters the vehicle through cracks, and
can be quantified using the penetration factor. The penetration factor is defined as the
fraction of atmospheric species which pass through the vehicle with the infiltrating air,
and is similar to the factor applied for indoor air quality in buildings, varying for
different particle sizes (Chen and Zhao, 2011). The penetration factor for each particle
size used in this study is summarized in Table 4.4. No penetration factors for NO 2 and
NOx were found in the literature and therefore an equivalent behaviour to fine
particles (PM2.5 and less) was assumed.
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4.2.5.8 Reaction and photolysis rates

The only reactions considered here are the (overall) PSS reactions of
𝑁𝑂2 + ℎ𝑣 → 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂, 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂3 → 𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂2 while the reaction rate was calculated
using the Arrhenius expression with the measured temperatures within-cabin. The
photolysis frequency inside buildings varies depending on the building and window
design and lighting, which can lead to large differences in the actinic flux (Carslaw,
2007). This is also true for vehicles since there are different type of windows (e.g. no,
light or heavy tint) and also vehicle designs and of course orientation that change the
light transmission. For the outdoor photolysis rates, AtChem2, a chemistry box model
(Sommariva et al., 2020), ran to calculate the photolysis rates for each experimental
day assuming clear-sky conditions. For within-vehicle photolysis rates, a photolysis
ratio of 1:10 for j(NO2)indoor:j(NO2)outdoor values reported in Carslaw, (2007) for
buildings was applied to the outdoor photolysis rates.
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4.2.6 Machine learning model (B) and cross validation

Machine learning (ML) is a method of data analysis that is based on the concept
that systems can learn from data, identify patterns and make decisions with minimal
human intervention (Kotsiantis, 2007). The only rule in machine learning is that there is
no single algorithm that will work well for all tasks. Each task that needs to be solved
has its own idiosyncrasies. Therefore, there are lots of algorithms and approaches to
suit each problem’s unique oddities. There are several types of machine learning,
unsupervised and supervised are well established approaches and the most commonly
used. Semi-supervised and Reinforcement learning are newer and more complex but
have shown impressive results (Botvinick et al., 2019). Unsupervised learning case is
where methods such as clustering are used to recognise patterns in the data without
reference to the outputs, while supervised algorithms are used in a known set of input
data and output responses in order to combine input variables in such a way as to
predict the outcome using classification or regression methods. The majority of
practical machine learning uses supervised learning.
Supervised (or often known as inductive) machine learning is the process of
learning a set of rules from instances (or examples in a training set), or more generally
speaking, creating a classifier that can be used to generalize from new instances. It is
called supervised learning because the process of algorithm learning from the training
dataset can be thought of as a teacher supervising the learning process of the
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students. We know the correct answers, then we let the algorithm iteratively make
predictions on the training data and be corrected by the teacher, thus the algorithm
learns. This learning stops when the algorithm achieves an acceptable level of
performance. In a more scientific context, supervised learning is where we have input
variables (x) and an output variable (Y) and we use an algorithm to learn the mapping
function from the input to the output Y = f(x). The goal is to approximate the mapping
function so well that when we have new input data (x) that we can predict the output
variables (Y) for that data. The process of applying supervised ML to a real-world
problem is described in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The process of supervised machine learning (from Kotsiantis, 2007).
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There are several supervised ML algorithms that can be used for model training
and prediction. As a rule, no single learning algorithm can uniformly outperform other
algorithms over all datasets. However, they can be evaluated for their (1) accuracy, (2)
speed of learning (with respect to number of attributes and number of instances), (3)
speed of classification, (4) ability to deal with discrete/binary and continuous
attributes, (5) danger of overfitting, (6) attempts required for incremental learning, (7)
ability to handle model parameters and explain classifications, (8) tolerance to missing
values, irrelevant attributes, noise, redundant attributes and highly interdependent
attributes (Kotsiantis, 2007). Table 4.6 provides a comparison of the most common
supervised ML algorithms.
In this study the k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) algorithm was used. kNN is a nonparametric statistical instance-based learning method that is used for classification and
regression and is based on feature similarity. In both cases, the input consists of the k
closest training examples in the feature space; in machine learning and pattern
recognition, a feature is an individual measurable property or characteristic of a
phenomenon being observed. There the algorithm calculates which already stored
instance is mostly similar to the new instance (Cover and Hart, 1975; Weinberger et al.,
2006). This is done by storing the training data in an n-dimensional space where each
of the n-dimensions corresponds to one n-features that are used to describe an
instance (making the model learn). When a new instance is inputted, the algorithm
searches similar instances from memory using the Euclidean distance and then assigns
the new record by identifying the single most frequent class label. A commonly used
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distance metric for continuous variables is Euclidean distance. For discrete variables,
another metric (Hamming distance) can be used.
In kNN, the output depends on whether the algorithm was used for
classification or regression. In kNN classification, the output is class related, which in
principle means that the object is classified by the majority of its neighbours; the
object is being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbours
(with k being a positive integer). If for example k = 1, then the object is simply assigned
to the class of that single nearest neighbour. In kNN regression the algorithm is used
for estimating continuous variables and the output is the value related to the property
of the object. This value is the average of all the values of k nearest neighbours. kNN
regression algorithm uses a weighted average of the k nearest neighbours, which is
weighted by the inverse of their distance. The algorithm works as follows: Compute
the Euclidean distance from the query example to the labelled examples. Order the
labelled examples by increasing distance. Find a heuristically optimal number k of
nearest neighbours, based on RMSE. Calculate an inverse distance weighted average
with the k-nearest multivariate neighbours. This method is robust to noisy and large
training datasets (Wettschereck et al., 1997) since it considers the query instance
when generalizing beyond the training data, whereas a more different machine
learning method would have chosen the time where the query instance was observed
(Aquilina et al., 2018). However, kNN algorithms require large storage for the model
training, are sensitive to the choice of the similarity function (function which is used to
compare instances) and lack of principled way to choose the best k except through
cross-validation (Kotsiantis, 2007).
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Table 4.6: Comparison of supervised machine learning algorithms **** stars represent
the best and * star the worst performance (adopted from Kotsiantis, 2007).
Decision

Neural networks Naïve Bayes kNN

trees
General accuracy

**

***

*

**

Speed of learning (with

***

*

****

****

Speed of classification

****

****

****

*

Tolerance to missing values

***

*

****

*

Tolerance to irrelevant

***

*

**

**

**

**

*

**

**

***

*

**

****

***

***

***

Tolerance to noise

**

**

***

*

Dealing with danger of

**

*

***

***

**

*

****

****

****

*

**

***

***

*

****

***

respect to number of
attributes and the number of
instances)

attributes
Tolerance to redundant
attributes
Tolerance to highly
interdependent attributes
Dealing with discrete, binary,
continuous attributes

overfitting
Attempts for incremental
learning
Explanation
ability/transparency of
knowledge/classifications
Model parameter handling
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The machine learning applied in this study used the original 80% of the
observations of the complete dataset, by using a random number generator. The
remaining 20% was reserved to validate and test the model’s predictability and
response (after the ML training) to fresh random unseen data. In detail, the ML
training dataset used concentrations within vehicles, on-road concentrations,
ventilation power (expressed from 0 to 100), ventilation type (expressed from 1 to 5)
and surface area and cabin volume of the vehicles. The ML training followed the
repeated k-fold cross validation approach. In this method, after randomly splitting the
training data (80% of the initial dataset) into k-folds (10 in our case), a ML model was
built and trained for k-1 folds (training fold) of the dataset and tested on the kth
(testing fold). For each fold/subset that is held out, the model is trained on all other
subsets. This training process was repeated 1000 times and the final model accuracy is
taken as the mean from the number of repeats. More repetitions provide better
accuracy for each instance in the dataset, however it should be mentioned that this
requires huge computational power. This process maximizes the training and the
testing of the ML algorithm and has the advantage that for a single dataset we used all
the available values of that dataset (80% of the initial dataset in our case) for training
and testing. This method is robust for estimating the accuracy and the size of k and
tunes the amount of bias in the predictions; Principles which are critical when using a
kNN approach (Kotsiantis, 2007). Finally, the ML model (built from k-1 folds and tested
on the kth fold with 1000 repeats) was evaluated against the 20% of the initially
excluded data to ensure its predictability. The method that was used here is shown in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Machine learning training process and k-1 cross validation

4.2.7 Model evaluation and real world application scenarios

Model (A) was validated against the measurements inside vehicles. As the
initial timestep of the model (A) uses 1 min time interval and in order to avoid any
potential noise in the initial conditions, modelling prediction tests also included nonconsecutive minutes within the same ventilation settings of the same car/run (1 to 3, 2
to 4 etc.), which however did not vary between them. For Model (B), the data were
divided to 80:20 and 80% was used for training and 20% for validation of random
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observational within-vehicle concentration data, which were excluded before the
machine learning training.
For validation of model (B) we used the statistical indices of comparison of
means (for observed and predicted values), Root mean square error (RMSE), where the
closest the RMSE is to 0 the better the model prediction (Aidaui et al., 2015; Matthaios
et al., 2017), defined as:

∑𝑛 (𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 )2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ 𝑖=1
𝑛

where n is the sample size and Mi and Oi the individual sample points for modelled and
observed indexed with i. Factor of two (FAC2), which is the fraction of predictions
within a factor of two of observations where the predictions vary between 0.5 ≤ FAC2
≤ 2 and FAC2 = 1 is the perfect prediction and satisfy:

0.5 ≤

𝑀𝑖
≤ 2.0
𝑂𝑖

Mean bias (MB), which provides a good indication of the mean over or under
estimate of predictions. Mean bias in the same units as the quantities being
considered.

𝑀𝐵 =

𝑛
1
∑ 𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
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Mean Gross Error (MGE): The mean gross error provides a good indication of
the mean error regardless of whether it is an over or under estimate. Mean gross error
is in the same units as the quantities being considered.

𝑀𝐺𝐸 =

𝑛
1
∑ |𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 |
𝑛
𝑖=1

Pearson correlation coefficient (r), which is a measure of the strength of the
linear relationship between two variables. If there is perfect linear relationship with
positive slope between the two variables, r = 1. If there is a perfect linear relationship
with negative slope between the two variables r = −1. A correlation coefficient of 0
means, that there is no linear relationship between the two variables. The Pearson
correlation coefficient can be defined as:

𝑟𝑥𝑦 =

∑𝑛𝑖=0(𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚
̅ )(𝑜𝑖 − 𝑜̅ )
̅ )2 √∑𝑛𝑖=0(𝑜𝑖 − 𝑜̅ )2
√∑𝑛𝑖=0(𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚

Index of agreement (IOA), which is a measure of how well the predicted
variations are represented around the mean observations and is commonly used in
model evaluation (Willmott et al., 2011). It spans between −1 and +1 with values
approaching +1 representing better model performance. An IOA of 0.5, for example,
indicates that the sum of the error magnitudes is one half of the sum of the observed
deviation magnitudes. When IOA = 0.0, it signifies that the sum of the magnitudes of
the errors and the sum of the observed deviation magnitudes are equivalent. When
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IOA = −0.5, it indicates that the sum of the error magnitudes is twice the sum of the
perfect model-deviation and observed deviation magnitudes. Values of IOA near −1.0
can mean that the model estimated deviations are poor estimates of the observed
deviations. IOA for c = 2, can be defined as:

𝐼𝑂𝐴 =

∑𝑛𝑖=0|𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 |
1−
,
𝑐 ∑𝑛𝑖=0|𝑂𝑖 − 𝑂̅|
𝑐 ∑𝑛𝑖=0|𝑂𝑖 − 𝑂̅|
𝑛
{ ∑𝑖=0|𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 |

− 1,

𝑛

𝑛

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∑|𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 | ≤ 𝑐 ∑|𝑂𝑖 − 𝑂̅|
𝑖=0
𝑛

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛

𝑖=0
𝑛

∑|𝑀𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖 | > 𝑐 ∑|𝑂𝑖 − 𝑂̅|
𝑖=0

𝑖=0

To examine the predictability of the mass balance model (A) and the
applicability of the ML model (B), we tested two cases: (i) in model (A) we replaced the
actual measured within-vehicle concentrations with a median within-vehicle
concentration of the examined pollutant for the initial condition and we re-ran the
model (A) to ensure that there was minimal dependence upon the initial interior
concentrations; the same replacement was applied to the ML model (B), where the
training took into account the median interior values instead of the actual
observations. This represents a scenario where the concentration outside is known
(e.g. from low cost sensor networks running in wifi) but the within-vehicle is unknown.
In case (ii), model (B) was trained with median within-vehicle levels and outside levels
from the closest roadside air quality station (instead of actual on-road measurements).
This case was built to reflect real world situations i.e. where only monitoring station
data is likely to be available, rather than data from directly outside the vehicle. In both
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cases, model (B) followed the 80:20 approach with 1000 iterations. Table 4.7
summarises the constructed cases.

Table 4.7: Cases constructed to test the application of the model. 𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 : denotes
predicted median concentration; 𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 : denotes within-vehicle median levels;
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑞𝑗 : denotes hourly concentration levels from the air quality stations. All the
remaining parameters in the model are taken from the values in Table 4.4.
Case
Initial model

Equation
(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑉 = [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡

Case (i)

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 )𝑉
= [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡

Case (ii)

(𝐶′𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 )𝑉
= [𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑞𝑗 (𝑄𝑆 (1 − 𝑓𝑒𝑓 ) + 𝑄𝐿 𝑃𝑗 )
− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑗 (𝑄𝑅 𝑅𝐷𝑝𝑗 + 𝐷𝑃𝑗 𝑉 + (𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐿 ))] 𝛥𝑡
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Measured concentrations

Table 4.8 presents the median of the concentrations measured in our
campaigns. The highest exposure to combustion related gaseous (NO2 and NOx) and
particulate (UFP and LSDA) pollutants was measured with open windows (ventilation
d). The highest mean exposure to particulate combustion pollution (PM 10, PM2.5, PM1)
was measured when the fan was on bringing air from outside inside (ventilation b). The
lowest mean exposure for PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP and LSDA occurs when the
recirculation option is switched on (Ventilation options d and e), however those
options have the second highest exposure to NOx and second highest exposure for
NO2. The reason for this is unclear; however a potential shift in the PSS reactions with
the remaining amount of ozone within-vehicle might be the reason for that (see
Chapter 3). The within-vehicle measurements show different variation of species with
different ventilation setting, highlighting in that way the importance to be able to
model accurately the species within-vehicles with respect to the ventilation choice.
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Table 4.8: Median concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, LSDA, NO2, NOx, UFP and CO2
under ventilation settings: (a) windows open, fans and AC off, (b) Fans on - AC
&recirculation off, windows closed(c) Fan plus AC on, recirculation off, windows closed
(d) Fan plus recirculation on, fan low power, AC off, windows closed (e)Fan plus AC and
recirculation on, windows closed and (f) windows closed, AC, fans and recirculation off.
Species
PM10
(µg/m3)
PM2.5
(µg/m3)
PM1
(µg/m3)
LSDA
(µm2/cm3)
NO2
(µg/m3)
NOx
(µg/m3)
UFP
(pt/cm3)
CO2
(mg/m3)

Ventilation Ventilation Ventilation Ventilation Ventilation Ventilation
a
b
c
d
e
f
15
24
6
8
3
13
8

15

4

4

3

5

5

13

3

3

2

3

52

39

38

12

6

26

101

92

77

92

61

59

545

493

476

526

530

298

44,816

31,960

27,265

5,466

400

19,110

974

1271

1181

2551

2479

2673

4.3.2 Modelling results – comparison with observations

4.3.2.1 Mass-balance model (A) simulations

Figure 4.6 illustrates an example timeseries of the mass-balance model (A)
predictions and comparison with measured levels of UFP and NO2 from one of the test
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vehicles. For UFP, the model performs well under windows-open, fan-on and AC-on
modes, but overpredicts the observed levels under the no-ventilation and recirculation
modes. For NO2, the model performs well under no-ventilation and recirculation
conditions, but underestimates the observations for windows-open and AC-on, and
overestimates for fan-on and AC-with-recirculation. The reason for this difference in
UFP might be the assumptions in the initial parameters in the model. Specifically, for
the no ventilation and recirculation modes, parameters such as deposition rates or
penetration factor of the species play an important role. Here, the deposition rate and
the penetration factor as well as the filter efficiency for UFP were adopted according
to studies made in homes using 50 nm test particles (median within-vehicle UFP size).
However, vehicles are different indoor microenvironments to homes, where different
UFP sizes have different deposition rates; an accurate representation of which may
improve the model outputs. As for the NO2 differences, in addition to the deposition
rate taken from decay rates in a house, another reason for this discrepancy might be
the losses from secondary reactions upon vehicle surfaces and the formation of nitrous
acid (HONO) which are not included in the model (see limitations).
To examine the performance of model (A) across all the measurements, data
were aggregated in Figure 4.7, which shows the measured vs. the mass balance model
(A) values for all the data for different vehicles and ventilations. PM 10, PM2.5 and PM1
species are predicted well by the model and are within the ±10% of the 1:1 line,
however, a clear under estimation is evident for UFP and LSDA. This is possibly because
the model used parameters such as filtration efficiency, deposition etc. that were
available from the literature might not be applicable to new vehicle models such as the
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ones tested in this study. Furthermore, one should note that internal sources of
particle generation were not considered, which might be a further reason for the
under-prediction in those species. For NOx and NO2 some false predictions at high
levels are apparent, however the majority of predictions are well within the ±10% of
the 1:1 modelled and observed data. The reason for the discrepancy in the high level
NOx and NO2 might be due to specific events such as high emitters overtaking which
cannot be captured by the model.

Figure 4.6: Time series of modelled (Model A) and observed values for UFP and NO2 in
Vauxhall Insignia. Different colours indicate the different ventilation settings, while the
solid black line shows the modelled data.
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Figure 4.7: Measured vs mass balance model (A) and ML model (B) within-vehicle
concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, LSDA, NOx, NO2 and UFP. The orange dots indicate
the ML predictions (Model B) for 20% of randomly excluded data. The solid line
denotes the perfect model 1:1. The dashed lines indicate the ±10% of the perfect
model.
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4.3.2.2 Machine learning (ML) model predictions (B)

The ML model was trained with 80% of the measured data for which the model
performance is, by definition, expected to be generally good and validated against the
20% of test data (within-vehicle and ambient observations) which were randomly
selected and excluded from the training algorithm. In Figure 4.7 the orange dots also
show the comparison between the observed and the ML modelled values for the 20%
of the unseen data. The ML model has as good predictions as the mass balance model
and in some cases, such as for NO2, it improves upon the mass-balance model
predictions. Most of the ML model predictions in almost all the species are equally
spread around the perfect model (1:1), however, an under-prediction still occurs in the
LSDA and UFP species.
Table 4.9 summarises the ML model performance statistics against the 20% of
randomly removed data. As can be seen the model shows good skill in predicting
within vehicle concentrations of different pollutants with the RMSE (root mean
squared error) lower than the SD (standard deviation) of the observations for all of the
species considered. Pearson correlation coefficients are higher than 0.80, while an IOA
(index of agreement) greater than 0.69 for all the species in general indicates good
model predictions (Matthaios et al., 2017). The mean gross error (MGE) of the ML
model’s performance is less than 5 µg m-3 for all the particle classes (PM10, PM2.5 and
PM1) and less than 11 ppb for NO2. The biggest error is evidenced in NOx and UFP
which is almost the same as the MB (mean bias). The model’s fraction of predictions
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within a factor of two of observations (FAC2) is also in good agreement with
observations (higher than 0.69 for all the species), while noteworthy is the fact the
model’s FAC2 score is very high (0.89) for NO2. The MB (mean bias) indicates that the
ML model under-predicts the particulate species by less than < 1 µg m-3 and the NO2 by
less than < 5 ppb. The biggest under-prediction occurs for UFP and NOx, however
random events such as overtaking or congestion that can result in greater NO outside
and consequently inside, might not be captured fully by the model. Regarding the UFP
predictions it has to be noted that particle leaks from the engine or generation of
already deposited particles (in the seats or fabrics) due to vibration or movement
might cause this discrepancy in UFP predictions and those are terms that were not
included in the model. Overall it can be stated that the ML has good skill in predicting
the random measurement data with promising applicability in real world as discussed
later on in the constructed cases and the use of air quality data.

Table 4.9: Model evaluation statistics against 20% random observation data after
machine learning. n: number values. FAC2: predictions within a factor of two of
observations, perfect model FAC2 = 1. MB: Mean bias. MGE: Mean gross error –
indication of the mean error regardless of over or under estimate. RMSE: Root mean
squared error. r: Pearson correlation coefficient, values from -1 to 1; values of 0 no
prediction. IOA: Index of Agreement, values from -1 to 1. 𝑚𝑂 , 𝑚𝑝 : Mean values of
observations and predictions respectively. SD: Standard Deviation.
Species
PM10
PM2.5
PM1
LSDA
NO2
NOx
UFP

n
196
196
196
140
256
256
140

FAC2
0.76
0.78
0.81
0.69
0.89
0.83
0.66

MB
-1.06
0.14
-0.8
20.9
-5.0
-49.9
13405

MGE
4.4
2.3
1.6
22.3
10.4
53.9
16518

RMSE
6.82
3.4
2.33
28.76
15.4
76.9
23209
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R
0.89
0.96
0.97
0.92
0.89
0.84
0.90

IOA
0.80
0.87
0.89
0.69
0.79
0.75
0.73

𝑚𝑂
15
9.9
7.6
48.5
45.5
246.8
29841

𝑚𝑝
13.9
10.2
6.8
69.5
40.5
196.95
52793

SDo
14.6
11.8
9.02
50.9
24.27
144.7
43031

4.3.2.3 Extended application of mass balance and ML models – data from
monitoring stations

In the predictions discussed above, each model utilized external concentrations
of air pollutants measured directly outside the vehicle either to drive the calculated
pollutant exchange (mass balance model A), or as the training set for the ML
predictions (B). In order to check both model’s application under real world
circumstances two cases were constructed: Case (i), represents a scenario where the
concentration outside is known (e.g. from low cost sensor networks) but the withinvehicle level is unknown and tests the performance of both models A and B. Case (ii)
tests the application of model (B) in real world situations, where both within and
outside vehicle levels are unknown and the only data available is the hourly levels from
nearby air quality monitoring stations (see 4.2.7). The air quality levels from the
monitoring sites were taken from urban-traffic and urban-background locations
representing different locations of the testing route.
Figure 4.8 shows case (i) comparison of the two models against the
measurements. The mass balance model (A) does a good job in predicting the low
concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, PM1 and NO2, however the model does not predict well
the high level of all the pollutants and has a notable discrepancy in the predictions of
LSDA, UFP and NOx. In contrast, the ML model (B) has better overall predictions than
the mass balance model for all the species. Specifically for PM 10, PM2.5 and PM1, the
model (B) shows a clear improvement in the predictions where it predicts better both
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high and low concentrations within ±10% of the 1:1 comparison. However, the ML
model (B) also shows (to a lesser extent than the mass balance model A) deviation
from the observations for LSDA, UFP and NOx. The fact that ML improves the model’s
performance was also found in other studies (Ozcift and Gulten, 2011; Aquilina et al.,
2018). Figure 4.9 shows case (ii) comparison of ML model B vs observations. The
results generally show some notable discrepancies for NOx and NO2, however for a
given outside air quality measurement the ML model provides an acceptable
representation of the within-vehicle air quality, giving promising insights about the
applicability of the method to provide an indication of within-vehicle exposure with
zero additional cost.
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Figure 4.8: Measured vs mass balance model (A) and ML model (B) within-vehicle
concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, LSDA, NOx, NO2 and UFP. The orange dots indicate
the ML predictions for 20% of randomly selected data. The solid line denotes the
perfect model 1:1. The dashed lines indicate the ±10% of the perfect model. Both
models used median within-vehicle concentrations instead of actual levels (see case (i)
Table 5).
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of within-vehicle ML modelled and measured species. For the
learning of the ML model, a median within-vehicle level from all vehicles and hourly
outdoor air quality measurements were used (see case (ii) in Table 4.7).
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Limitations

Several models have been reported in the literature for the prediction of
within-vehicle concentrations of the measured species. However, since the various
different within-vehicle studies in the literature have focused on different aspects it
was difficult to directly apply one of the models of Hudda et al., (2012); Knibbs et al.,
(2010) or Xu and Zhu, (2009). The model developed by Hudda et al., 2012, uses a large
number of vehicles and multi linear regression approaches and generalized estimating
equations to estimate within-vehicle concentrations of UFP, while the models of
Knibbs et al., (2010) and Xu and Zhu, (2009) are mass balance based models. The
differential equations that we used here are based on the mass balance studies of
Knibbs et al., 2010 and Xu and Zhu, (2009), with some modifications in the equations
and also by adding key aspects of chemical processing. Another reason for the
difference in some modelled vs observed levels might be because values such as
deposition coefficients, filtration efficiency and penetration factors were taken from
literature. As highlighted in Lee et al., (2015a), those factors depend on the combined
effects of the ventilation conditions (i.e., ventilation mode and fan settings) and the
aerodynamic changes on the vehicle envelope (i.e., driving speed and vehicle shapes).
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The current model and method might have limitations in the prediction of
other more reactive species within vehicles and needs to be validated for those
species. The model assumes a well-mixed microenvironment which is not always true
in real world driving conditions. Furthermore, the ML technique might be dependent
upon the initial estimates (e.g. vehicle characteristics, fan power, AERs and other
within-vehicle parameters to build the model) and therefore the ML applicability needs
to be tested in other cases. In the model the leakage rate/passive ventilation was
calculated using the equations of Hudda et al., (2012) to calculate CO 2 AER (after
excluding the CO2 generated from the occupants) when the cabin had no ventilation
setting. However, since that method uses generalized regression models based on
vehicle age, driving speed, and fan strength, the method may impose uncertainty
across different vehicle models and other equations used to calculate the leakage
flow/passive ventilation based on the pressure difference (Lee et al.,2015b) need to be
tested for suitability. Engine/fuel leaks can generate gaseous and particulate pollution
and other organic gas compounds such as, benzene, toluene, xylene, and methyltertiary butyl ether (Fedoruk and Kerger, 2003; Jo and Park, 1998; Duffy and Nelson,
1997) that can enter the interior of the vehicles via the ventilation system. This potent
source is not currently included in the model of this study. Finally, carcinogenic/toxic
species such as volatile organic compounds which are released from plastics and
fabrics on exposure to sunlight and heat (Yoshida and Matsunaga, 2006, You et al.,
2007) and heterogeneous surface reactions of species such as HONO or reactions of
peroxy radicals with NO, can play a role in the within-vehicle chemistry. The model
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currently is limited in omitting representation of such detailed chemistry, secondary
aerosol formation and other particle physics processes.

4.4.2 Implications

Knowing that despite spending only 6% of our time daily in transport, this
accounts for 25% of our total daily exposure (Dons et al., 2011); modelling the withinvehicle concentrations is an important step to assess and hence minimize air pollution
exposure. Vehicle use changes not only from region to region but also depending on
the meteorological conditions (e.g. more people commute by car under cold weather).
This change in the vehicle use results in more vehicle emissions not only due to the
higher number of vehicles on road but also due to the way their after-treatment
abatement technologies work under cold weather (Matthaios et al., 2019). In turn
these elevated vehicle emissions can result in greater exposure for vehicle occupants.
Currently, estimating within-vehicle exposure to air pollution with direct methods such
as measurements is very challenging, therefore alternative indirect approaches, such
as the models of this study, need to be explored.
The modelling methodology presented here can be developed into a useful tool
that can be used by policy makers in order to estimate the air pollutant concentration
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levels inside vehicles. The approach presented here uses for the first time machine
learning algorithms to train a model in order to predict random unseen data giving
within-vehicle exposure, with promising applicability elsewhere and for different
species. For example, this can also complement a fundamental bottom up approach
for modelling, based upon the relevant differential equations and processes. Although
the results here might be case dependent (especially the ML algorithm), it has been
shown that the method, with the appropriate case-dependent adaptations (e.g. other
ML algorithm or more detailed input data in the model), can provide good withinvehicle exposure results.
The use of ambient monitoring data (rather than adjacent to vehicle
measurements) to predict within-vehicle concentrations gave promising results
highlighting that within-vehicle exposure can be estimated with no additional cost of
measurements. Given that commercial/professional drivers (e.g. bus, taxi and van
drivers) exposure is a currently debating issue, with very limited to no studies globally
according to the systematic review of Lawin et al., (2018), modelling techniques such
as those presented here can be proved very useful to estimate the health risks that are
associated with this group.
As a future direction, this research can provide the background for more indepth exposure predictive models for car passengers, where driving conditions (e.g.
urban, motorway driving), driving duration, passenger characteristics (e.g. different
ventilation rates, metabolism, sex, weight) and pollutant infiltration and penetration
pathways, including potential engine leaks, will be taken into consideration. Further
investigation of exposure in alternative methods of commuting would be useful to
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provide an estimate of the total daily exposure to air pollution, and raise public
awareness for alternative ways of commuting. Measurements of carcinogenic organic
compounds or other toxic substances such as dioxins will provide insights about which
other pollutants are more important for health impact assessments. Such information
will be critical for the application of air quality management policies and new
technologies such as within-vehicle air purifiers or high selectivity air filters to reduce
air pollution exposure.
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Chapter 5. Synthesis

5.1 Summary and conclusions

The main research objective of this thesis was to investigate real-world vehicle
emissions in an urban environment and their implications for outdoor and withinvehicle air quality, and hence exposure and human health. The thesis focuses on three
main research areas and answers a number of key questions concerning:


Trends in long term ambient air quality measurements at roadsides in the UK
from 2009 to 2016, identifying measurable impacts that the vehicle emissions
have upon urban air quality.



Within-vehicle multi air pollutant personal exposure under different ventilation
settings on urban, sub-urban and ring-road driving environments and the
corresponding activity based exposure and inhalation dose that vehicle
occupants, cyclists and pedestrians experience in a typical urban environment.



Development of a microenvironment model to estimate within-vehicle air
pollution exposure and the use of the state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithms under real world scenarios to provide within-vehicle exposure
estimates from existing conurbation monitoring data.
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Several tools were applied/developed including a) data mining of observations,
namely hourly air quality concentrations of NO, NO2, O3 together with meteorological
observations of temperature, humidity and cloud coverage across the UK from 2009 2016, 2) mobile measurement campaigns with different types of vehicles, where a
total of 13 instruments were deployed inside vehicles to measure inside to outside
concentrations of NO, NO2, CO2, PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP and LSDA and 3) application
and development of modelling tools, namely atmospheric chemistry box-models,
mass-balance receptor models and state-of-the-art machine learning models. Here the
main findings of the aforementioned three key research areas are summarised,
alongside a discussion of potential limitations of this study, and identification of
remaining research gaps/future research directions.

Chapter 2 investigated ambient NOx and NO2 mixing ratios, as well as primary
NO2 emissions from road vehicles, via analysis of data from urban traffic monitoring
stations in the UK, for the period from 2009 until 2016. A new methodology was
developed to investigate cold temperature vehicle emissions from ambient data which
used to report air quality. The analysis found:
An overall decrease in the mean ambient NO2 mixing ratios of 20% between
2009 and 2016, alongside a smaller, 10% reduction in NOx mixing ratios, implying
improvement in the UK’s urban air quality in so far as nitrogen oxides are concerned.
The ambient NO2/NOx ratio has changed since 2009, and for locations with the
same NOx mixing ratios between 2009 and 2016, the NO2 mixing ratios have fallen,
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suggesting that there is a positive impact of applied policies and plans on reducing
primary NO2 emissions from vehicles.
The mean inferred primary NO2 emissions show a significant overall reduction
of 3 percentage points from 17% to 14% (18% change), with a calculated reduction of 0.32 percentage points/year (95% confidence interval of -0.2 - -0.45 percentage
points/year). The timescales for this reduction correspond to the combined application
of policies (new Euro limits), the change in the fleet (reduction/change of old diesel
vehicles) and to some extent the new after-treatment technologies which were
introduced and fitted in vehicles in the last eight years. However, this reduction is not
evident in every city/county, underling the complexity of the problem and implying
that more critical measures are needed for the reduction of ambient NO 2.
The application of the newly introduced methodology for the investigation of
“cold-start” emissions, inferred from ambient monitoring data under low temperature
conditions, showed an overall primary NO2 emissions increase by 64.5% and 75% on
average for morning and evening rush hours respectively. This emission increment
under low temperature (≤ 5 oC) rises between 1.6 and 3.8 times higher than under
normal temperatures (> 5 oC) when examining individual urban locations. A significant
inverse relationship was found between mean monthly temperature and mean
monthly primary NO2 emissions, where the latter can be estimated according to the
equation (1):

fNO2 = 15 – [0.77 ± 0.15] T (OC),

for T ≤ 0
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(1)

In summary, chapter 2 suggests that the current after-treatment systems are
lacking in performance under low ambient temperatures. Furthermore, the
combination of (short duration) driving patterns and temperature dependence of
after-treatment systems lead to measurable impacts upon ambient air quality. This
finding needs to be addressed, in order to avoid highly augmented NO x and NO2
emissions, and thus, air pollution episodes with elevated exposure under cold weather.
They also highlight the importance of new regulations with stricter limits to capture all
vehicle type cold-start emissions. Finally, the results reported here provide
encouraging evidence that with combined and correct/targeted implementation of
legislation, policy and technology, the NOx and NO2 problem in urban areas, which
stems from vehicles, can be significantly mitigated.

Chapter 3 investigated the PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and NO2
exposure within-vehicles in relation to the on-road/ambient air pollution under
different

ventilation

settings

and

driving

routes,

through

primary

data

collection/measurements. The vehicle occupant air pollution uptake (inhalation) was
also investigated in this chapter and it was compared with cycling and walking
activities. The analysis showed:
The median within-vehicle exposure (aggregated across all vehicle ventilation
options tested), when driving from sub-urban to urban and ring-roads, increased by
73% and 13% for PM10, 175% and 75% for PM2.5 and 200% and 83% for PM1
respectively. UFP exposure increased by 24% (sub-urban to urban) and 36% (sub-urban
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to ring-road), and for LSDA by 32% and 52%, respectively. NOx median exposure
increased significantly by 69% (sub-urban to urban) and 44% (sub-urban to ring-road)
for NO2, and 70% (sub-urban to urban) and 11% (sub-urban to ring-road) for NO. This
highlights the significant effect that the correct choice of route has on vehicle
occupant’s exposure to air pollution.
The impact of vehicle ventilation setting upon vehicle occupant exposure to air
pollution was examined by assessing variations in I/OVEH ratios. The I/OVEH ratios for
particles increased towards outdoor levels when introducing greater outside air flow
into the vehicle, as would be expected. When recirculating the air within the cabin,
I/OVEH median ratios for PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP and LSDA decreased up to 80%
relatively to the outdoor levels. However, under recirculation mode, the analysis
showed that there might be a potential trade-off between benefits from reduced PM,
and a penalty in exposure from increased NO2.
Vehicle occupants, due to reduced breathing rate and activity, inhale less air
overall than pedestrians and cyclists on the same roads. On a median level, vehicle
occupants inhale 4.6, 7.6 and 6.9 more NO2 than PM2.5 by mass in urban, sub-urban
and ring-road environments respectively, with a trip average inhalation dose ratio of
6.4 (NO2 dose/PM2.5 dose). The implication of this dose ratio for professional drivers is
that the influence of NO2 on premature mortality is greater than that of PM 2.5 (under
the conditions assessed in this work) and could be even greater given that within
vehicles, NO is quickly oxidised to NO2 in the presence of O3 prior to its loss to
surfaces.
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To summarise, vehicle occupants are exposed to detrimental concentrations of
PM2.5 and NO2 with overall median I/OVEH ratios of 0.76 and 0.98 respectively. For the
optimal (lowest exposure) ventilation setting, within-vehicle exposure to PM2.5 and
NO2 is reduced by 49% and 34% respectively. Overall, vehicle occupants inhale 45%
less PM2.5 and 12% less NO2 compared to pedestrians, and 47% and 57% less PM 2.5 and
NO2 than cyclists. Finally, car passengers can modify their exposure and inhalation
dose through route choice by factors of 1.25 – 3.5 and 0.4 – 0.45 for PM2.5 and NO2
respectively.

Chapter 4 used the experimental results reported in chapter 3 and developed
a mass balance model for the indirect investigation of within-vehicle air pollution
exposure. In this chapter, alternative modelling methods using the state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithms were validated using the experimental data and tested for
real world applications where only data from nearby air quality monitoring sites is
available.
The mass balance model showed different performance predictions for gases
and particles, with most of the species being within the ±10% of the standard error of
the 1:1 model. Some systematic discrepancies that occur in the model regarding the
UFP and LSDA predictions are probably associated with the infiltration, deposition and
penetration parameters of these species, whose values were taken from studies
performed in houses/buildings.
The machine learning model showed similar performance to the original mass
balance model for the majority of the species considered, and better predicted NO 2
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levels. The predictions of the machine learning model showed good skill in estimating
random unseen within-vehicle concentrations of different pollutants with the RMSE
(root mean squared error) lower than the SD (standard deviation) of observations for
all species. Furthermore, the machine learning model had a Pearson correlation
coefficient greater than 0.80, and IOA greater than 0.69 for all the species,
demonstrating good predictions. Finally, the test of the machine learning model with
real world cases to predict within-vehicle exposure of PM2.5 and NO2 using median
within-vehicle concentration and data from the closest air quality monitoring sites
(instead of real observations directly adjacent to the vehicle) showed promising results
for the application of this approach.

5.2 Limitations

The findings presented and discussed in this thesis are not without uncertainty
and have their limitations. For example, chapter 2 investigated the primary NO2/NOx
ratio in UK roadsides with the application of the ‘total oxidant’ analysis, (NO 2 + O3) /
NOx, to draw conclusions regarding vehicle emissions following Jenkin, (2004).
However, most urban traffic monitoring sites in the UK do not have O 3 measurements
which poses a limitation to the total oxidant approach and to the estimation of the
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primary NO2/NOx vehicle emissions. In cases where O3 data was not available at urban
traffic sites, additional observations from the closest urban background site were
included and the methodology of Carslaw and Beevers, (2005) was followed. Carslaw
and Beevers, (2005) assume that the increment in NO2 mixing ratio between a given
urban traffic monitoring site and a nearby urban background site is partitioned into
NO2 that is chemically derived through the reaction between NO and O 3, and NO2
which is emitted directly by road vehicles. However, this is not the case in some
locations mainly due to the surrounding infrastructure and/or any additional sources.
In addition to the above, this indirect total oxidant approach is not a “type approved”
method to investigate driving emissions. In order to measure real world driving
emissions additional information regarding the vehicle operating temperature and oil
temperature are needed (Franco et al., 2013). The method that was introduced in this
chapter to estimate the cold-temperature vehicle emissions and their impact on air
quality has a main limitation. The method assumes that the ambient temperature was
the operational temperature of the vehicle, and cannot distinguish between the
number of vehicles operated under cold-start, hot-restart or normal conditions. The
implications for the NOx urban air quality load of only cold-start vehicles might be even
greater as shown by recent studies (Grange et al., 2019). Finally, the total oxidant
approach has a clear limitation at night, as it assumes PSS, which can only occur during
daytime, in the atmosphere. At night the O3 aloft reacts with NO2 to form NO3, a short
lived radical, which during daytime due to its rapid photolysis and reaction with NO,
can enhance NO2 concentrations in early morning hours (Brown and Stutz, 2012).
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The within-vehicle exposure findings for PM10, PM2.5, PM1, UFP, LSDA, NO and
NO2 and the I/OVEH ratios, reported in chapter 3, are limited to the number of vehicles
and the ventilation settings and routes tested in this thesis. A broader range of vehicles
including new and old vehicles might differentiate the results as the I/O ratios are
highly dependent on the manufacturer and age of the vehicle (Hudda et al., 2011).
Furthermore, within-vehicle exposure might vary during rush hour periods and night
time due to on-road fleet composition and atmospheric processes, and might be
greater than the values reported here under normal daytime traffic driving outside of
peak periods. The experiments in chapter 3 did not test any air cabin filters other than
the standard pollen ones and no further implications for NO and NO2 reductions could
be made. Finally, breathing rates or body weight of vehicle occupants were not
measured in this study and the calculation and comparison of the inhalation doses
were made using the ventilation rates reported in Adams, 1993. The air pollution
uptake might vary from the values reported in chapter 3 during driving/commuting by
car, cycling and walking activities, as individuals react differently to heavy/light
exercise activities, while this uptake might also be different for smoking and nonsmoking groups.
The mass balance modelling developed in chapter 4 is, apart from the low
number of vehicles available to provide test data, limited by the model physical
parameters. Most of the parameters are based on measurement studies performed in
residential buildings/houses, and vehicles are typically smaller microenvironments
than houses and hence more sensitive to such physical processes. Therefore, the
current deposition rates, penetration factors, filtration, leaks might lead to systematic
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under or over predictions in the model. The mass balance model also assumes a wellmixed vehicle cabin microenvironment. Finally, the mass balance model does not
include any reactive surface chemistry and detailed physical and chemical indoor
processes such as particle coagulation, particle phase-change phenomena and
heterogeneous reactions (Carslaw, 2007). The ML model that was applied in chapter 4
is dependent on the specific training parameters (e.g. vehicle characteristics, fan
power, AERs, concentrations) and therefore the same ML algorithm might not be
suited for other applications.

5.3 Suggestions for future research

To date, there are several studies reporting discrepancies between legislative
vehicle emission limits and cold-start vehicle real world driving emissions (BMVI, 2016;
Degraeuwe and Weiss, 2017; Grange et al., 2019; Suarez-Bertoa and Astorga, 2018).
However, there are limited studies reporting elevated real world vehicle driving
emissions under hot temperatures (Dallman et al., 2019). These studies are either
based on PEMS or on remote sensing data and are experimentally expensive regarding
their deployments. The methodology reported in chapter 2 could be expanded and
applied under hot temperatures to provide insights for vehicle emissions. Plume chase
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measurements, which are currently used to estimate fleet average vehicle emissions,
could be focused on investigating real world driving emissions under: 1) different road
gradients (e.g. uphill/downhill), locations (e.g. traffic lights, roundabouts), conditions
(i.e. idling, accelerating, decelerating), 2) investigating ammonia emissions from the
new SCR and LNT diesel catalysts (Elser et al., 2018) or 3) non-exhaust emissions from
tyre wear of electric vehicles, which might play a critical role in future urban air
pollution when this type of vehicle starts to penetrate the fleet.
The experiments in chapter 3 reported exposure to multiple air pollutants
within vehicles relative to air quality directly outside and underpinned the greater
health impact of NO2 over PM2.5 for vehicle occupants, at the levels observed from
these data. Dominici et al., (2010), highlighted the necessity of shifting exposure
studies from a single-pollutant to a multipollutant approach in order to protect human
health from air pollution. The multiple air pollutant exposure approach taken in
chapter 3 could be applied in other indoor microenvironments such as schools, offices
and houses, where epidemiologists are currently lacking data (COMEAP, 2018).
Contrasting impacts of different PM chemical composition and morphology also need
to be investigated as they play a critical role in mortality, while additional
measurements regarding toxic VOC mixtures such as benzene or toluene need to be
performed. In this way, we can improve their understanding regarding the precise
weight that each air pollutant has on human health. Future research related to air
pollution inside vehicle cabins must be conducted with the use of activated carbon air
cabin filters or with air purifiers inside the cabin in order to quantify their associated
health benefit. Furthermore, future, within-vehicle exposure campaigns need to
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include measurements of the breathing rates and body weight of vehicle occupants
and enhance our understanding about the air pollution uptake that specific groups
have under this activity. The necessity of this is underpinned by Cepeda et al., 2017,
who found that although drivers are exposed to regular air pollution spikes, their
overall uptake is much smaller compared to those walking or cycling. Multi-pollutant
exposure campaigns should also focus on time activity of individuals, such as the
European Physical Activity through Sustainable Transport Approaches - PASTA project
(Gascon et al., 2019), and the activity contribution to daily inhalation dose, as
highlighted in the meta-analysis of Cepeda et al., (2017). However up to the present
date this is still challenging, firstly because different activities might give different air
pollutant species dose contributions and secondly since most of the personal exposure
campaigns rely on personal exposure monitors, which have significant discrepancies in
measuring the actual exposure levels, potentially leading to false estimates.
Approaches to tackle this problem include massive air quality monitoring as described
by Motlagh et al. (2020), where thousands or hundreds of thousands of sensors can be
integrated into the vehicles or carried by pedestrians, which in addition to the
reference stations and mid-cost sensors at specific locations, can achieve detailed and
accurate coverage.
The development of the mass-balance model for microenvironments in chapter
4 is currently limited to indoor reactive chemistry. Up to date, reactive chemistry is a
critical source of chemicals for indoor environments that might not otherwise be
present as primary emissions. These chemicals can be responsible for the formation of
oxygenated VOCs (such as organic nitrates, carbonyls, etc.) and secondary organic
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aerosols (Weschler and Carslaw, 2018). Currently, there is a gap in the literature
regarding the air pollutant transformations and detailed chemistry within-vehicles, and
properties such as infiltration efficiency, leaks, deposition rates, evaporation and
condensation were all taken from indoor house studies (see Table 4.5). Therefore, it is
essential to investigate those chemical transformations and missing sources in
microenvironments in order to improve the accuracy of the present modelling
approaches. In addition to the above, detailed mapping of internal sources such as
particle resuspension from seats or other surfaces need to be investigated and
included in the models. Such detailed measurements will complement mass balance
model approaches which in turn coupled with other air quality models can provide
dynamic estimates of our daily exposure based on activity. They will also support
improvement of machine learning algorithms in data driven models which can be used
as an alternative approach to predict within-vehicle air quality.
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Appendix A
MCM Mechanism
* MCMv3.3.1 Subset generated for the following species:
;
* ;
*;
* Variable definitions. All species are listed here.;
*;
VARIABLE
N2O5 H2O2 NO H2 NA HONO OH SO2 O HNO3 SO3 O1D HO2 HO2NO2 CO SA O3
HSO3 NO2 NO3 ;
****************************************************** ;
*;
* Generic Rate Coefficients ;
*;
KRO2NO = 2.7D-12*EXP(360/TEMP) ;
KRO2HO2 = 2.91D-13*EXP(1300/TEMP) ;
KAPHO2 = 5.2D-13*EXP(980/TEMP) ;
KAPNO = 7.5D-12*EXP(290/TEMP) ;
KRO2NO3 = 2.3D-12 ;
KNO3AL = 1.4D-12*EXP(-1860/TEMP) ;
KDEC = 1.00D+06 ;
KROPRIM = 2.50D-14*EXP(-300/TEMP) ;
KROSEC = 2.50D-14*EXP(-300/TEMP) ;
KCH3O2 = 1.03D-13*EXP(365/TEMP) ;
K298CH3O2 = 3.5D-13 ;
K14ISOM1 = 3.00D7*EXP(-5300/TEMP) ;
*;
* Complex reactions ;
*;
KD0 = 1.10D-05*M*EXP(-10100/TEMP) ;
KDI = 1.90D17*EXP(-14100/TEMP) ;
KRD = KD0/KDI ;
FCD = 0.30 ;
NCD = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FCD)) ;
FD = 10@(LOG10(FCD)/(1+(LOG10(KRD)/NCD)**2)) ;
KBPAN = (KD0*KDI)*FD/(KD0+KDI) ;
KC0 = 3.28D-28*M*(TEMP/300)@-6.87 ;
KCI = 1.125D-11*(TEMP/300)@-1.105 ;
KRC = KC0/KCI ;
FCC = 0.30 ;
NC = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FCC)) ;
FC = 10@(LOG10(FCC)/(1+(LOG10(KRC)/NC)**2)) ;
KFPAN = (KC0*KCI)*FC/(KC0+KCI) ;
K10 = 1.0D-31*M*(TEMP/300)@-1.6 ;
K1I = 5.0D-11*(TEMP/300)@-0.3 ;
KR1 = K10/K1I ;
FC1 = 0.85 ;
NC1 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC1)) ;
F1 = 10@(LOG10(FC1)/(1+(LOG10(KR1)/NC1)**2)) ;
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KMT01 = (K10*K1I)*F1/(K10+K1I) ;
K20 = 1.3D-31*M*(TEMP/300)@-1.5 ;
K2I = 2.3D-11*(TEMP/300)@0.24 ;
KR2 = K20/K2I ;
FC2 = 0.6 ;
NC2 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC2)) ;
F2 = 10@(LOG10(FC2)/(1+(LOG10(KR2)/NC2)**2)) ;
KMT02 = (K20*K2I)*F2/(K20+K2I) ;
K30 = 3.6D-30*M*(TEMP/300)@-4.1 ;
K3I = 1.9D-12*(TEMP/300)@0.2 ;
KR3 = K30/K3I ;
FC3 = 0.35 ;
NC3 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC3)) ;
F3 = 10@(LOG10(FC3)/(1+(LOG10(KR3)/NC3)**2)) ;
KMT03 = (K30*K3I)*F3/(K30+K3I) ;
K40 = 1.3D-3*M*(TEMP/300)@-3.5*EXP(-11000/TEMP) ;
K4I = 9.7D+14*(TEMP/300)@0.1*EXP(-11080/TEMP) ;
KR4 = K40/K4I ;
FC4 = 0.35 ;
NC4 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC4)) ;
F4 = 10@(LOG10(FC4)/(1+(LOG10(KR4)/NC4)**2)) ;
KMT04 = (K40*K4I)*F4/(K40+K4I) ;
KMT05 = 1.44D-13*(1+(M/4.2D+19)) ;
KMT06 = 1 + (1.40D-21*EXP(2200/TEMP)*H2O) ;
K70 = 7.4D-31*M*(TEMP/300)@-2.4 ;
K7I = 3.3D-11*(TEMP/300)@-0.3 ;
KR7 = K70/K7I ;
FC7 = 0.81 ;
NC7 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC7)) ;
F7 = 10@(LOG10(FC7)/(1+(LOG10(KR7)/NC7)**2)) ;
KMT07 = (K70*K7I)*F7/(K70+K7I) ;
K80 = 3.2D-30*M*(TEMP/300)@-4.5 ;
K8I = 3.0D-11 ;
KR8 = K80/K8I ;
FC8 = 0.41 ;
NC8 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC8)) ;
F8 = 10@(LOG10(FC8)/(1+(LOG10(KR8)/NC8)**2)) ;
KMT08 = (K80*K8I)*F8/(K80+K8I) ;
K90 = 1.4D-31*M*(TEMP/300)@-3.1 ;
K9I = 4.0D-12 ;
KR9 = K90/K9I ;
FC9 = 0.4 ;
NC9 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC9)) ;
F9 = 10@(LOG10(FC9)/(1+(LOG10(KR9)/NC9)**2)) ;
KMT09 = (K90*K9I)*F9/(K90+K9I) ;
K100 = 4.10D-05*M*EXP(-10650/TEMP) ;
K10I = 6.0D+15*EXP(-11170/TEMP) ;
KR10 = K100/K10I ;
FC10 = 0.4 ;
NC10 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC10)) ;
F10 = 10@(LOG10(FC10)/(1+(LOG10(KR10)/NC10)**2)) ;
KMT10 = (K100*K10I)*F10/(K100+K10I) ;
K1 = 2.40D-14*EXP(460/TEMP) ;
K3 = 6.50D-34*EXP(1335/TEMP) ;
K4 = 2.70D-17*EXP(2199/TEMP) ;
K2 = (K3*M)/(1+(K3*M/K4)) ;
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KMT11 = K1 + K2 ;
K120 = 2.5D-31*M*(TEMP/300)@-2.6 ;
K12I = 2.0D-12 ;
KR12 = K120/K12I ;
FC12 = 0.53 ;
NC12 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC12)) ;
F12 = 10@(LOG10(FC12)/(1.0+(LOG10(KR12)/NC12)**2)) ;
KMT12 = (K120*K12I*F12)/(K120+K12I) ;
K130 = 2.5D-30*M*(TEMP/300)@-5.5 ;
K13I = 1.8D-11 ;
KR13 = K130/K13I ;
FC13 = 0.36 ;
NC13 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC13)) ;
F13 = 10@(LOG10(FC13)/(1+(LOG10(KR13)/NC13)**2)) ;
KMT13 = (K130*K13I)*F13/(K130+K13I) ;
K140 = 9.0D-5*EXP(-9690/TEMP)*M ;
K14I = 1.1D+16*EXP(-10560/TEMP) ;
KR14 = K140/K14I ;
FC14 = 0.36 ;
NC14 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC14)) ;
F14 = 10@(LOG10(FC14)/(1+(LOG10(KR14)/NC14)**2)) ;
KMT14 = (K140*K14I)*F14/(K140+K14I) ;
K150 = 8.6D-29*M*(TEMP/300)@-3.1 ;
K15I = 9.0D-12*(TEMP/300)@-0.85 ;
KR15 = K150/K15I ;
FC15 = 0.48 ;
NC15 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC15)) ;
F15 = 10@(LOG10(FC15)/(1+(LOG10(KR15)/NC15)**2)) ;
KMT15 = (K150*K15I)*F15/(K150+K15I) ;
K160 = 8D-27*M*(TEMP/300)@-3.5 ;
K16I = 3.0D-11*(TEMP/300)@-1 ;
KR16 = K160/K16I ;
FC16 = 0.5 ;
NC16 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC16)) ;
F16 = 10@(LOG10(FC16)/(1+(LOG10(KR16)/NC16)**2)) ;
KMT16 = (K160*K16I)*F16/(K160+K16I) ;
K170 = 5.0D-30*M*(TEMP/300)@-1.5 ;
K17I = 1.0D-12 ;
KR17 = K170/K17I ;
FC17 = 0.17*EXP(-51/TEMP)+EXP(-TEMP/204) ;
NC17 = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FC17)) ;
F17 = 10@(LOG10(FC17)/(1.0+(LOG10(KR17)/NC17)**2)) ;
KMT17 = (K170*K17I*F17)/(K170+K17I) ;
KMT18 = 9.5D-39*O2*EXP(5270/TEMP)/(1+7.5D-29*O2*EXP(5610/TEMP)) ;
KPPN0 = 1.7D-03*EXP(-11280/TEMP)*M ;
KPPNI = 8.3D+16*EXP(-13940/TEMP) ;
KRPPN = KPPN0/KPPNI ;
FCPPN = 0.36 ;
NCPPN = 0.75-1.27*(LOG10(FCPPN)) ;
FPPN = 10@(LOG10(FCPPN)/(1+(LOG10(KRPPN)/NCPPN)**2)) ;
KBPPN = (KPPN0*KPPNI)*FCPPN/(KPPN0+KPPNI) ;
****************************************************** ;
*;
* Peroxy radicals. ;
*;
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* WARNING: The following species do not have SMILES strings in the
database. ;
*
If any of these are peroxy radicals the RO2 sum will be
wrong!!! ;
****************************************************** ;
* ;
RO2 = ;
*;
* Reaction definitions. ;
*;
% 5.6D-34*N2*(TEMP/300)@-2.6*O2 : O = O3 ;
% 6.0D-34*O2*(TEMP/300)@-2.6*O2 : O = O3 ;
% 8.0D-12*EXP(-2060/TEMP) : O + O3 = ;
% KMT01 : O + NO = NO2 ;
% 5.5D-12*EXP(188/TEMP) : O + NO2 = NO ;
% KMT02 : O + NO2 = NO3 ;
% 3.2D-11*EXP(67/TEMP)*O2 : O1D = O ;
% 2.0D-11*EXP(130/TEMP)*N2 : O1D = O ;
% 1.4D-12*EXP(-1310/TEMP) : NO + O3 = NO2 ;
% 1.4D-13*EXP(-2470/TEMP) : NO2 + O3 = NO3 ;
% 3.3D-39*EXP(530/TEMP)*O2 : NO + NO = NO2 + NO2 ;
% 1.8D-11*EXP(110/TEMP) : NO + NO3 = NO2 + NO2 ;
% 4.50D-14*EXP(-1260/TEMP) : NO2 + NO3 = NO + NO2 ;
% KMT03 : NO2 + NO3 = N2O5 ;
% 2.14D-10*H2O : O1D = OH + OH ;
% 1.70D-12*EXP(-940/TEMP) : OH + O3 = HO2 ;
% 7.7D-12*EXP(-2100/TEMP) : OH + H2 = HO2 ;
% KMT05 : OH + CO = HO2 ;
% 2.9D-12*EXP(-160/TEMP) : OH + H2O2 = HO2 ;
% 2.03D-16*(TEMP/300)@4.57*EXP(693/TEMP) : HO2 + O3 = OH ;
% 4.8D-11*EXP(250/TEMP) : OH + HO2 = ;
% 2.20D-13*KMT06*EXP(600/TEMP) : HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 ;
% 1.90D-33*M*KMT06*EXP(980/TEMP) : HO2 + HO2 = H2O2 ;
% KMT07 : OH + NO = HONO ;
% KMT08 : OH + NO2 = HNO3 ;
% 2.0D-11 : OH + NO3 = HO2 + NO2 ;
% 3.45D-12*EXP(270/TEMP) : HO2 + NO = OH + NO2 ;
% KMT09 : HO2 + NO2 = HO2NO2 ;
% 3.2D-13*EXP(690/TEMP)*1.0 : OH + HO2NO2 = NO2 ;
% 4.0D-12 : HO2 + NO3 = OH + NO2 ;
% 2.5D-12*EXP(260/TEMP) : OH + HONO = NO2 ;
% KMT11 : OH + HNO3 = NO3 ;
% 4.0D-32*EXP(-1000/TEMP)*M : O + SO2 = SO3 ;
% KMT12 : OH + SO2 = HSO3 ;
% 1.3D-12*EXP(-330/TEMP)*O2 : HSO3 = HO2 + SO3 ;
% 6.00D-06 : HNO3 = NA ;
% 4.00D-04 : N2O5 = NA + NA ;
% 1.20D-15*H2O : SO3 = SA ;
% J<1> : O3 = O1D ;
% J<2> : O3 = O ;
% J<3> : H2O2 = OH + OH ;
% J<4> : NO2 = NO + O ;
% J<5> : NO3 = NO ;
% J<6> : NO3 = NO2 + O ;
% J<7> : HONO = OH + NO ;
% J<8> : HNO3 = OH + NO2 ;
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% KMT04 : N2O5 = NO2 + NO3 ;
% KMT10 : HO2NO2 = HO2 + NO2 ;
*;
* End of Subset. No. of Species = 21, No. of Reactions = 48 ;

Inside – Outside spatial plots

Figure A4. Within-vehicle spatial exposure map for UFP under different ventilation
options. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan
plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation,
windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No
ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A5. Within-vehicle spatial exposure map for LSDA under different ventilation
options. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan
plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation,
windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No
ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A6. Within-vehicle spatial exposure map for PM10 under different ventilation
options. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan
plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation,
windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No
ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A7. Within-vehicle spatial exposure map for NO under different ventilation
options. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan
plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation,
windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No
ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A8. Within-vehicle spatial exposure map for PM1 under different ventilation
options. OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows closed, AC: Fan
plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation,
windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed, NONE: No
ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A9. LSDA outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips) under
different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off, windows
closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed, FAN_R: Fan on,
recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation, windows closed,
NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A10. NO levels outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A11. UFP number outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A12. NO2 levels outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A13. PM10 levels outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A14. PM2.5 levels outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Figure A15. PM1 levels outside spatial exposure maps (as resulted by all vehicle trips)
under different ventilations OPEN: Windows open, FAN: Fan on, recirculation off,
windows closed, AC: Fan plus Air condition on, recirculation off, windows closed,
FAN_R: Fan on, recirculation, windows closed, AC_R: Fan plus AC on, recirculation,
windows closed, NONE: No ventilation Fan or AC, windows closed.
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Published articles
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